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LEGO® License Agreement and Warranty Disclaimer

License for the Software included on the LEGO Product (hereinafter referred to as the Software) from the LEGO Group.

IMPORTANT -- READ CAREFULLY: By clicking on the "Accept" button you agree to be and are hereby bound by the terms of this License Agreement. If you
do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, you must promptly return the LEGO product, including accompanying documentation (hereinafter referred to
as the Documentation). Upon such return your payment will be refunded. 

I. GRANT OF LICENSE: 
The LEGO Group and its suppliers and licensors (hereinafter referred to as LEGO) hereby grant you a non-exclusive license to use the Software and
Documentation subject to the following terms: 

You may: 
(i)   use the Software on any single computer; 
(ii)  use the Software on a second computer so long as the first and second computers are not used simultaneously; and 
(iii) copy the Software for back-up, archival purposes provided any copy must contain all of the original Software's proprietary notices. 

You may not:
(i)   permit other individuals to use the Software except under the terms listed above; 
(ii)  modify, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble (except to the extent that this restriction is expressly prohibited by law) or create derivative

works based upon the Software or Documentation; 
(iii) copy the Software or Documentation (except for back-up purposes); 
(iv)  resell, rent, lease, transfer, or otherwise transfer rights to the Software or Documentation; or 
(v)   remove any proprietary notices or labels on the Software or Documentation. 

The Software includes portions of National Instruments LabVIEW™ software. You may install and use the software solely as part of, and in conjunction with
the LEGO Product. You may not use the software in any other manner, unless you have a separate license to do so.

II.  SOFTWARE: 
If you receive the first copy of the Software electronically and a second copy on media the second copy may be used for archival purposes only and may not
be transferred to or used by any other person.  This license does not grant you any right to any enhancement 
or update. 

III. TITLE: 
Title, ownership, rights, and intellectual property rights in and to the Software and Documentation shall remain with the LEGO Group or its licensors. The
Software is protected by national copyright laws and international copyright treaties.  The communication protocol is protected by a pending patent
application. 

Title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and to the content accessed through the Software including any content contained in the Software
media demonstration files is the property of the applicable content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other law. This license gives you
no rights to such content. 

LEGO, the LEGO logo and MINDSTORMS are trademarks of the LEGO Group.

National Instruments and LabVIEW™ are some of the trademarks belonging exclusively to National Instruments Corporation.

If you want to learn more about how to use trademarks and other proprietary rights belonging to the LEGO Group please visit our web site:
http://www.LEGO.com. 

IV. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY: 
THE SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, THE LEGO GROUP FURTHER DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE AND
DOCUMENTATION REMAINS WITH YOU. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE LEGO GROUP OR ITS
SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR OTHER DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS)
ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF THE LEGO GROUP OR ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE BEEN ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME STATES/JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

V. TERMINATION: 
This license shall terminate automatically if you fail to comply with the limitations described in this Agreement.  No notice shall be required from the LEGO
Group to effectuate such termination.  On termination you must destroy all copies of the Software and Documentation. 

VI. GOVERNING LAW: 
This License Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the jurisdiction, where you have bought the LEGO product. However, if the product is bought in
USA the License Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut, without regard to conflicts of law provisions, and if the product in
bought in USA you consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts sitting in the State of Connecticut. This License Agreement will not be
governed by the United Nations Convention of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the application of which is hereby expressly excluded.

VII. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: 
This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement between the LEGO Group and you with respect to the subject matter hereof and
supersedes all prior oral or written understandings, communications or agreements not specifically incorporated herein.  This Agreement may not be
modified except in writing duly signed by an authorized representative of the LEGO Group and you.
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Using ROBOLAB

Welcome to LEGO® MINDSTORMSTM for Schools and the Robotic Command System. In this user's guide you will be

introduced to both the hardware components of the robotic system and ROBOLAB , the simple, yet powerful programming

language that allows the user to program LEGO models to autonomously perform tasks.

This guide and software were developed by the Center for Engineering Educational Outreach (CEEO) at Tufts University

(Massachusetts, US). The CEEO works with schools to help them integrate the teaching of math, science, reading, and

writing into the solving of engineering design problems.  Engineering is a powerful tool that synthesizes talents and

knowledge in almost every field of study, ranging from fine arts and history to mathematics and the sciences, to produce a

product or solution. Research indicates that learning interdisciplinary topics through engineering is a highly successful

motivation technique because it capitalizes on students’ interest in creating and building.  More information, including

sample curricula, can be viewed at http://www.ceeo.tufts.edu.

The design and programming components of robotic-based projects promotes integrated learning. To support this, we

have developed the ROBOLAB software with LEGO Educational Division and National Instruments (Texas, US). The CEEO

has the goal of not only getting more elementary school teachers to use engineering to teach, but to also educate all

students, male and female, that engineering is not a scary or difficult subject, but rather a multi-facetted subject that is an

integral part of everyone's day to day life.

The guide will familiarize you with the basic hardware components of the RCX programmable brick with its input sensors

and output devices, and the Infrared Transmitter and cable, which establish a wireless link between the computer and the

RCX.

This guide will introduce you to the ROBOLAB programming. You will be led through very basic programming levels to

progressively more challenging ones. The guide also provides an icon reference list, a glossary of terms, as well as sections

containing technical specifications, troubleshooting advice and programming exercises. The information in this guide

refers to ROBOLAB 2.5. It can be used with prior versions, as ROBOLAB 2.5 has built upon the Programmer and

Investigator programming in the earlier versions. If you have a previous version you may notice some minor graphical

differences but the basic programming logic and approach is the same.

Note: It will be helpful, as you work through this guide, to clearly differentiate between the following six terms:

RCX the programmable LEGO brick functioning as an autonomous microcomputer.

ROBOLAB the computer software product name.

LabVIEW™ the computer programming language on which ROBOLAB is based.

Firmware the RCX operating system level software.

Serial Transmitter original legacy-style Transmitter.

USB Transmitter USB-style Transmitter.

A B O U T  T H I S  G U I D E
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The RCX, the revolutionary LEGO Microcomputer:

The heart of the system is the RCX, an autonomous LEGO microcomputer that can be programmed using a PC or Apple

Macintosh (Mac). The RCX serves as the brain of the LEGO Educational Division inventions. It can receive input from its

environment sensors, process data, and signal output motors and lamps to turn on and off.

See the Technical Specifications Section on page 160 for a more detailed technical description of the RCX.
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Users first build their invention using the RCX and the LEGO elements included in the LEGO Sets. They then create 

a program for their invention using ROBOLAB, an easy to use, powerful programming language. Next, they download

their program to the RCX using a special Infrared Transmitter. Their fully autonomous creation can now interact with 

the environment.

T H E  P R O C E S S

Design and build

Create the 

program on 

the computer

Execute the 

program

Download to the RCX
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Before you begin installation, make sure all other applications

are closed. 

Macintosh

1. Insert the ROBOLAB CD into the computer. The CD window

opens.

2. Double-click the Mac Install file.

3. Read the welcome screens, including the License

agreement.

4. Follow the directions on the screen to run Training Missions

from your computer, or from the CD.

5. If you are upgrading from a previous version, click Select

Folder and select your existing ROBOLAB installation folder.

6. Click Continue to accept the default folders for installation,

or click Select Folder and select a new location. 

7. Select to search your machine for old versions of ROBOLAB.

If this is the first installation, choose No.

8. You will need QuickTime® to view the Training Missions. If

you do not have QuickTime on your machine, it is included

as part of the ROBOLAB installation.

PC

1. Insert the ROBOLAB CD into the computer. The CD window

opens.

2. Double-click the PC-Install file.

3. Read the welcome screens, including the License

agreement.

4. Follow the directions on the screen to run Training Missions

from your computer, or from the CD.

5. Select to search your machine for old versions of ROBOLAB.

If this is the first installation, choose Skip.

6. Click Next to accept the default folders for installation, or

click Browse and select a new location.

7. You will need QuickTime® to view the Training Missions. If

you do not have QuickTime on your machine, it is included

as part of the ROBOLAB installation.

S O F T W A R E  I N S T A L L A T I O N
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To begin ROBOLAB on a PC, double click on the ROBOLAB desktop shortcut icon or select ROBOLAB from the program

group. To begin ROBOLAB on a Mac, double click on the ROBOLAB desktop alias icon.

S T A R T I N G  R O B O L A B  S O F T W A R E

After installing the

software, review the

setup instructions

for help in setting

up the RCX and IR

Transmitter on your

computer.

Click here for a

summary of

ROBOLAB

references. 

When you are

familiar with

ROBOLAB, click here

to start the

software and create

your own programs. 

Follow the 

Training Missions

for an introduction

to ROBOLAB Pilot

and Inventor

programming.

Click here to stop 

using ROBOLAB.

Click here for details

about ROBOLAB and

its development.
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Training Missions are interactive tutorials designed for students and teachers to become

familiar with ROBOLAB programming. Using models from the RoboTechnology Set,

building instructions page 4-29, or from the Team Challenge Set, building instructions

page 4-39, users practice programming in ROBOLAB and downloading information to

the RCX via the Infrared Tower.

There are twelve Training Missions designed for teachers and students to become

progressively more familiar with ROBOLAB programming. Choosing either Pilot Missions

or Inventor Missions, users begin with an Introduction to Training Mission controls and

progress through missions covering Programmer and Investigator.

To begin, select Training Missions from the Main Menu. Find the Training Mission that

best matches your skill level. Double-click the Training Mission title to begin.

The chart below provides more detailed information about the skills practiced in each Training Mission.

Programmer Pilot 1
• Controlling one motor
• Using Wait For time
• Downloading programs to the RCX

Programmer Pilot 2
• Controlling two motors
• Controlling motor power level

Programmer Pilot 3
• Programming a touch sensor with Wait For
• Creating two-step programs
• Using Continuous Run to make a program repeat
• Saving and loading programs

Programmer Pilot 4
• Programming a light sensor with Wait For
• Creating multiple-step programs

Investigator Pilot 1
• Simulating a project to collect light data using the touch

sensor
• Overview of the Upload, View and Journal Areas

Investigator Pilot 2
• Simulating a project to collect light data for a specific

amount of time
• Programming a robot to move and collect light data

Programmer Inventor 1
• Controlling two motors using Wait For
• Using the Functions Palette and Diagram Window
• Using the Tools Palette
• Downloading programs to the RCX

Programmer Inventor 2
• Controlling the power level of motors
• Using Modifiers
• Copying and pasting icons in a program
• Programming a touch sensor using Wait For
• Saving a program

Programmer Inventor 3
• Programming a light sensor using Wait For
• Using Jump and Land Structures
• Loading a previously saved program

Investigator Inventor 4
• Programming datalogging functions based on a timed

sampling rate
• Simulating a light sensor datalogging project
• Programming a robot to move and collect light data
• Changing graphs
• Overview of the Upload, View and Journal Areas

L E A R N I N G  T H R O U G H  T R A I N I N G  M I S S I O N S
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Training Missions Controls

The controls are consistent for all Training Missions:

L E A R N I N G  T H R O U G H  T R A I N I N G  M I S S I O N S

Red Flashing

Arrows

Point to areas of

interest.

Training Missions

Menu Button

Closes the Training

Mission and opens

the Training

Missions Menu.

Green Arrows

Point to items to

click.

Information Button

Opens a new

window which

provides additional

information.

Next Button

Moves ahead in the

Training Mission.

Control Buttons

Play or Pause Button

Continues or pauses

the voice instructions. 

Replay Button

Plays the instructions

again.

Back Button

Returns to the

previous section in

the Training

Mission.
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After Run ROBOLAB is selected, the ROBOLAB software screen appears.

Administrator, Programmer, and Investigator Options

The Administrator option allows you to adjust RCX settings, set locations for files, test the RCX, and hide the

Administrator button. Use the F5 key to bring back the Administrator button.

The Programmer option takes you to the Programmer Main Menu screen. From this menu, you can select either Pilot or

Inventor programming as well as the programming level with which you wish to work. Programmer is primarily for

robotic challenges.

The Investigator option takes you to the Investigator Main Menu screen. From this menu, you can select the project on

which you wish to work. The projects can include pictures and text descriptions, the program for the RCX and the data

collected on the RCX. Investigator is primarily for science explorations and investigation.

Clicking on the Quit button quits the ROBOLAB program.

Clicking on the Help button provides assistance by describing items the cursor touches.

Clicking on the About button shows credits for the ROBOLAB software.

The Back button appears in place of the About button after you have selected one of the three options

from the Main Menu. Click Back to return to the previous screen.

R U N N I N G  R O B O L A B
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Administrator

When you click Administrator from the ROBOLAB software screen, the main administrator window (shown below) opens.

Administrator Tab - basic maintenance and information including:

Select COM Port

Download Firmware

Test RCX Communication

Hide Administrator Button

ROBOLAB Settings Tab - configuring file locations, adding and deleting themes 

(themes are collections of saved programs) 

Create/delete themes

RCX Settings Tab - setting and viewing important RCX parameters including:

RCX IR Power Settings

Unlocking Programs 1 and 2

RCX Powerdown Time

RCX Battery Level

RCX Firmware Version

A D M I N I S T R A T O R  F U N C T I O N S
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Select COM Port

Select COM Port chooses the computer COM port to which the IR Transmitter cable is connected. A list of

available serial ports will be displayed if selected. On a legacy Mac, COM 1 is the same as the Modem Port and

COM 2 is the Printer Port. The default is COM 1.

If you select COM 1 and the IR Transmitter is connected to COM 2, the ROBOLAB program will display an error message.

The RCX communication occurs when programs are downloaded, firmware is downloaded, and when the RCX Settings

screen is opened. In the case of a crash, you will need to restart ROBOLAB. After restarting, change your COM port setting

and try again.

The Text COM Port setting generates a text list of your program commands on the computer screen. The list is generated

instead of downloading the program.

Download Firmware

The next step is to set up your RCX with the firmware. Firmware is the RCX operating system level software. 

It must be downloaded to the RCX before the RCX can receive and execute a program from the computer. 

The firmware will remain in the RCX memory until the batteries are removed. Changing batteries quickly (< 2 min.) will

not affect what is stored in memory. The ROBOLAB software always checks for the firmware and will automatically

prompt for another download if necessary.

Before downloading firmware, connect the IR Transmitter to your

computer and have your RCX turned on and located near the

transmitter. The Infrared Transmitter has a green light emitting

diode (LED) located below the infrared window. It is lit when the

IR Transmitter is communicating with the RCX.

Aim the RCX IR receiver towards the IR Transmitter, and click the

Download Firmware button that is located on the Administrator

screen. While the information is downloading, the RCX display

will look like this. 

Firmware downloading takes approximately four minutes. 

The lit diode and the display check mark confirm communication

from the Infrared Transmitter. Do not touch the computer until the download is complete. 

When the download is finished, you will get a message saying

everything was successful.

See the Technical Specifications Section for built-in programs that can be operated without downloading firmware.
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IR Communication Problems

From time to time you may receive communication error

messages. The error message that appears helps to

determine the likely causes of the error.

■ X on computer -- problem with serial port assignment (try

reassigning COM port).

■ X on cable -- nothing is being sent over the cable (make

sure cable is securely fastened, try a new cable).

■ X on IR Transmitter – IR Transmitter is not responding

properly (check the battery power, try a new cable).

■ X on RCX – problem with the RCX.  (be sure RCX is turned

on, check the battery power, try a new cable, make sure

the display can communicate with IR Transmitter).

Other things to check on Macintosh:

■ Make sure that Appletalk is not using the port you want to use for the IR Transmitter

■ Check the COM port setting

More help is available on the Internet at http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

Test RCX 

Communication

Now that the firmware is in the RCX,

it's time to test the communication

between the computer and the RCX.

The Test RCX Communication button

will have the RCX play a rising tone.

Connect the IR Transmitter to your

computer and have your RCX on and

near the transmitter before doing

this section. 

Click the Test RCX Communication

button to make the RCX beep.
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Hide Administrator Button

Clicking on the Hide Administrator button removes the Administrator button from the Introductory screen. This is

useful if you want to prevent students from adjusting settings. The Administrator button can be reactivated with

the F5 function key.

A theme is a group of programs with a common focus, e.g., a LEGO set, a class, or a topic.

Note: The themes that come

with the ROBOLAB software cannot be deleted.

Path to ROBOLAB This displays the path to the ROBOLAB on the hard

drive. This cannot be changed.

Path to Program Vault This displays the path to the user programs 

on the hard drive. Clicking on this allows you to change where the 

user programs are stored.

R O B O L A B  S E T T I N G S

Click here to select

Programmer Theme or

Investigator Theme.

Click Create Theme to

generate a folder on

the computer in which

programs can be stored.

These themes are

viewed in the Theme

folder on the main

menu screen.

Click Delete

Themes to

remove folders

from the

computer.

Select the

theme and

click on the

delete button.
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The RCX Settings tab provides access to additional RCX set-up conditions.

When you select this screen 

the computer automatically

looks for the RCX. If the RCX 

is off, or not nearby, the

communication error message

appears. If the COM port is

Text, the computer does not 

try to communicate with the

RCX. If the RCX can be

communicated with, it is

automatically reset to the

Power Setting and 

Powerdown Time Status 

shown. Exiting this screen will

automatically set the RCX to

the new setting.

RCX IR Power Setting Sets 

the amount of IR power from

the RCX. High should only be

used when the RCX and IR

Transmitter are far apart (greater than 30 centimeters/12 inches). Low should normally be used. High power will

consume more battery power. The IR Transmitter also has an IR power setting. It is a switch located on the front of the

serial transmitter, or via software settings for the USB Transmitter.

RCX Programs 1 and 2 Allows you to lock or unlock RCX program slots 1 and 2. The RCX can retain up to 5 programs in

memory at once. If programs 1 and 2 are locked you cannot download new programs to those slots. If you attempt to do

so, the program will be automatically downloaded to program slot 3. If you unlock programs 1 and 2 then new programs

can be downloaded to these slots. 

RCX Powerdown Time Sets the amount of time the RCX will sit idle before turning off. The range is from 0 to 255

minutes. A setting of 0 means the RCX always stays on.

RCX Battery Level Provides a visual display of the current RCX battery level. 

RCX Firmware Version Provides a displayed statement of the current RCX firmware version. 

See RCX Technical Specifications section for more information on the five program slots.

R C X  S E T T I N G S
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Clicking Programmer from the ROBOLAB Software Screen opens the ROBOLAB Menu screen. Both Pilot and Inventor

programming, with each of their four levels, are available from this screen.

The Level section allows you to select one of the four levels as well as the Vault. A single click on the Level shows the

themes available. A single click on a theme shows the set of program choices available for each level and theme selected.

Selecting vault displays all programs available in the Program section.

The Themes section lists the selection of ROBOLAB themes. My Programs is the default saving location for your work.

Available programs are shown in the Program window when the Level and Theme have been highlighted. You can add

and remove themes in Administrator, ROBOLAB Settings.

Double clicking on a program you want to use opens it directly. Double clicking on the Pilot or Inventor level opens a

default program for that level.

Highlighted programs can be deleted using the F10 function key. Be careful! Once it’s deleted you cannot get it back.

Note: To get started programming in Pilot and Inventor, go to the Training Missions from the Main Menu.

P R O G R A M M I N G
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The RCX programming software has two options or phases. These phases are called Pilot and Inventor. Help windows are

available for both phases.

Pilot Pilot programming is the introductory

phase. It uses an easy Click and Choose interface

in a template that can be modified to your needs.

Pilot has four levels, with Level 1 being the most

simple and Level 4 having the most flexibility. The

four levels build on each other, making it easy to

advance to the next level as the user becomes

familiar with the previous level’s options. Pilot

does not utilize all of the available functions of

the RCX.

Inventor Inventor programming is the follow-up

phase to Pilot. Programming is done by Picking and

Placing the picture icons from the palette onto the

Program window. Wiring them together creates

your own program. Inventor programming has

four levels, with Level 1 being the most simple and

Inventor Level 4 having full flexibility and limitless

possibilities.

A N  I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H E  P R O G R A M M I N G  M E T H O D S
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In 1997, when NASA monitored the Sojourner Rover's location and

position in relation to the landing craft, its orientation to the

ground, its overall physical health and more, they used the

LabVIEW™ software from National Instruments (Texas, US).

LabVIEW™ is a powerful programming environment used by

engineers and scientists in colleges and industry. LabVIEW™ is

the leading software development tool for measurement and

control. It is used to analyze and compute real results for biomedical, aerospace, energy research applications and

numerous other applications. 

The ROBOLAB software for programming and controlling the RCX is based on LabVIEW™. In ROBOLAB, this powerful,

real-life professional software is made accessible for children. It uses a special simplified edition of LabVIEW™ with a user

interface that is appropriate for children.

The Pilot and Inventor phases of ROBOLAB are both based on the programming

language known as G. G was developed by National Instruments and is similar to

Basic, Fortran, or C. Its major difference is that it uses graphics instead of written

lines of text. The LabVIEW™ icon driven programming environment, used by

ROBOLAB, utilizes the logical sequencing of images and is essentially independent of

written language.

T H E  S O F T W A R E  P R O G R A M
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In LabVIEW™, programs are referred to as VI’s. VI stands for

“Virtual Instrument.” The primary use of the professional

edition of LabVIEW™ is to use a computer as a virtual

instrument, such as an oscilloscope or a multi-meter. The

LabVIEW™ program is then used for acquiring data and

analyzing it.

P I L O T
The Pilot phase comprises a series of templates that have a fixed format associated with

them. This is an effective way to introduce the logical sequencing. It is impossible to

modify any of the templates to create a program that fails. The program might not do

what is expected, but it will run each time, and undertake the exact command sequence

listed.

I N V E N T O R
The Inventor phase uses the same command icons as Pilot. In addition, there are several

more command icon options added as the user moves up through the levels. The strength of

the Inventor level provides the greatest potential of the RCX. Inventor is set up in a less

structured way, allowing the powerful LabVIEW™ capabilities to be used as desired by the

programmer. This flexibility, combined with the different levels, can be confusing initially.

We recommend that the Training Missions examples be followed to assist in learning about

the programming. Hints and techniques for working in the Inventor phase are also given

throughout the sections in the user’s guide. 

I N V E S T I G A T O R
Investigator is a project-based interface for both robotic programming and

scientific exploration through gathering data.  Investigator uses the same

command icons as Pilot and Inventor. The project environment allows students to

design, build and program their own science and engineering experiments, view

and analyze the data, and write about it in a journal section.

For more information about the LabVIEW™ software, see page 149 of this guide or

visit http://www.natinst.com/robolab.

B E H I N D  R O B O L A B
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Pilot programming is the introductory phase. It uses an easy Click and Choose interface in a template that can be

modified to your needs. Pilot has four levels, with Level 1 being the most simple and Level 4 having the most flexibility.

The four levels build on each other, making it easy to advance to the next level as the user becomes familiar with the

previous level’s options. The Pilot screen has several elements that appear in each of the four levels.

For introductory lessons in Pilot, use the Pilot Training Missions from the Main Menu.

Start, End The two traffic lights on the program template represent the start and the end of the program.

Between the two lights is a box showing the program that the RCX will run.

Run Clicking on the Run arrow will download the program through the Infrared Transmitter to the RCX. 

If the RCX is off or not near the IR Transmitter you will get an error message.

Print Clicking on the Print button will print out a copy of your program on the printer connected 

to your computer.

P R O G R A M M I N G  F E A T U R E S
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Help Opens a help window on screen.

When the help window is activated you are automatically provided with information about whatever the

mouse cursor is touching.

Quit Quits the ROBOLAB program.

Clicking on the Quit button will bring up a verification screen to confirm your choice. Quit will exit the

program. Back will return you to ROBOLAB.

Back Returns you to the previous screen.

Clicking on the Back button returns you to the previous ROBOLAB screen. 

M E N U  F E A T U R E S

Back

Click this button to

return to previous screen.

Quit

Click this button to exit

from the program.
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The Pilot Level 1 template is a simple task that

provides maximum power to the RCX output

Port A. The motor can rotate right or left while

the length of time that power is provided is

specified by the watch.

The default Pilot Level 1 template turns on

Motor A for 4 seconds. 

The motor icon with an A above it turns on the

motor connected to the RCX at Port A. Motor A

is on for the amount of time indicated by the

watch. The red traffic light stops power to all

Ports and ends the program.

Clicking on the Run arrow downloads the

program to the RCX. Once the program is

downloaded, press the Run button on the RCX.

The program will download to the program slot number

indicated on the RCX. You can change the program slot

number by pressing the Prgm button on the RCX. While

the download is occurring, the RCX display should look like

this image:

After downloading the program, an image window shows

the program slot. Remember that if program slots 1 and 2

are locked you cannot download new programs to them.

Instead, the program will be automatically downloaded to

program slot 3.

If the download doesn't work, an error window opens,

indicating where the problem was most likely to have

occurred. Things to try: check if RCX is on, move the RCX

closer to the IR Transmitter, and try downloading the

program again. Refer to the Download Firmware section or

the Troubleshooting section for suggestions if you

continue to have problems.

Pilot Level 1
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You can modify the Pilot template to make your own program. Click and Choose new settings from the Output

Command menu and Wait For Command menu as described below.

Output Command 

The motor setting may be changed to make a

motor rotate in one of two directions or turn on a

lamp. 

To do this: click on the picture of the motor and

choose from the selections, which appear in the

menu bar.

Wait For Command

The amount of time that the motor or lamp is on

may be changed. 

To do this: click on the watch and choose from the

time selections, which appear in the menu bar. The

choices are: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, or a user-defined wait in

seconds, indicated by the “?”.

Try this:

Click on the Run arrow to download

the program. Press the Run button on

the RCX to start the program running.

Try this:

Download the program again. In the middle of the download, move the RCX away from the transmitter. An error

message will appear. Put the RCX back in front of the IR Transmitter and select Try Again from the error message. The

download will resume.

Click on the printer button to print a copy 

of the program on your printer.

Pilot Level 1

P R O G R A M M I N G  T H E  T A S K

PILOT 1 Guided Programming Exercise page 194
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All levels of programming, including Pilot, have

music capabilities. The RCX can be programmed to

play pre-programmed pieces or music written by

the user.

In Pilot Level, the Media Window allows you to

toggle back and forth between Music and Camera

modes. This section provides a brief introduction.

See the Music section on page 38 for more

information about the Music Media Window.

All levels of programming, including Pilot, have

camera/video capabilities. When this option is

selected, a Media Window opens to display what the

camera is seeing. In Pilot level programs the Camera

Media Window is part of the Pilot screen. 

In Pilot Level, using the camera is a fun way to see

the things that your robot encounters as it moves

around. The Camera Media Window allows you to

view, adjust and save a snapshot of the image from a

USB digital web camera that is attached to your

computer. See the Camera section on page 41 for

more information about the Camera Media Window.

S O N G S  I N  P I L O T

V I D E O  I N  P I L O T

Media Window

Click here to view the

media window in

Music mode.

Media Window

Click here to open the

Media Window in

Camera mode.
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The Pilot Level 2 template uses RCX output Ports

A and C. Power levels for each Port may be set.

The power is provided for either a specified time

or until the touch sensor on Port 1 has been

pushed in or released.

The default Pilot Level 2 template turns on Motor

A at half power and Lamp C at full power until

the touch sensor is pushed in.

When the program starts, RCX Ports A and C can

have motors or lamps turn on. The power level to

each Port may be changed. 

The length of time the motors and lamps are

powered is controlled by a touch sensor

connected to RCX Port 1.

Output Command

Clicking on either of the motors shows the new

option that may be used - a blank stop sign.

Choosing the blank stop sign in place of the

motor or lamp provides no power to that Port.

Note: Selecting motors or lamps provides power

to the specified RCX Port, regardless of what is

attached to the Port.

The numbers under the motors are power level indicators. 5 is the maximum power and 1 is the minimum power.

Clicking on the power level number shows the five power level choice options. Move the mouse and click to choose the

desired value. 

Pilot Level 2 

P R O G R A M M I N G  T H E  T A S K
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Wait For Command

The amount of time that the motors are on may be

changed. 

You have two options:

1. Select from the time selections which appear.

2. Wait for the touch sensor to be released.

If the touch sensor is selected, the location of the touch

sensor can be changed. To do this: Choose a new Port

location by clicking on the 1 above the touch sensor image.

The touch sensor command waits for the action of a release

or a push. A push is pressing the touch sensor in, and a

release is letting the touch sensor out.

Pilot Practice 1

Using Pilot Level 2, Click and Choose to make your template look like the one shown below:

Connect motor to Port C and a touch

sensor, using the wire connectors, to

Port 1 on the RCX. Download the

program to the RCX. Start the

program by pushing the green Run

button on the RCX. When the

program runs, the motor should

remain on until the touch sensor is

pushed in.

Pilot Level 2

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E
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Pilot Practice 2

Connect a motor to Port A, a lamp to Port C, and a touch sensor to Port 1 on the RCX. Re-run the program from exercise

1. Did the motor turn on? (It should not.) Change the Pilot 2 template from exercise 1 so that the motor and the lamp

both turn on until the touch sensor is pushed in.

Pilot Practice 3

Repeat Pilot Practice 2, with Motor A and Lamp C on until the touch sensor is pushed in. Download and run the program.

Now take the Motor A wire and rotate it 180 degrees on Port A. Re-run the program. What happened? What happens if

you rotate Lamp C by 90 degrees on the connection? What happens if you stack two touch sensors on Port 1?

Pilot Practice 4

Start with the Pilot 2 template, Click and Choose to change lamp on Port C to the motor in reverse and change the touch

sensor to the 4-second watch. Connect a motor to Port A and a motor to Port C on the RCX. Download the program to

the RCX. When the program runs the motors should turn on, each rotating in opposite directions, for 4 seconds.

(Remember, motor direction depends on how the wire is attached to the motor. Hint: attaching a gear or wheel to each

motor will help you see the direction of rotation.)

Pilot Practice 2 Pilot Practice 3 

Rotating the motor connection 180 degrees reverses the

direction of the motor’s rotation. Rotating the lamp 90

degrees prevents the lamp from turning on. When the two

sensors are on the same Port - either one can satisfy the

pushed in condition.

Pilot Practice 4

Pilot Level 2 

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S

PILOT 2 Guided Programming Exercise page 195
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The Pilot Level 3 template uses all

three of the RCX output Ports (A, B,

and C). The Ports may be powered at

different levels. There is one task

with two steps in the gray box. All

the items in one step must be

completed before the next step

begins.

This default Pilot level 3 template has

two separate steps. The first one

turns on Motor A, Lamp B, and

Motor C for 6 seconds. After that

time the second step begins. Lamp B

remains on and Motors A and C

reverse direction and run until the

touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in.

Run Once

Select this button to have the program run one time when downloaded and the RCX green Run button is

pressed. The program will begin at the green traffic light and end immediately at the red traffic light.

Continuous Run

Select this button to have a program repeat continuously when downloaded and the RCX green Run button is

pressed. The program will begin at the green traffic light and when it reaches the red traffic light will

continue back to the green traffic light.

Pilot Level 3

Run Mode

Click this button to select single

or continuous run mode when

it is downloaded.
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Load Program File

Opening programs that have been

saved is done by clicking on the Load

Program File button and selecting the

file that you want to open.

Save Program File

Clicking on the Save File button can

save programs. This permits you to

keep a program you have been

working on instead of having to re-

create it the next time it is needed.

Saving programs in the default theme

folder makes them accessible from the

main program level screen. 

It is easier to open files from the main

program level screen. Single click on a

level to see what sets of programs are

available. Single clicking on a theme

will show all the programs for that

theme and level.

Wait For Command

The RCX has three Port locations to which the touch sensor can be connected (1, 2 or 3). To select the Port location, move

the mouse to the number 1 located above the touch sensor icon. Click to select the desired Port number from the

options.

Pilot Level 3 

S A V I N G  A N D  R E T R I E V I N G  F I L E S

P R O G R A M M I N G  T H E  T A S K

Load Program File

Click on this button to open a

program file that has been saved.

Save Program File

Click on this button to save a

program for future use.
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Wait for Light Sensor 

Pilot Level 3 includes the option of waiting for a light sensor value to

change. The light sensor reads the current light value and then waits for a

change of +/- 5 %. The light sensor reads values from 0 to 100%.  The light

sensor Port location can be set. When the program is running, the current

value of the light source is displayed on the RCX display.

Note: If you select a watch icon, it does not have a number above its icon. The length of time comes from an internal

clock in the RCX.

Note:

■ Each icon is a command for the RCX to do something. Examples of commands are: turn motor on, wait for a time, and

wait for touch sensor to be pushed.

■ Information input to the commands, such as amount of time or where the device is connected, is referred to as

modifiers.

Pilot Practice 5

Start with the Pilot Level 3 template. Click and Choose the touch sensor waiting for push and change it to the touch

sensor waiting for release, and then click on the watch and change it to the touch sensor waiting for push on port 1.

Connect a touch sensor to Port 1, a motor to Port A, a lamp to Port B, and a Motor to Port C. Download the program to

the RCX. Running the program should turn on the lamp and the motors, rotating in opposite directions. Push in the touch

sensor and hold it down. When you push it in, the lamp should turn off and the motors should reverse direction of

rotation. The motors will continue to run until the touch sensor is released.

Pilot Practice 5

Pilot Level 3

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S

PILOT 3 Guided Programming Exercise page 196
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The Pilot Level 4 template lets you carry out an unlimited number of sequential steps. However, while the program may

contain multiple steps and will be downloaded to the RCX, only one is visible on the computer screen at a time.

The following is an example of Pilot Level 4 template with two steps:

Step 1: Turns on Motor A, Lamp B, and Motor C until the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in. 

Step 2: Lamp B remains on; Motors A and C reverse direction and run until the light sensor on Port 2 reads a value greater

than 55.

Inserting Steps

Pilot Level 4 can have as many steps as you need. Additional steps are added by clicking on the Insert button. The new

step starts with all stop sign commands that may be changed. Above the step window is a counter that tells you which

step you are viewing (e.g., Step #1 of 2). 

Pilot Level 4 

M U L T I P L E  S T E P S

Next

Click on this button to

view the next step.

Previous

Click on this button to

view the previous step.

Delete

Click on this button to delete

this step from the sequence.

Insert

Click on this button to insert

a step into the sequence.
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Deleting a Step

Steps that you do not want may be deleted from the sequence. Clicking on the Delete button deletes the currently visible

step. There is no undo, so use Delete carefully. 

Scrolling Through Steps

Scrolling backwards and forwards from step to step is done with the Previous and Next buttons.

Wait For Command

The amount of time that the motors are on for may be set by time

(the watch icon), by the touch sensor, or by lighting level commands.

Click on the light sensor and choose from the three options given.

The time, touch, and light sensors require additional information

(modifiers). These modifiers are located both above and below the

Wait For command.

Time Modifiers 

The number of seconds

Touch Sensor Modifiers 

1. The input Port the touch sensor is connected to. 

2. Push in (activate) or release (deactivate).

Light Sensor Modifiers 

1. The input Port the light sensor is connected. 

2. The percent light value wanted. 

3. Greater than [>] or less than [<] the percent light value shown.

Clicking and choosing from the images above and below the time, touch or light sensor allows you to select this

information.

Pilot Level 4

P R O G R A M M I N G  T H E  T A S K
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The following template has three steps. Each step is outlined by the gray box.

When the program starts, Step 1 of 3 turns on Lamp B while Motors A and C, rotate in opposite directions. The motors

and lamp remain activated until the light sensor on Port 1 indicates that percent light is greater than 55.

Things to notice:
Step #1 of 3

When the first step is visible, the green traffic light is shown to the left

of the step window. 

Clicking the Scroll Ahead button moves to 

the screen showing Step #2.

Step #2 of 3

Step #2 of 3 increases the power to Motor A (from 3 to 5), changes the

rotation direction of Motor C, decreases the lamp power (from 4 to 3),

and then waits for five seconds. No traffic lights are shown beside Step

#2 since it is not the first step or the last step.

Step #3 of 3

After the five seconds in Step #2, Step #3 of 3 turns off Motor C and

decreases power to Lamp B (from 3 to 1). Motor A and Lamp B run

until the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in. When the last step is

visible the red traffic light is shown to the right of the step window.

Pilot Level 4 

PILOT 4 Guided Programming Exercise page 197
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Pilot Practice 6

Recreate Pilot Practice 5 within Pilot Level 4. The program turns on Lamp B while Motors A and C rotate in opposite

directions until the touch sensor is pushed in and held down. When this happens the lamp should turn off and the

motors reverse their direction of rotation. The motors will continue to run until the touch sensor is released.

To run the program, connect a touch sensor to Port 1, a motor to Port A, a lamp to Port B, and a motor to Port C.

Download the program to the RCX and run it.

Pilot Practice 7

Click and Choose the Pilot Level 4 template to do the following: 

Step #1

Turn Lamp A on using maximum power for 2 seconds. 

Step #2

Turn off Lamp A.

Turn on Motors B and C using low power and rotating in the same direction until the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in. 

Step #3

Turn Lamp A back on. 

Change motor settings to maximum power, rotating in the reverse direction for five seconds. 

To Run the Program

Connect a touch sensor to Port 1, a lamp to Port A, a motor to Port B, and a motor to Port C. Download the program to

the RCX and run it.

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E

34



Pilot Level 4 

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S

Pilot Practice 6

35
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Pilot Practice 7

Pilot Level 4

P I L O T  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S
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ROBOLAB has a Pilot level feature that retrieves a program from the RCX and loads it onto the computer. This is useful

when students are using multiple computers since they don’t have to return to the computer with the latest version of

their program.

To retrieve the program from the RCX, double-click “Ask RCX” in the Pilot Level Window. The RCX must be on, with the

correct program selected, and near the IR Transmitter when “Ask RCX” is selected. When the program has been retrieved

from the RCX, ROBOLAB automatically opens the correct level of Pilot, with the program on the screen.

Pilot Level 4 

A S K  R C X
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The Music Media Window in Pilot allows

you to select from pre-recorded music or

to open the Piano Player for recording

your own music. The default selection is

No Song. To select from the types of songs that

are available, click on the drop-down menu. 

The songs that are available are shown

underneath the heading after it has been selected. Select the desired category.

Click on the computer icon to have the computer play the selected song. While

the song is playing, the computer button remains depressed. 

Note: You must have a sound card and speakers for this to work on your computer. 

Playing Music on the RCX

To have the RCX play music while running a program, the Music Media Window must be open with a song selected while

the program is downloaded to the RCX. 

Music can either play once or play continuously.

Clicking on the Play Mode button toggles between these options.

Try this:

Open the Music Media Window. Select Misc from the drop down menu and click on Lullaby to choose that song. Attach a

motor to Port A on the RCX. Click the Run button to download both the Lullaby song and the Pilot program. After

downloading, press the RCX Run button to turn Motor A on for 4 seconds and play the song. If the Music Media Window

is closed before the on-screen Run is clicked to download, only the program (turn Motor A on for 4 seconds and then

stop), will be downloaded to the RCX.

P I L O T  -  M U S I C  M E D I A  W I N D O W

Song Types

Click here to

view types of

songs.
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Piano Player is an easy interface that allows you to play and record your own songs. It can be used in either Pilot level or

Inventor level programs. Pilot level access is through the Music Media Window. Inventor level access is from the Project

Menu.

Piano Player

Clicking on the Piano Player button from within the Music Media Window opens a new window with the Piano

Player in it. 

Piano Player is a versatile tool for composing and editing your own songs. You can also open existing songs and make

changes to them. If no song is currently selected, the window opens with a blank Music sheet. To compose a new song,

click the keys on the keyboard. As you select each note, it is added to the music sheet.

P I A N O  P L A Y E R

Open Song

Click here to

select from all

saved songs. 

Note Duration

Click on one of

these to select

the duration of

the note

played.

Save Song 

Click here to

save a song to

a specific music

scroll or to a

file.

Keyboard

Click the keys

to place notes

onto the music

scroll.

Musical Sheet

Notes of song

are shown

here.
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Songs that are displayed on the Musical Sheet can be edited. The editing is done one note at a time. Select the part of

the song that you want to change by clicking on the appropriate note. The selected note turns red. The selected note can

be modified (changed in duration or note articulation) simply by selecting the new duration or articulation.

Additional notes can be added to the Musical Sheet. Select the note just before the location you want the new note

inserted. Play the note on the keyboard to insert.

Record 

Click to record

the song.

E D I T I N G  S O N G S

Edit Note

The red note is

selected for

editing.

Transpose

Click to raise or

lower all notes

by one

semitone

(change key).

Delete 

Click to remove

the note.

Note Articulation 

Click to select the

type of articulation

for each note. This

can be done before

placing a note on the

Musical Scroll or

when editing notes.

Options are staccato,

normal, or slurred.

Staccato

Normal

Slurred

Computer/RCX

Click to select

where you will

hear the notes

as you compose

the song.

Play Current

Song Click to

hear song on

computer.

Tempo

Click to set the

beats per

minute for how

fast the song is

played.
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In Pilot level, using the camera is a fun way to see the things that your robot encounters as it moves around. The Camera

Media Window allows you to view, adjust and save a snapshot of the image from a USB digital camera that is attached

to your computer.

Selecting The Camera 

Every time the Camera Media Window is selected, ROBOLAB checks to see if

a camera has been previously selected. If one has not been chosen, the

Select Camera Window opens. 

ROBOLAB remembers the type of camera that you select, and uses that type

every time ROBOLAB is run.

Camera Setup Clicking on the Camera Setup button opens a window that allows you to adjust your camera

settings for Hue, Saturation, and Brightness as well as the type of background lighting. The Camera Setup

window is different for each type of camera, but they all have similar features.

Set Up Click this button to change camera settings.

Toggle Click here to toggle back to the Music Media Window. 

Pause Click this button to freeze the image. 

Save Image Click this button to save the current image to a file.

P I L O T  -  C A M E R A  M E D I A  W I N D O W

Click on the selection bar to open the

camera options that are available to use

with ROBOLAB. Select the type of camera

you will be using from the drop-down menu.
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The expanded option in Select Camera allows you to open the Camera Setup Window and adjust the camera settings.

Camera Pause Click the Camera Pause button to freeze the current image in the Camera Media Window.

This image remains unchanged until the Camera Pause button is deselected. Otherwise the image is

constantly updated from the camera.

Save Image Click the Save Image button to save a snapshot of the current image displayed in the Camera

Media Window. A new dialog box opens so you can enter the filename and choose the location. The image is

saved as a bitmap file (BMP) on both the PC and Mac. It can be used or viewed in other applications as well as

ROBOLAB.

Additional

options.

Window Expand 

Click to open additional options.
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There are some important things to understand about the Camera Media Window and the Pilot level program. In Pilot,

the program and camera are completely independent of each other. The Pilot level program that was downloaded to the

RCX has no camera information in it. It simply tells the RCX what outputs to run and for how long to run them. 

The camera is connected to a USB Port on the computer. The camera itself can be attached to something, such as the

RCX, or just sitting on a table. Since the camera communicates only with the computer, its location or motion is limited to

the length of its USB cable. What the camera sees is sent over this cable to the camera window that is open in Pilot. The

camera view is active even if the RCX program is not running.

Example Pilot Project – Camera

Find the Hiding Kitten

Design and build a device that can go behind the sofa and

chairs to look for the kitten that likes to hide in places that are

too small for you to enter.

H O W  T H E  C A M E R A  W O R K S  I N  P I L O T
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Inventor programming is the follow-up phase to Pilot. Programming is done by Picking and Placing the command icons

from the Functions palette onto the Diagram window. Wiring them together creates your own limitless program. Inventor

has four levels, with Level 1 being the simplest and Level 4 allowing full flexibility and creativity. Inventor uses the full

power of the LabVIEW™ environment.

For introductory lessons in Inventor, you can use the Inventor Training Missions from the Main Menu.

Working in each of the four Inventor levels is very similar. There is a set of basic commands and procedures that are

consistent throughout. What varies as you progress through the levels is the number of programming options available.

To help you become familiar with Inventor, open Inventor Level 1 from the Main Menu screen. Several items should

appear on your screen after double-clicking on Inventor Level 1.

H O W  T O  W O R K  I N  I N V E N T O R

Panel Window

The Panel window is not used in the Inventor programming, but must be open for the program to run. Closing the

Panel window will close the Diagram and Functions palette and return to the Main Menu.

Run Button

Diagram Window

Programs are

created in the

Diagram window.

Functions Palette 

The Functions

palette contains the

command icons that

are used for

programming. The

command icons are

picked from the

Functions palette

and placed on the

Diagram window.
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The LabVIEW™ programming can at first appear to be challenging, but the unlimited programming capabilities make it

well worth pursuing. The next few pages are aimed at helping you work within LabVIEW™.

Try this: Click anywhere on the Panel window. The Functions palette window disappears. Click anywhere in the Diagram

window to show the Functions palette window.

Whether or not the command Functions palette is displayed depends on whether the Diagram window or the Panel

window is currently active.

Closing either the Diagram or the Panel windows will return to the Main Menu. (PC users: click on the [X] in the upper

right corner. Mac users: click on the square in the upper left corner.)

Try this: Close the Panel window. (PC users: click on the [X] in the upper right corner. Mac users: click on the square in

the upper left corner.) A window opens asking if you want to save changes that you have made. Selecting Yes or No will

close the program, after saving it if requested, and return you to the Main Menu screen.

Return to the Main Menu screen by closing the Panel window.

Try this: Close the Functions palette. (PC users: click on the [X] in the upper right corner. Mac users: click on the square in

the upper left corner.) The Functions palette window can be reopened by selecting Windows on the Diagram menu bar

and then Show Functions Palette. The Function palette can also be reopened by right clicking in the diagram window.

Clicking on the pushpin in the upper left corner of the palette will cause it to remain visible until closed.

The names may seem confusing, but they are the conventional ones used in LabVIEW™.

For information about LabVIEW™, see the list of LabVIEW™ reference texts in the Technical Specifications Section, see

http://www.natinst.com/robolab, or see http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

HELP

The ROBOLAB Help function provides information

about the command icons. At the bottom of the

description is the option Click here for more help. To

open help, press CTRL-H (CMD-H on Macs) and roll the

mouse over a command. 
Click to open

additional

Help Screen.



“Click here for more help” opens a new help screen window. This window shows the command icon with its wiring

options, provides useful hints for the command icon, and uses it in an example program with a description of what the

program does.
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Programming in 
Inventor

Scroll Back

Click to step back

through other icons.

Open Example

Click to open

example program.

Web Help Click to

link to additional

help on the Internet.

Close Click to

close window.

Scroll

Forward

Click to step

forward

through

other icons.
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Position / Size / Select

Used to Pick and Place or move around the

command icons.

Scroll Window

Used to place command icons onto the

Diagram window.

Connect Wire

Used to connect (wire) command icons

together.

Edit Text

Used to change values or add text and labels to

the program.

Operate Value

Used to change numeric values.

Switch between tools using the space bar or tab key. 

The Space Bar 

Pressing the space bar toggles back and forth between the Select tool and the Wire tool. These are the two you are most

likely to use.

Try this: Press the space bar several times and observe the cursor.

The Tab key

Pressing the tab key cycles through the options of the Select tool, Change Value tool, Text tool and Wire tool.

Try this: Press the tab key several times and observe the cursor.

Exiting Inventor

If you want to leave the Inventor phase and return to the ROBOLAB

Main Menu, close the Panel window (PC users: click on the [X] in the

upper right corner. Mac users: click on the square in the upper left

corner.) A Save Changes window opens. Selecting Cancel will return you

to your Inventor program. Selecting No closes the program and returns

you to the Main Menu. Selecting Yes displays the Name the VI window.

Selecting Explain displays the Explain Changes window. Clicking on the

[X] in the upper right corner does the same as the Cancel button.

The Programming Sequence

In each of the Inventor levels there is a consistent order to developing a program.

Basic Programming Order:

1. Pick and Place command icons 

2. Arrange command icons

3. Remove any unwanted command icons

4. Wire command icons together

5. Download the program

6. Run the program from the RCX

R O B O L A B  C U R S O R S
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Picking and Placing

Use any tool to pick the command icon you want from the Functions palette. Once it has been selected, the

cursor becomes the Placement tool.

Move the hand to the Diagram window. Click to place the command in the Diagram window.

Arranging

After you place all the commands onto

the Diagram window, they must be

arranged in sequence. Use the Select

tool (via the space bar) to move the

commands.

Altering Existing Programs

Use the Select tool to pick commands

you want to delete from the program.

After clicking once on the command, it

becomes active. Use the delete key to

remove it. Wires may be removed by

double clicking on the wire and

pressing the delete key.

AutoWiring

When Picking and Placing icons onto the program window, move the

icons close to each other. The wire snaps into place automatically.

AutoWiring speeds programming because you do not need to use the

wiring tool to connect the icons or modifiers to each other.

If you prefer to use the wiring tool to connect the icons, you can use it

at any time.

Note: If you have an icon that is not autowiring, select and drag it while

pressing the space bar.
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Wiring Together

The commands must be connected in the sequence in which you want them to run. Choose the Wire tool (via

the space bar) and begin to wire the commands to each other. To wire one command to the next, move the

Wire tool over the top right corner (output) of the command. The command corner will flash. Click to start the wire. As

the Wire tool is moved toward the next command, a wire will run from the command output that was just selected and

follow the Wire tool cursor. By moving it over the over the top left hand corner of the next command and single clicking

is how they are strung together. Continuing this procedure until all the commands from the green traffic light to the red

traffic light creates the Inventor program.

While you are wiring, any section of the wire that is not attached appears as a dashed line.

The wire should be attached to the command’s pink wire. 

If you have connected the wire to an incorrect location, the wire will appear as a broken

black line. The Run arrow will also appear as a broken image. Until the bad wire has been

removed, the program cannot be downloaded.

Try this:

Download the program while the arrow looks broken.

An error box comes up indicating that the program cannot be

executed.

The Wire tool has a couple of features of which you should be aware:

Clicking anywhere besides a command icon does not end the wire. It

simply fixes a wire point on the Diagram window. Therefore, you can

put corners in your wires.

Double-click anywhere in the Diagram window to end a wire that has been

started.

Pressing the space bar flips the direction of a wire with a bend in it. 

Try this:

As you are connecting command icons together, move the cursor so that the wire

has a bend in it. Before clicking on another icon, press the space bar to see how

the bend direction changes.

If you have started a wire and don't want to use it, right click (on a Mac: CMD-

click) to end it.

Removing Broken Wires

Remove broken wires by selecting Remove Broken Wires under Edit from the Diagram

window menu bar.
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To Run the Program

Click on the Run arrow to download the program to the RCX. 

Remember: If it is displayed as a “broken” arrow, then the program is 

not complete. Click on the arrow and it will give you some hints as to 

where the problem may be.

Error Message

If the download does not work and the error message appears, see the

Troubleshooting section for help.

The menu bar provides access to a variety of commands and options that can be used in ROBOLAB.

Saving Your Program

Select Save As under File on the Diagram window menu bar. Enter a name for your program and select the location in

which to save it.

Opening a Previously Saved Program

Open your file from the ROBOLAB Main Menu screen. If you are no longer in the Main Menu screen, select Open under

File on the main menu bar. Locate your program, select it and click on the Open button. Once the program is open you

must then select Show Diagram under Windows on the panel’s Main Menu bar. Your program should now be showing in

the window.

Project

Inventor has several project options. These include the Piano Player and Interrogate

RCX which are found in the project menu along with the camera options of Select

Camera and Vision Center. Also available in the Project menu are shortcuts to changing

the Inventor Level and selecting the COM Port for the IR Transmitter.

Change Inventor Level

To switch between Inventor Levels without going back to

the Main Menu screen, choose Change Inventor Level from

Project on the Diagram window menu.

M E N U B A R
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Select COM Port

Testing to see if RCX communication is working can be done quickly at the Inventor level.

Select Project on the Diagram window menu bar; choose Select COM Port and then click the

square to expand the Select COM Port Window. 

View Program Text

To see a text version of your program, select Project

on the Diagram window menu bar. Then choose

Select COM Port and then Text. Running the

program generates a text listing of the program

steps. This list is displayed on the screen.

A physical port, such as COM 1 or COM 2, must be

re-selected from the Project menu before you can

download a program to the RCX.

For more information on the other Project Menu

selections reference

Interrogate RCX See page 76

Piano Player See page 39

ROBOLAB Internet Server See page 78

Select Camera See page 41

Vision Center See page 83

Click to test RCX

communication.
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Inventor Level 1

INVENTOR 1 Guided Programming Exercise page 198

Wiring simple command icons together creates Level 1 programs.

This is the default Inventor Level 1 program.

It turns on both Motor A and Lamp C until

the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in.

Programs are created in a diagram window,

as shown. The traffic lights are always

present at the beginning and ending of the

program. The LEGO motor icon with the A

on it turns on the motor connected to RCX

Port A. The lamp with the C on it turns on a

lamp connected to RCX Port C. Motor A and

Lamp C remain on until the touch sensor on

Port 1 is pushed in. 

Note: Inventor programs vary slightly from

Pilot programs. Inventor programs must use

the stop sign to stop power to Ports A, B,

and C. In Pilot the power was always

stopped when the program ended. If you

don’t have the stop sign in Inventor, the

power to Ports A, B, C will remain on after

the program ends.
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Inventor Practice 1

Modify the Inventor Level 1 program to make it look like the following:

This program turns on the motor connected to RCX Port A on for ten seconds and then stops the motor. Click on the Run

button to download the program to the RCX.

Inventor Level 1

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E
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Inventor Practice 2

Create a program that:

1. Waits for the touch sensor to be pushed in.

2. Turns the motors on Ports A and C in reverse for 6 seconds. 

3. Reverse both motors until the touch sensor is pushed in again.

Note: Don’t forget to include the start and stop traffic lights. Click on the Run button to download the program to the

RCX.

If you have any broken wires in your program they must be removed before the program can download.

Delete broken wires by clicking on them with the select tool and using the delete key.

Broken wires can also be deleted using the keystrokes Ctrl-B on a PC or Cmd-B on a Mac.

Inventor Practice 2

Inventor Level 1

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N
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In Inventor Level 2 programs are created by

wiring together general command icons.

These general commands may be modified

with Port locations and power levels. The

modifiers are also icons that are strung to

the bottom of the command icons.

This is an example of Inventor Level 2

program. It turns Motor A and Lamp B on at

full power until the touch sensor on Port 2 is

pushed in.

Notice the commands have modifiers strung

below them. Instead of using the default

command settings, Inventor Level 2

programming allows you to set the Port

locations and power levels. If unmodified,

they will turn on all ports at maximum

power. 

Help

Use Help to show you where to connect the modifier wires.

Selecting Show Help under Help on the Main Menu bar turns on

help.

Help also provides information about the default values.

To delete the default icons, use the Select tool to click and drag around all of the icons that will be deleted. After they

have been selected, use the Delete key to remove them from the diagram window.

Inventor Level 2
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Picking and Placing

Use the Select tool to pick the command icons you want from the Functions palette or Functions palette sub-menus.

Level 2 Command Menus

Level 2 Functions palette has a set of general command icons and three sub-menus shown at the bottom of the window.

The Functions palette sub-menus are: Wait For, Modifiers, and Structures. Click on any sub-menu to view it.

ROBOLAB has a web-style method for navigating between the Functions Palette and the Sub-menu Palettes. Clicking on

one of the Sub-menu Palette icons closes the main Function Palette and opens the Sub-menu Palette.

The motor and lamp commands, shown on the bottom row are now general, and require modifiers to specify Port

location and power level.

Inventor Level 2

C R E A T I N G  Y O U R  O W N  L E V E L  2  P R O G R A M

Click the Up Arrow in

the palette header bar

to return to the main

Functions Palette.

Sub-menu Palette

Icons are identified by

a black arrow in the

upper right corner.



Motor connected to Port B, 

power level 2

Lamp connected to Port A, 

power level 4

Touch sensor connected to input Port 1

Wait for 20 seconds
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Wait For Commands

The Wait For commands are on a sub-menu. They include the light sensor,

which can be used to wait for a specified increase or decrease from the current

light level. 

The Time commands allow you to use either preset times or to specify your own time

option. You will need to wire a value to the watch with a question mark on its face to

specify the time to wait.

The watch with a die on its face will cause the RCX to wait for a random amount of time.

The default is between zero and five seconds.

Modifiers

The modifiers are located in their own command sub-menu. They

are picked and placed onto the Diagram window just like the

command icons. 

Modifiers to specify Port locations, power levels, and constants. The constants are used for time (in seconds) and the light

level setting (0-100). The modifiers must be wired to the commands. The modifiers are wired to the bottom left hand

side or the bottom right hand side of the commands. Reference the help screens for where a particular modifier has to

be strung.

Examples of Command Icons with Modifiers

Inventor Level 2
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Text Tool

Used to change values or add text and labels to the program.

Adding Text

Use the Text tool to add any text to your program. This is useful for setting values or adding comments and titles to your

Diagram window.

The Text tool is also used to fill in the modifier Constant Value. 

Remember, the tab key can be used to switch between the Select tool, the Placement tool, the Wire tool, and the Text

tool.

Arranging

After you place all the commands and modifiers onto the Diagram window, they must be arranged in sequence. Use the

Select tool to move them.

Wiring Together

The commands must be connected in the sequence in which you want them to run. The left side is the input. The right

side is the output. Use the Wire tool to connect from the right side of one command to the left side of the next one.

Connect Modifiers

RCX Port locations (A, B, C or 1,2,3) are connected to the lower left corner of a command. Power level

modifiers are connected to the lower right corner. A broken wire will appear if the modifiers are

accidentally wired to the wrong location.

Wire Indicators

The wire locations pop up when the Wire tool is placed over the command.

They can also be seen in the help screens. Turn on help by selecting Show Help

under Help on the Main Menu bar.

It is possible to wire more than one Port location to a command. Wiring any additional Ports from the initial modifier will

make all the specified ones active. In the example shown below Lamps B and C are turned on with a power level of 2. 

Wiring more than one power level to a command will generate an error. The wire will appear as a broken line, and the

program will not run.

Inventor Level 2

INVENTOR 2 Guided Programming Exercise page 199
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Structures

The structures are located in their own sub-menu. Structures are used for creating higher level programming

logic.

The Jump and Land commands are used to move from one location to another in the

program. This allows you to set up loops or to skip steps.

Example: Jump

This program waits for 10 seconds and then turns Motors A and C on at half power,

rotating to the right, for 2 seconds. After 2 seconds the motors are powered at the maximum level, rotating to the left.

This condition runs for 2 seconds and then the program jumps out of the sequence (at the Red Jump arrow) and jumps

back into the sequence (at the Red Land arrow).

The command after the Land command is the next thing to be run. This turns Motors 

A and C on at half power, rotating to the right, beginning the loop again. The program continues to run, looping over

and over again, until either the RCX Run button or the RCX On-Off button is pressed.

Note: You must have one and only one matching Land for every Jump in your program.

Example: Skip 

This program waits for 10 seconds and then turns Motors A and C on forward at half power for 2 seconds. The jump and

land command skips the following action to turn Motors A and C on at full power, in the reverse direction for 2 seconds.

Inventor Level 2

JUMP Guided Programming Exercise page 202
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Inventor Practice 3

Create a program that: 

1. Waits until the touch sensor on Port 3 is pushed in to turn on Lamp A at half power.

2. Keeps the lamp on until the touch sensor is released. 

3. Turns Lamp A off after the touch sensor is released and turns Motors B and C on for 7 seconds.

4. Stops the motors and ends the program.

Inventor Practice 4

Create a program that increases the power level setting to Motors A and C in 1-second intervals. Download it to the RCX

and test it.

Inventor Practice 3

Inventor Practice 4

Inventor Level 2

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S
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Inventor Level 3 has a high level of logic capabilities.

It uses the same command icons and modifiers as

Level 2. In addition, the program can include

structures for “if,” “go to,” “multiple tasks,” and

“repeat this many times.”

The default Inventor Level 3 program contains only

the start and stop traffic light in the Diagram

window. You create the program from the Level 3

Functions palette.

Picking and Placing

Use the Select tool to pick the command icons and the modifiers you want from the

Functions palette or Functions palette sub-menus.

Arranging and Altering the Program

Use the Select tool to move commands around. Choose any commands or modifiers that

need to be deleted with a single click, and then delete.

Wiring Together

Use the Wire tool to connect the commands in sequence and wire the modifiers to them.

Level 3 Command Menus

The level 3 Functions palette has one additional sub-menu, Music. Music commands are

used to play music on the RCX.  The Structures sub-menu also has additional commands

for programming logic.

Inventor Level 3

C R E A T I N G  Y O U R  O W N  L E V E L  3  P R O G R A M
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Programming Music

The music command sub-menu has both the music commands and modifiers.

The commands are the notes, A through G and a rest. The modifiers are the

duration of the notes, and the octave scale (up and down arrows).

Note: Programming music using icons in the program is different than the Piano

Player option available under Project on the menu bar.

Song

Music may be combined with any other programming. You

can for example, play different tunes to indicate when

different things are happening with the motors and lamps.

Arrows indicate octave equivalents. Each arrow raises the

note one octave. Two arrows wired together raise the note

two octaves.

Adding Structures to your Program

Structures are useful in programming when you need the program to check

conditions, repeat a task several times, or have more than one task happening at

the same time.

The structures that allow these conditions include: multitasking, looping, and forks. They are

shown here in the command sub-menu and are explained below.

Multitasking

Multitask programs are used to run more than one task at the same time. All the

previous programs have been sequential. In sequential programming each

command is performed after the previous command has been completed. With multitasking

more than one command wire can run at the same time. Think of this as two totally separate

programs running simultaneously. Each branch of a multitask program must have its own

traffic light at the end.

Example: Multitask

This program turns Lamp B on. It then splits and runs two tasks

at the same time. Task 1 turns Motor C on rotating to the

right, until the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in. Meanwhile,

task 2 turns Lamp A on for 7 seconds. 

Each of the tasks runs independently of each other. Lamp B

will remain on after Motor C and Lamp A stops because there

is no stop sign for Lamp B.

Note: If there are no power level modifiers wired to the motor or lamp, they will run at the default setting, which is full power.

Inventor Level 3

SPLIT TASK Guided Programming Exercise page 205
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Looping

Looping is used to repeat a set of commands over and over. The user can specify how many times to repeat the

commands. The default settings of the loop command will execute the code two times.

Example: Looping a Specified Number of Times

This program turns on Lamp A at half power. As the Lamp remains lit, it is followed by the loop sequence that will run for

three times. In the loop, Motor C is turned on at half power, rotating to the right, until the touch sensor is pushed in. After

the touch sensor is pushed in Motor C reverses direction, rotating to the left at half power until the touch sensor is pushed

in again.

A single loop is now complete.

The program then goes back to

the start of the loop, and runs

through it twice more. After

the final loop is complete,

power is stopped.

Forks

Forks are used to program in an “if” condition. When the program arrives at a fork, it checks the value of the source shown

on the fork. If the value is greater than the specified number, the program follows the greater than (>) wire. If the value is

less than or equal to the specified number the program follows the less than or equal to (≤) wire.

Example: Fork

This program checks the touch sensor on

Port 1. If it is pushed in, Motor A turns to

the right at power level 4. If the sensor is

not pushed in, Motor A turns to the left at

power level 4.

The jump and land commands act like a

loop. Because of the loop, the program will

continue to run until the RCX Run button

or the RCX On-Off Button is pushed.

Forks are used as “if” conditions. They must be used with a fork merge that merges the same wires that split at the fork back

together. The structures command sub-menu has several forks. They are described in the icon reference list in the appendix.

Inventor Level 3

TOUCH SENSOR Guided Programming Exercise page 201

LIGHT SENSOR Guided Programming Exercise page 200

LOOP Guided Programming Exercise page 203

FORKS Guided Programming Exercise page 204
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Inventor Practice 5

Create a program that:

1. Plays the first line of “Row Row Row your boat.” 

(Note sequence: C C C D E E D E F G) 

Download it and see how it sounds.

Inventor Practice 6

Create a program with two tasks that run at the same time: 

1. The first task runs Motor A at half power until the light sensor on Port 3 reads a value greater than 60. Then Motor A

shuts off. 

2. The second task turns on Lamp C on at low power and increases the power level every 2 seconds. Lamp C turns off

after it has been at full power for 5 seconds. 

Download and run the program.

Inventor Practice 7

Create a program that: 

1. Continually checks to see if the light level is at or below 50. 

2. If it is 50 or below, Lamp A is turned on at full power. 

3. If it is above 50, Lamp A is off.

Inventor Practice 8

Create a program that:

1. Loops through five times, beeping and turning on a lamp if the touch sensor is pushed in. 

2. If the touch sensor is not pushed in, nothing should happen (hint: use a loop and a fork).

Download and test the program.

Inventor Practice 9

Create a program that:

1. Makes Lamp A flash as many times as the touch sensor has been pressed in 10 seconds.

Inventor Practice 10

Create a program that: 

1. Changes Motor A speed and Lamp C light intensity based on a function of time.

Inventor Level 3

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E
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Inventor Level 3

Inventor Practice 5

Inventor Practice 6

Inventor Practice 7

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S
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Inventor Level 3

Inventor Practice 8

Inventor Practice 9

Inventor Practice 10
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Inventor Level 4

Inventor Level 4 programming is the highest level. It includes all of the commands, modifiers, and structures from 

levels 2 and 3, plus the capability of RCX to RCX communication, as well as using containers to assign and manipulate

values. There are no limits to what you can do at this level.

Inventor Level 4 uses the full capabilities of the RCX.

The default Inventor Level 4 program opens with only the

start and stop traffic lights and the Inventor Level 4

Functions palette.

Picking and Placing

Use the Select tool to pick the command icons and modifiers you want from the Functions palette or Functions palette

sub-menus.

Arranging and Altering the Program

Use the Select tool to move commands around. Choose any commands or modifiers that need to be deleted with a single

click, and then delete.

Wiring Together

Use the Wire tool to connect the commands in sequence and wire the modifiers to them.

C R E A T I N G  Y O U R  O W N  L E V E L  4  P R O G R A M
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Inventor Level 4

The Inventor Level 4 Functions palette sub-menu icons provide you with even greater programming capabilities. The

description of these, along with details on other sub-menu icons, are provided below:

Container Commands

Containers are like variables, and are used to store values. They can keep count

of how many times something has occurred and be referenced as a value. For

instance, if you want to change the motor speed as a function of the amount of

light in the room, you can use a container to convert the light sensor value to a motor

speed. Usually you will want to reset or “zero” the container before you use it in the

program. The reset container command is found in the reset commands.

Example 1

This program initializes the container to zero, turns on Lamp A for 1 second. A value of 1 (the default value) is added to

the container and the program jumps back to the fork. This happens five times. After the fifth time the container value

is equal to 5. A musical tone plays and the program ends. 

Note: This can also be done with a loop.

Level 4 Functions Palette

The Level 4 Functions palette contains all of the programming options. There are additional

icons and sub-menus items for initializing (resetting) devices, RCX communications, and

setting counter variables. In addition, there are new modifiers that can be used.

Float Outputs This icon cuts power to the outputs but doesn’t brake the

motors, allowing them to float to a stop. In contrast, stop power (red stop sign)

cuts power and applies the brake, which causes a sudden halt.

New Sub-Menus

Advanced Output Control provides the

capability of changing motor speed, motor

direction, or turning all output Ports on.

Internet provides the capability of running

programs on RCX bricks that are at remote

locations.  

My RCX Programs provides an easy location

to store the programs you have written.

Select a VI provides an alternate way to open

programs that have already been written.
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RCX Communication Commands

The RCX communication commands are used for a variety of RCX communications.

Each RCX can have its own program with mailbox commands that wait for or receive

information (mail) from another RCX. The mail is a number that is sent from RCX to

RCX. The mail can be any modifier with a blue outline. These modifiers are located on the right

side of the modifier sub-menu. In addition, one RCX can send a whole program to another RCX

to run or directly control another RCX with the commands in this sub-menu.

Reset Commands

The reset command sub-menu has the commands that are used to

reset the angle sensor, the mailbox, and several other items to

zero. This is useful when establishing a reference or starting

point. The reset commands can be used anywhere in the program.

Modifiers

The port modifiers with a green outline are used to assign port

locations. The port modifiers with a blue outline contain the

value of the port. There are many new modifiers including

timers and containers. The value modifiers can be stored in containers

for later use. As an example, they can be inputs for motor power level.

Additional Music Programming

In Level 4, music has increased options.  At this level it comes with

default songs in the three music scrolls. Using the scroll for a song saves

space in the diagram window.

Example 2

This program waits until the touch sensor on input Port 3 is pushed in and then Lamp A is turned on and the yellow

music scroll is played.  After the song is done, Lamp A remains on for 2 seconds.

Inventor Level 4
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Play Any Note Along with music scrolls, Inventor Level 4 provides the ability to play any note on the RCX.

Wire the frequency (in Hertz) and duration (in seconds) to the icon to specify the exact note.

Example 3

This program plays four notes at the frequencies of 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, and 400Hz with a 1 second pause in between

each.  Each note has a 0.2 second duration.

Subroutines are a defined set of commands. ROBOLAB can use

subroutines to simplify programs that use the same set of commands in

multiple places, or to condense the overall length of the program.

The subroutine commands are found in the structures sub menu. A

program can have up to eight subroutines. Subroutines must be created

in the program before they are run.

Create Subroutine This command creates a new subroutine.

The subroutine will not run at this point in the program. It

will run when the program reaches the Run Subroutine icon.

Run Subroutine This command specifies where to run the

subroutine in the program. 

Programs follow the top wire, with the subroutine defined on the bottom wire of the Create Subroutine icon.

S U B R O U T I N E S
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Example 1

This program creates Subroutine 1 and then waits for the touch sensor to be pushed in before it turns Motor B on at

Power level 2 for 1 second. Then it executes Subroutine 1 which plays a sound, turns Motor A on for 2 seconds, reverses

the power to Motor A, plays a sound, continues to run Motor A in reverse for 2 seconds, and then floats Output Port A.

When Subroutine 1 is complete the power to Output Port B is stopped and the program ends.

Delete Subroutine This command deletes all previous subroutines in the RCX. It is useful if your program has

two sections and you want to perform a different set of subroutines in each section. 

Subroutines are useful to shorten the program code. Subroutines are also useful if the same set of commands is used

multiple times in the program. Wiring a number to the Create Subroutine icon lets you identify the subroutine. 

Example 2

This program creates three Subroutines. It uses two light sensors and two motors for a line follower. Depending upon

what the two light sensor values are, the program runs either one or both motors, as defined by the subroutines. If both

light sensors read a dark value the motors stop, a sound is made, and the program ends.

SUBROUTINE Guided Programming Exercise page 206
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An RCX unit can communicate with another RCX.  One RCX is programmed to send a signal to a second RCX.  The second

RCX is programmed to respond to the received signal.  For example, an RCX that controls a traffic intersection can send a

signal to any approaching vehicles.  If the light is red, the approaching vehicle can be programmed to stop until the

signal switches to green.

How are RCX units programmed to communicate?

Just as the Infrared Transmitter sends information from the computer to the RCX, the RCX can send information out from

its own Infrared Transmitter/Receiver. 

To program an RCX to communicate with another,

two programs are required. The sender uses the

‘send mail’ command in its program while the

receiver uses the ‘wait for mail’ command in its

program.

The Send Mail command sends a numeric value out

from the sending RCX.  The value can be range

from 1 to 255.  If no value is specified, it sends a

default value of 1.  The Send Mail command is

found in the RCX Communications sub-menu.  

The Wait for Mail command is a Wait For condition.  The wait condition has a number associated with it for the receiving

RCX.  If no number is specified, then the default number of any value but zero is used; therefore, the RCX will respond to

any number but zero. This command is found in the Wait For sub-menu.
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Wait for Mail

Send Mail

RCX to RCX Communication

H O W  T O  C O M M U N I C A T E  F R O M  R C X  T O  R C X  
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Example 1: Simple Sound Message

RCX1 is the sending RCX.  RCX2 is the receiving RCX.

Program for RCX1 (Sender)

This program waits for the touch sensor on input Port 1 to be pressed.  

It then sends out mail, with the default value of 1.  

Note: The mail is sent out as an infrared signal.  Any RCX that is on and

in the vicinity of the sending RCX will receive the sent value.

Program for RCX2 (Receiver)

This program waits for mail.  Since no value for the mail is specified, it

uses the default value of waiting for anything beside zero.  After

receiving the mail from RCX1, it plays a “fast rising sweep.”

Behavior: When the Sender touch sensor is pressed, the Receiver plays

a rising sweep tone.

Note: For RCX to RCX communications to work, both of the RCX units must be on and running the appropriate

programs.

The programs shown in the example do not loop; they only run through once.

Example 2: Change Direction or Stop

RCX1 sends mail telling a moving RCX2 to reverse direction or stop. RCX2 is a moving vehicle.

Program for RCX1 (Remote)

This program waits for the touch sensor on input Port 1 to be

pressed.  The program then sends mail with the value of 3.  

Program for RCX2 (Vehicle)

This program turns on Motor A and waits for mail.  When the

mail is received, the value is checked.  If the value is less than

or equal to 2 then Motor A reverses direction.  If the value is

greater than 2 then Motor A is stopped.

Behavior: The Vehicle is initially moving.  When the Remote touch sensor is pressed, the Vehicle stops.

RCX to RCX Communication
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What if you wanted to be able to vary the value that is sent from RCX1 (Remote) in Example 2?  This would allow you to

either reverse the direction or stop the vehicle without re-writing the program each time.  The following program is one

way to program the remote so that the value sent in the mail can vary.

This program initializes the yellow container and the red timer to zero.  It then starts a 5-second condition loop.  After 5

seconds have passed, the number of times that the touch sensor on input Port 2 was pushed and released is put into the

yellow container.  (If you pushed and released the touch sensor one time, the value 1 would be put into the yellow

container.  If you pushed and released the touch sensor seven times within the 5 seconds then the value 7 would be put

into the yellow container.)  The value in the yellow container is the value sent from the remote.

Icon Hints

Initializing the Mailbox resets the value that is currently in the mailbox.

Wait For Mail empties the mailbox and waits for a value other than zero to be received.  A value between 1

and 255 can be specified.  If no value is specified, any non-zero value is accepted. 

Mailbox Equal Fork checks to see if the value of the mail received is equal to or not equal to a specified

value.  This command is found in the Equal Forks sub-menu.

RCX to RCX Communication
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Inventor Practice 11

Create a pair of RCX to RCX communication programs that: 

1. Has RCX1 beep and wait for the touch sensor. After the touch sensor is pushed in it sends mail to RCX2. 

2. Has RCX2 turn Motor A on for 2 seconds when it receives the mail from RCX1.

Inventor Practice 11

RCX1 RCX2

RCX to RCX Communication

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E

I N V E N T O R  P R A C T I C E  S O L U T I O N S
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Interrogate RCX

Selecting Interrogate RCX from the Project Menu opens a new window in ROBOLAB. Direct

information from the RCX can be shown in the window.  It also provides an interactive way to

zero values in the RCX or to delete the programmed tasks.  In order to work, the RCX must be

on and near the IR Transmitter.

Viewing Other Information

Clicking on the button to the right of the displayed RCX image opens a window from

which you can select items for which you would like to know the values.

See the displayed example that shows the value of the red container is 2.  Other

options include the programming timers, the input Ports, the RCX internal clock, and

the value of mail.

RCX Location

The interrogation can occur with the RCX near your computer,

or to one that is connected to the Internet.  In order to interrogate an RCX over the Internet, you

will need to know the IP Address of the

computer the RCX is communicating with.

Options Available in Interrogate RCX

■ View battery level

■ Click on input ports to view value of attached sensor.

■ Click on output Ports to view power level supplied to port.

■ Reset angle sensor or timer

■ Clear data

■ Remove all tasks

RCX Status

I N T E R R O G A T E R C X
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Piano Player is an easy interface that allows you to play and record your own songs. It can be used in either Pilot level or

Inventor level programs. Inventor level access is from the Project Menu.

Inventor Level Entry

Selecting Piano Player from the Project Menu opens a new

window with the Piano Player in it. 

Piano Player is a versatile tool for composing and editing your own songs. You can also open existing songs and make

changes to them. If no song is currently selected, the window opens with a blank Music Scroll. To compose a new song,

click the keys on the keyboard. As you select each note, it is added to the Music Scroll.

See the Piano Player section on page 39 for more details.

Inventor Music

M U S I C  I N  I N V E N T O R  –  P I A N O  P L A Y E R
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An RCX unit can be controlled over the Internet.  The program you write can be downloaded to an RCX located near any

computer running ROBOLAB that is linked via the Internet.

Note: You need two computers and an Internet connection with a known IP address.  One computer must have the IR

Transmitter and RCX set up and ready to go.

Running the ROBOLAB Internet Server

First, set up the computer that is going to receive the ROBOLAB program and download it to the

waiting RCX.  This computer must run special software called ROBOLAB Internet Server.  The

ROBOLAB Internet Server allows remote computers to access the RCX and IR Transmitter via the

Internet.  The ROBOLAB Internet Server Program is in the Project menu options.

ROBOLAB can be running on the remote computer at the same time that ROBOLAB Internet Server

is running.

Selecting ROBOLAB Internet

Server opens a window on the

remote computer.  This window

must be open for Internet

control of the RCX to work.

The remote computer must also

have an RCX, camera, or

Interface B properly connected.

After starting the ROBOLAB Internet Server, the computer and RCX are ready to receive programs over the Internet.

Sending Programs to a Remote Computer

Set up the local computer to send the programs over the Internet to the remote computer.  

Select COM Port from the Project menu, and then pick the Internet option.  This will send the

ROBOLAB program over the Internet when it is downloaded.

The Internet address of the remote computer must be 

specified. Note: If the Com port is set to use the Internet, 

all ROBOLAB commands will be sent over the Internet, 

including Pilot and Investigator programs.

After setting up the local computer, write ROBOLAB programs as usual.  The programs are sent to the remote computer

when download is selected.

H O W  T O  C O N T R O L  A N  R C X  O V E R  T H E  I N T E R N E T

ROBOLAB Internet
Server

Click here to

open windows on

the remote

computer that

show the

communication

between the local

and remote

computers.

Click here to close

the window.
Host IP address is

shown here.

Click and enter the

Internet address in

the space provided.
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How do you create ROBOLAB programs to send over the Internet?

Programs that will be sent over the Internet to control the RCX located at the remote server are written on the local

computer.  This locally written program uses two new types of ROBOLAB commands for Internet control of the RCX. 

These commands are found in the Internet sub-menu of the Programmer - Inventor Level 4 or in the

Investigator - Program Level 5.

They are the “Internet Begin” and “Begin Internet Direct Mode,” each with a corresponding end command.  

Internet Begin and End

The Internet Begin command is used instead of the standard Begin command in ROBOLAB programs.  It is

required as the first command in every Investigator or Inventor Internet program that will be downloaded to

the remote RCX.  The IP address of the remote computer that will be transmitting the program to the RCX

must be specified.  The remote computer must be running ROBOLAB Internet Server.

The Internet End command is used at the end of every Investigator or Inventor Internet program that begins

with the Internet Begin Command.

The String modifier is used to specify the IP address of the remote computer.

These commands can be used if you do not want to set up the Com port to send ROBOLAB programs over the Internet.

Example 1 

Download a program from the local computer to a remote computer (that is running ROBOLAB Internet Server) to run a

motor for 2 seconds.

This program sends a program to the remote computer

with IP address 130.62.208.54.  This computer then

downloads the program to the remote RCX.  When the

remote RCX is run the motor on Port A runs for 2 seconds

and stops.

Note: The remote computer must be running the

ROBOLAB Internet Server and have an IR Transmitter

attached with the remote RCX on and nearby.

Behavior: When the program is downloaded, the remote RCX must be run by pushing the green Run button.  

The remote RCX will then run the motor on Port A for 2 seconds.

ROBOLAB Internet
Server
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Direct Mode Over the Internet

The Begin Internet Direct Mode command is used to actively control the remote RCX.  It is used instead of

the standard Begin command or Internet Begin command.  This command runs the program in real time on

the remote RCX over the Internet.  The IP address of the remote computer that will be transmitting the

program to the RCX must be specified.  The remote computer must be running ROBOLAB Internet Server.

The End Internet Direct Mode command is used at the end of every direct mode program that begins with

the Begin Internet Direct Mode command.

Example 2

Download and run a program to run a motor for 2 seconds.

This program is sent to the remote computer with IP

address 130.64.208.54.  The remote computer then

downloads and runs the program in direct mode on the

remote RCX.  The RCX runs the motor on Port A for 1

second and then stops.

Clicking on the run arrow sends the program via the Internet to the remote computer where it is downloaded

and run on the RCX.  There is no indication on the local computer if the program was completed successfully.

Note: Direct Mode programs automatically begin running without a user

having to press the ‘Run’ button on the RCX.

An error message appears if there are any problems with the transmission from

the local computer to the remote computer. 

The programs in these examples use simple commands.  Programs for Internet Control of the RCX can be as complex as

any of the conventional RCX programs for your local computer.  There are a few exceptions – ROBOLAB Internet Server

does not support Internet Direct Mode for programs with Data Acquisition or Looping structures. These formats are

supported by the Internet Mode.  

ROBOLAB Internet
Server
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Selecting The Camera in Inventor

Inventor Level

To select the camera in Inventor, choose Select

Camera from the Project Menu.

ROBOLAB remembers the type of camera that you select, and uses that

type every time ROBOLAB is run.

Camera Setup Clicking on the Camera Setup button opens a window that allows you to adjust your camera

settings for Hue, Saturation, and Brightness as well as the type of background lighting. The Camera Setup

window is different for each type of camera, but they all have similar features.

The expanded option in Select Camera allows you to open the Camera Setup Window and adjust the camera settings.

Inventor Camera

Click on the selection bar to open the camera

options that are available to use with

ROBOLAB. Select the type of camera you will

be using from the drop-down menu.

Window Expand Click to

open additional options.
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There are some important things to understand about using the camera and Inventor level programs. In Inventor, the

program and camera can either operate completely independently of each other or the RCX can be programmed to

respond to what the camera sees. If the RCX is programmed to utilize the camera information, the RCX must remain

within the range of the IR Transmitter. 

The camera cable is connected to a USB Port on the computer. The camera itself can be attached to anything, such as the

moving robotic device, or just sitting on a table. Since the camera communicates only with the computer, its location or

motion is limited to the length of its USB cable. What the camera sees is sent over this cable to the Vision Center

Window. The camera view is active even if the RCX program is not running.

Inventor Level 4 programming can utilize the camera as a sensor as well as using the camera just for visual input. If you

are a first-time user, or need to refresh your Inventor programming skills, please refer to the Programming Inventor

section.

Accessing the Camera in Inventor

To use the camera in Inventor, whether just to view the image from the camera

or to program the camera to act as a sensor, you need the Vision Center

Window. Select Vision Center from the Project Menu to open it.

Inventor Camera

H O W  T O  U S E  T H E  C A M E R A  I N  I N V E N T O R
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Inventor Camera

Vision Center

The Vision Center Window provides a format for viewing the camera image and for setting up the camera as a sensor

that provides input to the RCX program. The Vision Center Window has three communication speeds: No Connection

with RCX, Slow Connection Mode, and Fast Connection Mode. 

Communication Speed

The Communication Speed of data between the camera sensor and the computer depends on the complexity of the

camera sensor, the CPU speed, the number of camera sensor containers, and the IR Transmitter communication. Select the

appropriate communication type for your programming needs from the three Communication Speed options.

No Connection with RCX This mode of operation involves no communication between the

computer and the RCX. In this mode the refresh update of the camera image is fastest.

Slow Connection Mode This mode of operation is used to send the specified container values in

the Camera Sensor Setup to the RCX. At this setting, the RCX can ask the computer to snap an image.

Fast Connection Mode  This mode of operation is used to continually send the specified container

values to the RCX. At this setting, the RCX does not ask the computer to snap an image, increasing

the data transfer rate.

Camera

View 

This area

shows the

camera

image.

Select Camera

Click here to open the

Camera Setup Window.

Define Sensor Click here

to define how the camera

image will be processed.

Camera Sensor

Setup Use this

area to define

the camera values

for containers in

Inventor

programs.

Snap Picture

Click here to save

a copy of the

current image as

a file.

Communication

Speed Click here

to change the

rate of

communication

with the RCX.
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Inventor Camera

Example: How Many Dots on the Die?

Use the camera to count how many dots are showing on a die after it has been rolled and have the RCX beep the

corresponding number of times.

Vision Center shows the actual image when the full color

plane is selected. The image process used for this example is

Blobs1. The number of blobs in the image (dots on a die) is

stored in the red container. The container’s value is shown in

the box next to the selected container.

If the container is selected in the Plane, the image in the view

window is the processed image for that container. In this

image the three blobs from the die are visible.

It is important to keep in mind that if you are using the camera as an input sensor for the RCX, the RCX MUST be in

communication range with the IR Transmitter. 

Camera image

Processed image

E X A M P L E  I N V E N T O R  P R O J E C T  –  C A M E R A
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The camera is an interesting and unique sensor. The camera image can be processed by the computer to yield a resulting

value. This value is a single number which can be used in a variety of ways. In Vision Center, the image is processed as

specified in the Camera Sensor Setup area. The resulting values are stored in the red, blue, and yellow ROBOLAB

containers. These values, which were determined on the computer, are then sent to the RCX by the IR Transmitter. The

RCX can then use the updated container values in the program it is currently running. This allows for real time response

of the RCX to the visual input from the camera.

Note: The Vision Center continually processes the camera image and updates the container values. How often this

information is sent to the RCX depends on a number of factors, including the selected Communication Speed. If the RCX

is out of communication with the IR Transmitter it will not receive any of the updated values, no matter how frequently

they are sent.

Inventor Camera

T H E  C A M E R A  A S  A  S E N S O R : I M A G E  P R O C E S S I N G

Camera

Takes image into

the computer (via

the USB port).

ROBOLAB Software

Processes the image

using the parameters

set in Vision Center.

ROBOLAB condenses

the image using the

settings into a

number (0-255)

which corresponds

directly to the

image.

IR Transmitter

Communicates the

value from the

computer to the

RCX.

RCX Robot

Is running a program

that waits for a

value (via Mail).

After receiving a

value, the program

then executes

commands based on

that value.
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Example: Turning to Avoid Obstacles

Use the camera to determine which part of its path is blocked and have the RCX maneuver to avoid the obstacles. If the

image processing is set up assuming that obstacles are dark, the image is processed to look for whether the area with the

lightest average in the view is the left, middle, or right section of the image. These values are then sent to the RCX as

container values. When the RCX receives the new sensor values, the program it is currently running can adjust the

direction of motion so that the RCX heads

toward the lightest area.

Camera Sensor Setup

To use the camera as a sensor you need to specify the type of processing that is to be done on the camera image. Choose

the specifications in the Camera Sensor Setup area of the Vision Center window.

Inventor Camera

E X A M P L E  I N V E N T O R  P R O J E C T  –  C A M E R A  A S  A  S E N S O R

Fast Connection Mode

Click to start the

communication between

the computer and the RCX.

The Program is all ready

downloaded to the RCX and

running while the Vision Center

Window is open.

Select Container

Click to select a

container for use.
Image Processing

Click to select the type

of image processing to

use for the container.

Container Value 

This shows the value of the

container produced by the

Image Processing selections.
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View Image

To optimize speed of image processing and communication with the RCX, the view area of the Vision Center can be

blanked out. This removes the camera image from view, speeding up the computer’s computation rate since it doesn’t

have to refresh the image. The image is still processed as specified with the resulting value sent to the RCX

Image Processing

The Vision Center has several predefined image processing options. To choose an

option, click on the Image Processing menu bar. Select the type you want to use from

the displayed options. The default image processing options are defined on page 94.

If you have created any processing options of your own, they are displayed in the same

list.

Image Processing Descriptions

These are the pre-defined Camera Sensor image processing options in ROBOLAB 2.5. As

you define and save additional image processing for the camera sensor, it will be added

to the list of options on your computer.

Inventor Camera

Cover View Click to blank

out the camera image.

Open View Click to

view the camera image.
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Creating Your Own Image Processing Option

To define a new type of processing for the camera image, you need to set up a mask of the image area. A mask identifies

specific areas of the image and defines what you are looking for in each area. 

Define Sensor

Create new processing definitions by selecting the Define Sensor button in the Vision Center.

Name Image Processing Description Camera Sensor Values
Image processing that is done to the Value that will get stored in the container.
raw camera image to obtain the 
computed value.

Brightness No image manipulation. Stores the value of the brightest pixel in the 
selected container.

Determines the brightest value in the image.
Darkness No image manipulation. Stores the value of the darkest pixel in the 

selected container.
Determines the darkest value in the image.

Brightest Location Masks edge of image. Requires all three containers. Stores the value of 
the brightest pixel in the red container. Stores 

Outputs the maximum brightness value the row (y location) of the brightest pixel in the 
and its x, y location. blue container. Stores the column (x location) of 

the brightest pixel in the yellow container.
Motion Row Motion manipulation algorithm. Stores the row (y location) of the detected 

motion in the selected container.
Motion Column Motion manipulation algorithm. Stores the column (x location) of the detected 

motion in the selected container.
Motion Location Motion manipulation algorithm. Combines the above two operations. In response

to motion, stores a value relative to the number 
of pixels that have changed in the red container. 
Stores the row of the motion location in the 
blue container. Stores the column of the motion 
location in the yellow container.

Blobs1 Image manipulation. Stores the number of blobs in the 
selected container.

Mask edge of image, invert the image,
auto threshold image in black and white, 
and count all blobs (blob area is 0 < N).

Blobs2 Image manipulation. Stores the number of mid-sized blobs in the 
selected container.

Mask edge of image, invert the image,
auto threshold image in black and white, 
and count only mid-sized blobs 
(blob area is 500 < N < 1500).

Inventor Camera
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Defining The Camera as a Sensor

Setting up a new image processing operation for the camera is done in the Define Sensor Window. The image processing

can have multiple layers or steps to it. Each of these steps is defined as a new page in the operation.

The Define Sensor Window has two primary areas. The top section shows the original image, the processed image, and

the numeric value that represents the image. The lower section is used to select and define the steps in the Image

Manipulation that are used to get to the processed image.

The Image Processing Options are listed and described on page 94.

Inventor Camera

Processed

Image

Color Plane

Click to select a

color filter for

the image.

Current Page

New Pages

Click to add or

delete pages.

Original Image

Snap Image

Click here to snap a

new image.

Sensor Operation

Click here to select

the sensor

operation for the

current page.

Image Operation

Click here to select

the image

operation for the

current page.

Save Image 

Click to save the

image to a file.
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Example: Defining a New Image Process for the Camera

Identifying LEGO Bricks on a Surface

You want to separate large LEGO bricks from small ones by sweeping them either to the left or right depending upon

their size. To do this you need to define the image processing that will let the RCX know how it should move its sweeper

arm to push the LEGO brick.

Open the Define Sensor window to begin specifying the Image Manipulation steps for your image. Define Sensor opens

with Nothing specified. Selecting Threshold as the first step creates a binary (black and white) version of the image.

The second step in the process is inverting

the image, and the third and final step is to

select the largest item in the image (snatch).

Inventor Camera

Click to select Image

Manipulation.

Click to add page

for next Image

Manipulation.
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Camera Icons 

Inventor level 4 and Investigator level 5 have new icons to support using the camera as a sensor in ROBOLAB programs.

Wait For Icons

Wait for Camera Sensor to Increase Waits until the Camera Sensor reads a value that is greater than the

number specified. The default is for a camera sensor on the red container to wait until it reads a value

greater than 55. 

Wait for Camera Sensor to Decrease Waits until the Camera Sensor reads a value that is less than the

number specified. The default is for a camera sensor on the red container to wait until it reads a value less

than or equal to 55.

Note: Using the Wait for Camera Sensor icon is identical to using a Wait for Container command icon. 

Programming Structure Icons

Camera Sensor Fork Selects a path depending on whether the value of the Camera Sensor is greater-than or

less-than or equal-to a specified number. The default is to compare the value of the Camera Sensor to 55.

Loop While Camera Sensor Is Greater Than Starts a loop that repeats while the value of a Container is

greater than a specified number. The default is to repeat the loop while the value of the Red Container is

greater than 1. 

Loop While Camera Sensor Is Less Than Starts a loop that repeats while the value of a Container is less

than a specified number. The default is to repeat the loop while the value of the Red Container is less than or

equal to 1.

Container Icon

Camera Sensor Container Sets the container to a certain value.

The default is to set the Red Container to 1.

Inventor Camera
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Example 1: Vision Center 

The Sentry

The camera can be used as a sensor to watch for and provide entry

to people who are allowed in the area. All the hired staff wears red

uniforms in a place with white walls. The RCX and camera can be

programmed to look for uniform colors in the red plane that are

the accepted red value. If the correct value is observed, the RCX

snaps an image of the person and turns Motor A on to open the

door to admit them. The snapped image is automatically saved in

the Pictures folder as a numbered image file in bitmap format.

First the Camera Sensor has to be defined. This definition mirrors

the original image and views it in the red plane. The value of the

sensor definition is the average pixel value of the defined image.

The program for the RCX to run waits for the camera sensor value of the red container to increase to a value above 140.

The RCX then tells the computer to snap an image with the camera. Then Motor A runs to open and close the door. After

the door closes, the camera sensor waits for an increase in value again.

Running the program has two components. The RCX

runs the downloaded program and remains within

communication range of the IR Transmitter. The

computer must have the Vision Center Window

open in ROBOLAB with Slow Connection mode and

the color plane correctly selected. When the Camera

Sensor value is above the specified value an image is

snapped and the door is opened and then closed.

Inventor Camera
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Example 2: Vision Center 

Which Way to Turn?

The camera can be used as a sensor to determine which way an

arrow is pointing.  This information can then be used to control a

vehicle so that it turns the correct direction.  

First the Camera Sensor has to be defined.  This was done with two

similar definitions – one for the right side of the image and one for

the left side of the image.  Each sensor definition masks off the

specified area, sets a threshold level, inverts the image, and then

uses snatch to determine the area of the largest white blob in the

image.

Vision Center is then set up so that the value of the largest area on the left of the image is

stored in the red container and the value of the largest area on the right is stored in the blue

container.

The RCX program that drives the vehicle stops

at specified locations, compares the values of

the red and blue containers and then powers

the motors so that the vehicle will turn the

correct direction.  Here the arrow is pointing to

the right (the value of the red container is less

than the value of the blue container). To turn

to the right, Motor A is on and no power is

going to Motor C.

Two components are required for this program to work properly.  The RCX must be running the downloaded program

and be within range of the IR Transmitter.  The computer must have the Vision Center Window open in ROBOLAB with

Slow Connection mode selected.

Inventor Camera
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Creating new Camera Sensor image processing options is done by defining the Image Manipulation steps for the Camera

Sensor.  Each of the available Image Manipulations is briefly defined in this table.

Mask 

Threshold 

Motion 

Math 

Invert 

External Edge 

Internal Edge 

Blobs 

Snatch 

Mirror 

Mask allows you to select which area of the image you want to look at by blacking out everything

that is not selected.  This is used to get rid of unimportant information such as background objects.

Threshold simplifies an image by eliminating certain values of intensity and forcing them to zero.  The

two types of thresholds are binary, which forces all intensities to either zero or one, and greyscale,

which keeps the image in a greyscale format, but forces intensities outside of the threshold to zero.

There is also an auto threshold, which determines what should be forced to zero using a histogram.

Motion determines where in a image there is motion. It does this by subtracting one image by

another image taken before it using the Snap Image button.  This causes all pixels where there is no

motion to go to zero, leaving only an image of what has moved.

Math does simple arithmetic operations on an image using a number, another snapped image, or a

saved image.  It is important to note whether the image is binary or greyscale, as the values of the

pixels with vary from zero to one or zero to 255 respectively and affect the arithmetic operation.

Invert switches the intensity value of each pixel to the opposite side of the spectrum.  In a binary image

zeros become one and vise versa, while in a greyscale image intensities flip around 128 (half of 256).

External Edge creates a one-pixel wide edge to the outside of all white objects in a binary image.  The

connectivity decides which pixels are affected.

Internal Edge creates a one-pixel wide edge on the inside of all white objects in a binary image, which

is the same as on the outside of all black objects.  The connectivity decides which pixels are affected.

Blobs distinguishes separate white blobs in a binary image and can output either the area,

orientation, aspect ratio, or diagonal of the blobs. This number is outputted straight to the sensor

operation value.  You can eliminate certain blobs by inputting limits into the blob filter.

Snatch distinguishes separate white blobs in a binary image and selects only the largest one.  It then

outputs the area, orientation, aspect ratio, or diagonal of the largest blob to the sensor operation

value.  You can eliminate certain blobs by inputting limits into the blob filter.

Mirror flips the image around the vertical central axis.  All intensities are flipped about column 160.

Inventor Camera
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Binary Morph 

Dilation 

Erosion 

Open 

Close 

Proper Open 

Proper Close 

Thin 

Thick 

Auto-median 

Binary Morph is a category of functions that can only be done on a binary (0,1) image.

Dilation increases the size of white objects, and decreases the size of black objects.  The connectivity

decides which pixels are affected.

Erosion decreases the size of white objects, and increases the size of black objects.  The connectivity

decides which pixels are affected.

Open is an operation consisting of an erosion and then a dilation.  Since erosion and dilation cancel

each other out the size of objects will stay relatively the same, while small white objects will

disappear. 

Close is an operation consisting of a dilation and then an erosion.  Since dilation and erosion cancel

each other out the size of objects will stay relatively the same, while small black holes will disappear.

Proper Open is an operation that first performs a closing, then an opening, followed by another

closing.  Then this new image is combined with the original and it keeps the image where they

intersect (where the pixels have the same value). This removes small white objects and smoothes

larger ones.

Proper Close is an operation that first performs an opening, then a closing, followed by another

opening.  Then this new image is combined with the original and it keeps the image where they

intersect (where the pixels have the same value).  This removes small black holes and smoothes the

inner contours of large white objects.

Thin is an operation that eliminates pixels that match a template that is specified by the connectivity

chosen.  Thinning can remove isolated white pixels, or diagonals, or it can enlarge black holes.

Thick is an operation that adds to pixels that match a template that is specified by the connectivity

chosen.  Thickening can add to single white pixels, or diagonals, or it can fill black holes.

Auto-median is an operation that first performs a proper opening, and then a proper closing.  This

image is then combined with the original and it keeps where they intersect (where the pixels have the

same value).  This creates much simpler objects with less detail.

Inventor Camera
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When you go to a fitness center, some machines are able to monitor your heart rate as you exercise. The machines collect

data about your heart rate through special sensors, at specific time intervals. When you start out, your heart rate is

slower and as you exercise, it gets faster. This information is often displayed through a graph on the machine. Over a

period of time, if you exercise on a regular basis, you typically see an overall improvement of your heart rate. The process

of obtaining and noting specific information, or data, at particular points in time is data logging.

The ROBOLAB Software has datalogging capabilities in its Investigator section. Using ROBOLAB you can program the RCX

and the sensors attached to it, to collect data at particular points in time. Once the data is uploaded from the RCX into

ROBOLAB it can be used in a variety of ways.

ROBOLAB Investigator includes components required to: 

■ Investigate questions using RCX-based inventions

■ Write programs

■ Upload data

■ View data

■ Compute with the data

■ Discuss and document the investigation
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Users first build their invention or science experiment model using the RCX, the LEGO sensors and other elements from

the building sets. Users then create a program for their model using ROBOLAB Investigator, and download their program

to the RCX using the special IR Transmitter. Their creation can now interact with the environment, fully autonomous from

the computer, moving about to gather data. After gathering the data, users return to the computer to upload the data

from their RCX invention to the computer for analysis and inclusion in their Investigator projects.

Design and build your experiment

using sensors

Download program to the RCX

Collect your data - let the RCX move

around gathering information

Upload gathered data to computer

Create program on computer that

will tell the RCX what information

to collect

Analyze data

using

Investigator

I N V E N T  &  I N V E S T I G A T E : T H E  P R O C E S S
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Investigator Settings

In Administrator ROBOLAB Settings you can set the location in which files will be kept on your computer. The files are

stored under “Projects.” A Project is a group of programs with a common focus, e.g., a LEGO set, a class, a topic, or an

experiment. 

Note: The project themes that are automatically installed with ROBOLAB cannot be deleted.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  S E T T I N G S

Clicking on Delete

Project removes

folders from the

computer. Select

the theme and

click on the delete

button.

Clicking on Create Project generates a folder on the

computer in which programs can be stored. These

Projects are viewed in the project window on the

Investigator Main Menu screen.

Clicking on the Investigator toggle

button switches to the Investigator

Settings page.
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The projects and all their components are available from this Investigator Menu screen.

Projects are saved under different themes. Themes can relate to a specific LEGO set (e.g., eLAB), or a category 

(e.g., temperature or light). Available projects are shown in the Project window when the project theme for them 

has been highlighted. You can add and remove Themes in Administrator under ROBOLAB Settings.

Single-click on a Theme to show a list of all the Projects in that Theme. Double-click on the Project you want to open. For

a new project, single-click on the New Project button to name your project and select the theme under which it will be

stored.

G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D  W I T H  I N V E S T I G A T O R

Single-click 

to open the

Investigator menu.

Single-click

to select project

theme.

Single-click 

to create a new

project.

Double-click

to open project.
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The project areas represent the five things that you will do while you Invent and Investigate. 

Program Area

■ Used to write the programs for the RCX.

■ Used for downloading the programs to the RCX.

Upload Area

■ Upload transfers the data from the RCX to the computer.

■ Every set of uploaded data is stored on its own individual data page within the upload area.

View and Compare Area

■ Used to look at all of the data that has been gathered.

■ Can view statistics (max, min, mean, etc.) of data.

■ Can compare different sets of data to each other.

Compute Area

■ Used to adjust the data with arithmetic functions for calibration or scientific understanding.

■ Includes five levels of computation, from simple statistics to differentiation and integration.

Journal Area

■ Used to document your project. For example, users can create pages for each part of their experiment:

problem statement

hypothesis

predictions (text and sketches)

discussion of results

conclusions

■ Used to import digital images or graphs to support your project.

P R O J E C T  A R E A S
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Selecting a project from the Investigator Menu screen opens the Project window. This window has two components: the

Navigator, located to the left, and the Project Working Area, located on the right. The Navigator is always visible.

Switching Project Working Areas is done using the Navigator. 

The Navigator acts as a menu guide and reference for the project. The Project Title at the top of the Navigator identifies

the project. Below the title is the Project Navigation Dial. Selecting one of the five icons opens the corresponding Project

Working Area.

Navigator Project Working Area} }
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The Level 1 template is a simple Pilot-style program to capture

data. The data is captured until the Wait For condition has been

satisfied. 

The default Level 1 program uses a light sensor on RCX input

Port 1 to capture data. The time between samples is 1 second.

Data points are taken by the RCX until 10 points have been

captured.

Input Command

The type of data captured depends on the sensor selected in the program.

To change sensor type, click on the image of the light sensor, and choose

from the selections that appear in the menu bar.

The options include: 

■ Touch 

■ Light

■ Temperature in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit

■ Angle of an axle turning

■ Axle rotation 

The black connector is for connecting to a non-LEGO sensor. Using non-LEGO sensors, you can measure pH, sound,

humidity, position, temperature, voltage, pressure and other parameters. A "generic" option provides feedback as 

raw data 0 - 1023. The sensor adapter (#9917) and the non-LEGO sensors are available separately.

Note: The selected sensor image onscreen must match the sensor being used on input Port 1. If it doesn’t match, 

the captured data will be incorrect.

P R O G R A M  A R E A  L E V E L  1

Program Area Level 1
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Sampling Data

The program takes data as soon as you start the program by pressing Run on the RCX. For the default Level 1 program

this means that the 10 points of light data are taken every second from an initial time of 0 seconds to the final point at 9

seconds.

The time between each of the captured data points may be

changed. To do this, click on the number under the input sensor

and choose from the selections which appear in the menu bar.

The options include preset times or the touch sensor. The times

are given in hours:minutes:seconds. If the touch sensor is selected,

data will be captured each time the touch sensor is released. The

touch sensor must be on input Port 2 to be used as the trigger

for data capturing.

If the question mark option (???s) is selected, the user can specify

the time between each captured data point. To do this, click on

the space under the question mark picture (???s) and type in the

number of second between capturing data points.

The minimum sampling time that can be used is 0.05 seconds.

Wait For Command

The amount of time that the RCX captures data can be changed.

Click on the 10 point icon and choose from the selections that

appear in the menu bar.

The Wait For options include specifying the number of points to

capture, specifying the amount of time to capture data, and

specifying the sensor conditions. After the Wait For command has

been satisfied, the program ends.

Program Area Level 1
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Wait For Points

A set number of points (10, 100, or 500) can be selected. If the question mark option (?) is

chosen, the user can specify the number of points to capture. To do this, click on the space

under the question mark picture (?) and type in the number of points to be captured. At a

rate of 1.0 second between points, that would mean that waiting for 10 points is the

equivalent of waiting for 10 seconds and waiting for 500 points is the equivalent of waiting

for 500 seconds.

Wait For Sensor

If you select a sensor as the Wait For condition, you must specify the

Port to which the sensor is attached. To do this, click on the number

above the sensor icon. The sensor Port can be 1, 2 or 3.

If you select the temperature sensor, angle sensor, or rotation sensor

the value of the Wait For condition must be specified in the space

under the sensor.

Note: If your program uses a sensor as the Wait For condition that is different from the data logging sensor but is

assigned to the same input Port, you will get a program error message warning you about the conflict.

Program Area Level 1
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After you have completed your program, you can choose from two options. 1) You can download it to the RCX and store

the program until you are ready to run it and capture data, or 2) you can choose Direct Mode which downloads the

program to the RCX and begins capturing data and showing it on the computer immediately.

Download

Click on the Run arrow to download the program to the RCX. Press the Run button on the RCX to start the

program running. The RCX will start collecting the data internally, storing the information in its memory. 

The RCX must be on and near the IR Transmitter to download the program.

Direct Mode

Click on the Direct Mode button to begin capturing data directly. The computer downloads the program to

the RCX which then starts collecting data and uploading it as fast as it can.The computer displays data on-

screen as the data uploads. Direct Mode is used as a test mode to see what is happening.

The RCX must be on and near the IR Transmitter for Direct Mode.

When you select Direct Mode, the computer downloads the program to the RCX. The RCX then communicates continually

with the computer via the IR Transmitter, uploading data to the computer for viewing. The data is displayed on a graph,

updating as quickly as possible, about every second. After all the data has been taken, the graph will be refreshed,

displaying all data points. 

When all of the data has been

captured it is displayed on the

Direct Mode graph. All of the

data is also stored on the RCX,

and can be uploaded as a

complete data set. To add the

data to a bin for viewing and

computing, it must be uploaded.

To run in Direct Mode, the RCX must be on, but its Run button does not have to be pressed. The program automatically

starts to run as soon as it has been downloaded.

To save data, go to the Upload Area on page 121 of this guide. You can return to this section later to learn

more about programming.

T O  C A P T U R E  D A T A

Investigator 1 Guided Programming Exercise page  207

Click here to stop

the Direct Mode

transmission of

data.

Program Area Level 1
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Investigator Practice 1

Using Program Level 1, Click and Choose to make your template look like the one shown below.

Connect the light sensor to Port 1 on the RCX. Turn on the RCX and download the program to it. Start the program by

pushing the green Run button on the RCX. While the program runs, it records the light reading every second for 10

seconds. To view the data you must upload it from the RCX to the computer, as described in the Upload section. 

Investigator Practice 2

Use the Level 1 program in Investigator Practice 1. Connect the light sensor to Port 1 on the RCX. Turn on the RCX and

select Direct Mode in the Program Area. The program downloads to the RCX and the Direct Mode data window opens on

the computer. The light values plot on the graph every second for 10 seconds. 

Investigator Practice 3

Using Program Level 1, Click and Choose to make your template look like the one shown below.

Connect the light sensor to Port 1 and a touch sensor to Port 2 on the RCX. Download the program to the RCX. When the

program is started, it acquires a light sensor reading each time the touch sensor is released from being pushed in. When

the touch sensor is released for the 10th time, the program stops. To view the data, it must be uploaded to the computer.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  P R A C T I C E

Program Area Level 1
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The Program Area is used to create the programs for the RCX. In the Program Area there are five program levels that can

be selected and modified to create pages. 

New projects automatically open in the Program Area, with the Program Level 1 template. From the drop-down menu

you can select the program level for the page.

To increase the viewable window size, click on the grey triangle in the upper right hand corner of the working window.

The ROBOLAB window increases to fill the computer screen. Clicking on the triangle again returns the window to its

original size.

To name the page, click and drag the mouse over the page title and type in the name of the page. The generic template

name Program 1 that appears in the Navigator will change to the new page name. 

To select the template, click on the drop-down menu. Select from the list of available program level templates. The

template selected becomes the page in the working area. If you select a new template for your page it will replace the

previous page format with the format of the new template.

I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H E  P R O G R A M  A R E A  S E C T I O N

Click here to resize the

viewable window.

Page Title.

Template Drop-Down

Menu.

Program Area Level 1
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To create additional programs within your project, add a page with the Program Area and

name it. 

Create An Additional Program Page

Click on this button to open a new Program template. Select a template level 1-5.

Each new page is given a number as a name and is added to the list of Program

pages. You can rename a page by clicking and highlighting the numbered page

name at the top of the page and typing the new name.

When you change the name of a page, it is updated in

the Page Control Area of the Navigator. The page

name or template can be changed at any time.

Pages are saved in your project when you switch

among pages in an area or when you switch to another

area. Each page is saved with the level format it is in

when you leave it to go to another page or area within

the Project.

Delete a Program Page

Click on this button to  delete the Program page that is highlighted. Each area always has at least one page.

Click here to select from

the available Program

template levels.

Click here to name the

Program page.

Program Area Level 1
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Level 2 introduces the unique strength of the RCX with the combined ability to control outputs while capturing data.

This capability allows the design and construction of robotic systems that can show a response; for example, a motor that

spins faster as the temperature increases, or a system that is designed to move autonomously while gathering data.

The Level 2 template is a Pilot-style program to run motors and lamps while capturing data. The motors run and the data

is acquired until the Wait For condition has been satisfied.

The default Level 2 program uses a light sensor on RCX input Port 1 and a temperature sensor on input Port 3 to capture

data. The time between samples for each sensor is 1 second. While the data is being captured, nothing is powered on

output Port C and a motor on output Port A is powered at a low level until 10 data points have been captured.

Output Command

Clicking on either of the output icons shows the options that may be used: rotate motor in one of two directions, turn

on a lamp, and immediate stop (red stop sign).

P R O G R A M  A R E A  L E V E L  2
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Output Command Power Level

Click on the number below the Output Command to select the power for the motor or lamp. The power can be set at a

level from 1 to 5, with 1 being low power and 5 being full power, or the power can be determined by the value of the

input sensor on Port 1. 

For example, if the temperature sensor is selected as the power level, when the program is run it checks the value of the

temperature sensor. The motor begins without turning. If the temperature increases, the speed of the motor will increase.

If the temperature decreases below the initial point, the motor rotates in the opposite direction with increasing speed.

Sensors used for the output command power level must be on Port 1.

Investigator 2 Guided Programming Exercise page 208

Program Area Level 2
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Investigator Practice 4

Using Program Level 2, Click and Choose to make your template look like the one shown below:

Connect a lamp to Port A, a motor to Port C, and a touch sensor, using the wire connector, to Port 1 on the RCX. (If you

don't have a lamp you can connect a motor to Port A.) Download the program to the RCX. Start the program by pushing

the green Run button on the RCX. When the program runs, the lamp and motor should remain on until 10 seconds have

passed (10 data points of information, taken every second). The state of the touch sensor will be recorded every 1

second. (In a graph, the touch sensor presses will be shown as clicks, a count of how many times it was pressed and

released.)

Investigator Practice 5

Using Program Level 2, Click and Choose to make your template look like the one shown below.

Connect a rotation sensor to Port 1, a temperature sensor to Port 3, a motor to Port A, and a touch sensor to Port 2.

Download the program to the RCX. Start the program by pushing the green Run button on the RCX. When the program

runs, temperature and rotation data are acquired and the speed and direction of Motor A depends on the number and

direction of rotations input by the rotation sensor. These actions continue until the touch sensor is pushed in.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  P R A C T I C E

Program Area Level 2
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The Level 3 program is a template using two input sensors and two lamps or motors. The outputs have three steps. All of

the items in one step must be completed before the next step is started.

Data Logging On

Select this option to have data acquired during this step of the program.

Data Logging Off

Select this option to run this step of the program without taking any data.

Run Once Option

Select this button to have the program run one time after it has been downloaded and the RCX green Run

button has been pressed. The program begins at the green traffic light and ends immediately at the red

traffic light.

Continuous Run Option

Select this button to have a program repeat continuously after it has been downloaded and the RCX green

Run button has been pressed. The program begins at the green traffic light. When it reaches the red traffic

light, it goes back to the green traffic light.

P R O G R A M  A R E A  L E V E L  3

Data Logging

Click on this button

to select whether

or not data will be

acquired during

this step.

Program Area Level 3

Click here to select

Continuous Run or

Single Run.
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The Level 3 program has three steps. In each step, you select whether or not there is data logging for the step.

If you only want two steps in

your program, set the Wait For

Time to zero in the third step.

Investigator Practice 6

Using Program Level 3, Click and Choose to make the three steps of your template look like the ones shown above.

Connect a light sensor to Port 1 and a temperature sensor to Port 3. Using the wire connectors, connect a motor to Port

A and one to Port C. Download the program to the RCX. Start the program by pushing the green Run button on the

RCX. When the program runs, light and temperature data will be acquired during step 1 while both motors run. After 10

seconds, Motor C will come to an immediate stop and Motor A will continue to run. During this 20-second step no data is

acquired. When step 3 begins, Motor A comes to an immediate stop while the light and temperature data are acquired

for ten seconds.

M U L T I P L E  S T E P S

I N V E S T I G A T O R  P R A C T I C E

Investigator 3 Guided Programming Exercise page 209

Next

Click on this button

to view the next

step.

Previous

Click on this button

to view the

previous step.

Program Area Level 3
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The Level 4 and 5 program templates are Inventor Level programming for the RCX. Inventor programming is done by

Picking and Placing the command icons from a Functions Palette onto the Diagram window. Stringing the icons together

creates your own program.

The programming capabilities available in the Inventor Level offer many more options than the Programming Levels 1-3.

For details on how to program in the Inventor environment, see the Inventor section on page 44.

P R O G R A M  L E V E L S  4  A N D  5

Run

Click to

download a

program to

the RCX.

Diagram

Window

Programs are

created in

this space.

Functions

Palette

Contains the

command

icons that are

used for

programming.

The command

icons are

picked from

the Functions

Palette and

placed on the

Diagram

window.

Program Area Level 4
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The Level 4 program uses Inventor-style

programming of Picking and Placing the commands

from the Functions Palette into the Diagram

window and then wiring them together. A modified

set of command icons and modifiers is available to

use in programming. This set corresponds to the

Programmer Inventor Level 3 command icons and

modifiers.

The general program concept is to capture a series

of data points while controlling output motors and

lamps. The captured data is referred to as a data

set.

The default Level 4 program initializes the light sensor on input Port 1 to store the information in the red data set.

Motor A is turned on at full power and the data capture is starts to the red data set at a rate of 1.0 second between data

points. The motor runs and ten data points are captured. Then the data capture is halted and the motor on output Port

A stops. 

The Investigator Program Level 4 has the same capabilities as ROBOLAB Programmer Inventor Level 3, with the addition

of command icons used to capture data and containers used for keeping track of values. See page 44 to review basic

Inventor Level programming.

P R O G R A M  A R E A  L E V E L  4

Click here to start a

Level 4 Inventor

Program.

Program Area Level 4
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To capture or log data, these three commands must be used:

■ initialize sensor

■ start logging data 

■ stop logging data 

Data Logging Sub-menu

Clicking on the Data Logging and Motors icon in the

Functions Palette opens its sub-menu.

The sub-menu commands shown in the first and second rows initialize

sensors. The third row contains the start, stop, and resume logging

commands.

Initialize Sensor

An initialize sensor command icon must be set-up in the program before the sensor can begin logging data.

Each sensor has its own initialization command icon. This one shows the light sensor initialized to capture

data into the red data set from input Port 2.

Start Data Logging

The command icon to start the data logging initiates the data capture process. The Start Data Logging icon

requires two modifiers, one specifies which data set the points will be added to, and the other specifies the

rate at which to capture the data. The Start Data Logging icon is universal for all sensors. Selecting the data

set modifier specifies which previously initialized sensor will begin logging data.

Stop Logging

The command icon to end the data logging is used to stop adding data to the data set specified by the data

set modifier.

Resume Logging

The Resume Logging command icon can be used to restart capturing data to a data set that had previously

been ended using the stop logging icon. The resume logging icon requires the modifier specifying to which

data set the captured data should be added.

Note: There is a limit as to how fast you can capture data. If you try to capture it too fast in your program, a sampling

error will appear.

C A P T U R E  D A T A

Program Area Level 4
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Modifiers

There are special modifiers for capturing data. The

red, blue and yellow data sets are used to record

the data. The 0.1s, 1.0s, 10s, 1m, 1h, and touch

sensor on Port 2 indicate how often to capture the

data: "s" indicates seconds, “m” indicates minutes,

and “h” indicates hours. The red, blue and yellow

data sets with the blue outline and white

background are used to input the value of that

data set.

Example: Data Capture Program for one Sensor

This program

initializes the

temperature sensor

to Port 3 and the

blue data set. It

then turns on Lamp

B and starts to

capture data at a rate of 1 point per second until the touch sensor on Port 1 is pushed in. The data capture pauses. Lamp

B turns off. Eight seconds later, the temperature data begins to be captured again until the touch sensor on Port 1 is

pushed in and the data capture to the blue data set stops.

Example: Data Capture for Two Sensors

This program initializes the

temperature sensor and light

sensor, located on Ports 2 and 3,

to separate data sets. It then

begins capturing data for each

sensor at two different rates until

the touch sensor is pushed in and

the data capture is ended for

both sensors.

Program Area Level 4
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After writing the program in Inventor, click on the on-screen Run button in the menu bar to download your

program to the RCX.

Investigator Practice 7

Create a program with two tasks that run at the same time. A solution is shown below.

1. The first task acquires light sensor data every 2 seconds while Motor A runs at half speed until the touch sensor is

pushed in. Then Motor A shuts off and the data collection stops.

2. The second task turns on Lamp C at low power and increases the power level every 2 seconds. Lamp C turns off after it

has been at full power for 5 seconds.

Download and run the program.

Solution:

D O W N L O A D I N G

I N V E S T I G A T O R  P R A C T I C E S

INVESTIGATOR 4(A) Guided Programming Exercise page 210

INVESTIGATOR 4(B) Guided Programming Exercise page 211

Program Area Level 4
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The Level 5 program is the highest level. It includes all of the commands,

modifiers, and structures from ROBOLAB Inventor programming, plus it has

full capability to capture data and write data analysis programs. 

The default Level 5 program opens with only the start and stop traffic lights.

The Functions Palette has four menu options: Data Logging and Motors, 

G Code, Multimedia, and Select a VI.

Data Logging and Motors 

Data Logging and Motors commands allow Inventor Level programming with full capability. They are used for

capturing data from the sensors and other devices while powering motors and lamps. 

The added functionality of Level 5 Programming includes:

■ RCX – level calculations with variables

■ Uneven time intervals for data acquisition

■ Internet and advanced direct control of RCX

■ "While" programming structures 

■ More loops and conditional (if-then) options.

G Code

The G Code option is used for analyzing the data. It provides a high ceiling level for computations and

manipulation of sensor data from the RCX. G Code is also written in the Diagram window. 

Note: Do not write both G Code and a program using Data Logging and Motors in the same Diagram window. 

The G Code and and Data Logging and Motors options are listed on the same Level 5 palette to save time for

programmers with more intensive computations.

Multimedia

Multimedia options offer commands for precise control and analysis of camera images and microphone inputs.

For example, input from the camera and microphone can be manipulated.

Select a VI

Choosing the Select a VI option opens a window for the user to browse for VI files to open as their program.

P R O G R A M  A R E A  L E V E L  5

Program Area Level 5
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Data Logging and Motors Palette for Program Level 5

Program Level 5 offers additional programming options for the RCX, providing limitless possibilities for

controlling your invention while running your investigation.

Additional commands in many of the sub-menus allow greater control of the RCX and interaction of the RCX with your

computer. Examples of these advanced functions are described in the Icon Reference List.

Program Area Level 5
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Uploading Data

Once you have run the RCX program to capture

sensor data, you are ready to upload it for

viewing, comparing and other analysis. The Upload data

template allows you to upload data from the RCX to the

computer and view it on a graph. Each set of data from a

sensor is kept on its own page in the Upload Area.

When the upload template is blank, only the Upload

button is active.

Note: The RCX must be turned on and near the IR Transmitter in order to

transmit the data.

A data set is uploaded from the RCX to the plot in the Upload window.

Every data set is plotted on its own page in the Upload area. If data from

more than one sensor is acquired when the RCX program is run, Upload

automatically opens a new page for each data set. 

If more than one data set is uploaded, a small window opens telling you

how many data sets were uploaded. The additional page(s) are listed in

the Page Control Area of the Navigator.

Under normal operation, the RCX stores about 1,000 data points.

In Program Level 5 the maximum capacity of the RCX RAM is 2,000 points

at 100 samples per second.

Click on the Data Upload button to send the

data from the RCX to the computer.
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The plot is labeled with the sensor value on the y-axis and time on the x-axis. This first plot is initially shown in red. Each data

set plotted gets stored in a colored bin. This first data set is stored in the red bin.  More than one data set can be stored in

the same bin.

Bins

Selecting bin colors.

Click on the bin to select from one of the 10 bins available for storing the plots. Selecting

different colors is useful to separate the data from different sensors or individual runs.

Naming Bins

Clicking on the bar under the bin opens a window in which you

can replace the bin numbers with names.

To change the name, click in the space under the bin you want to

change. Type in the new name for the bin.

Bin Selection Click to

change the color with

which the data will be

displayed (and stored).

Plot Type 

Click to select the plot

format:

■ Points and lines

■ Points

■ Lines

■ Bar

■ Numbers

Graphing Tools

Provide ability to scale

axes, zoom in or out,

and move around on

graph. See details in

the Icon Reference List

at the back of this

book.
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The plot of your data set can be viewed in several formats. Click on the graph

to select the format in which the data will be shown. The options include: line

with points, line, points, bar graph, numerical table. The default is the line with

points format.

Bar Graph

The bar graph is an effective display

to show trends.

Numerical Values

The numerical values are displayed in two columns for each set of data. The first column is the time the data

was captured. The second column is the value of the data at that time. 

This example has one set of

data.

Note: You can import data from a spreadsheet file or a remote IP address into the Upload area. 

To view more than one data set, go to the View and Compare Area.

Point Number Data Set Columns

P L O T  T Y P E S
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Exporting and Importing Data for Spreadsheets

In addition to uploading data sets from the RCX, the Upload Area can be used to import or export data in spreadsheet

format.  This is useful if you wish to use another software package such as Microsoft® Excel, to plot the data, or if you

generated data from another source and would like to import it into ROBOLAB in order to compare it to RCX data.

Exporting a Single Set of Data

In the Upload Area, select the Upload Page that

has the data set you would like to export.

From the Menu above the Upload Area working

window select Page from the Export options

under File.  This will save the single set of data in

a file with a name that you assign.

As an example, this is the Temperature Upload

page from the Overnight example project.

Selecting Page will open a dialog box in which you

assign the name and location to save the data file.  
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Opening the saved data file in a text editor shows that the information is tab-

delimited in columns.

The first column has the point number, the second column has the time, and the

third column is the value of the sensor.

Knowing the format, the data set can be imported into any spreadsheet

software.

Exporting Multiple Sets of Data

If you want to export more than a single set of data so that it can be used in a

spreadsheet, you must select the data sets you want in the View and Compare

Area.  Select the View and Compare Page from which you would like the data. 

From the Menu above the View and Compare Area

working window select Page from the Export

options under File.  This will save the displayed

data sets in a file with a name that you assign.  

The format of the exported data is tab-delimited

column entries.  The first column is the point

number, the second column is the time for the first

data set, the third column is the value of the first

data set, the fourth column is the time for the

second data set, and the fifth column is the value

of the second data set.  This pattern of time and

value continues for all the data sets.

As an example, the light and temperature data

page from the Overnight example project was exported, and the first 22 entries are shown in the figure above.

Exporting the Project Library

The Project Library is a LabVIEW™ file that contains all the information contained in your project, all programs, data,

plots, computations, and journal pages.  Selecting Project Library from the Export options under File on the menu bar

will save your entire project to a new file with the name you assign.  This file includes all templates used, and is helpful

for sharing with other investigator users who might not have any specialized templates you have used.  This file can be

saved to a floppy disc for transporting to be opened in another ROBOLAB Investigator.
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Importing

Importing data from a spreadsheet into a ROBOLAB Investigator project is useful for comparing data between RCXs that

have tried the same test on different systems. It can also be used to compare the RCX data to a pre-defined analytical

solution.

To import data from a spreadsheet you must start with a new Upload Page.  Start a new project or click on the Add Page

button to create a new page in an existing project.

Select Import from the File Menu above the Upload Area working window.

Note: If you select File from the Menu above the Navigator, Import does not appear as an option.
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The file you are importing MUST be in tab-delimited columns.  The items in the first row are used to label the axes on

the graph.  The values in the following rows must only be numeric values.

If you want to try importing pre-existing data, download the following files from the ROBOLAB website

(www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms) to your computer:

■ LightData (a single set of data)

■ OvernightData (a double set of data – light and temperature)

Example: Single Data Set, LightData

Note: The scientific notation was created by ROBOLAB when the data

was saved to the file.

Example: Multiple Data Sets, OvernightData

Note: If you have multiple data sets to upload,

they do not have to have matching time

increments, nor do they have to be the same

number of data points.
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If the imported data is generated in a spreadsheet such as

Microsoft® Excel, the file must be saved as a tab-delimited text

file before it can be imported.

After importing the data file, it is part of your project.  It is shown on its own upload page and should be assigned to an

appropriate bin.
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Selecting Internet Upload from the Upload Area

drop down menu opens a new Upload template. 

Remote IP address

Specify the IP address of the remote location and click on the Upload button to send the data from the remote RCX to

your computer.

To start a remote RCX, click on the Remote Run button. This starts running the program on the RCX at the remote site. In

order to run, the RCX must be turned on and near the IR Transmitter.  The remote computer must have ROBOLAB

Internet Server running.

I N T E R N E T  U P L O A D

Remote Run 

Click to start a

remote RCX.

IP Address 

Click and enter

the remote site IP

address.

Upload

Click to Upload

data from remote

location.
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The View and Compare Area allows you to see all of the data in the project at the same time. The default

template view shows a composite of all the plots. 

The View and Compare Area has three templates that can be used for looking at the data bins.

View Allows the data plots in any color bin to be seen.

Compare Allows the data plots in two different colored bins to be compared.

Measure Allows basic statistical information about the data plots in any bin to be determined.

View

This page shows the data plots that have been stored in all of the colored bins (1-10). 

Clicking on the Graph button can change the way the selected bins are displayed. 

The graph settings can be changed using the Graph Tools. See the Icon Reference List at the back of the book for more

information.

Click here to select the type of

template.

Click here to select the data plots

from a single colored bin.
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Compare

The Compare template is used to view the data

plots from two different bins.

Measure

The Measure template gives statistical

information about all the data plots in a bin.

The statistics options are: 

■ Maximum value – the data point with the highest value in the data set

■ Minimum value – the data point with the lowest value in the data set

■ Mean – the average value of all the data sets

■ Standard Deviation – a measure of how much the individual terms vary from the mean

■ Slope of Line - a measure of average slope of all the lines

■ Area under Curve - a measure of space under the average line

Statistics 

Click to display

statistical information

for the data plots.

Bin Selection

Click to select which

data plots will be

shown.
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Additional Operations

In View, Compare, or Measure, the data can be displayed in several formats: 

■ Points and lines

■ Lines

■ Points

■ Bar

■ Numeric Table

If you want to do computations other than the statistics options available on the Measure template, go to the Compute Area.

Export Page

You can export a page or a project from within the Project. To do this, select Export from the File Menu. If you are on a

View and Compare page or a Compute page the exported page will be a spreadsheet. If you are in Journal or Program,

the Exported page will be in JPEG format.

Graph Tools

Clicking on the Enlarge button in the Graph Tools opens an expanded graph window.

In the expanded graph, you can click and drag the center of the cursor cross hairs to see data point values. See the Icon

Reference List at the back of the book for more information.

Click here to highlight

selected line. The line

list names the Upload

data pages.
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The Compute Area allows you to evaluate or manipulate the data that has been uploaded from the RCX. You

can view the data in a variety of graphical forms or as the numerical values in a table. The data can be

analyzed with simple statistics and calibrated.

The Compute Tools 1 template has the capability to modify the data through basic algebraic relations. This is useful when

a calibration is required.

Modifying Values

Select the function by clicking on the Math Function and choosing from the Function

menu. Then click and highlight the value under the N and type in the new value. 

The math functions available are: add, subtract, multiply, divide, sin, cos, tan, exp,

and natural log.

C O M P U T E  T O O L S  1

Click here to select

the data plots or

value for operation.

Click here to select

the math function.

Click here to assign the

results to a color bin.
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Example: Calibration

This example has taken the data, divided it by 100 and then added 10. The

results are plotted as data sets in the purple bin.

Notice how the values on the y-axis have changed with the calibration.

Example: Computation

This example takes the data set in the blue bin and does the following

calculation, 15xSin (yellow.) The results are plotted as a data set in the

purple bin.

Depending on the math function you choose, only the items that apply to

that computation appear in the space under the graph. 

Note: In this example only one bin or value can be used for the sin

calculation.

Investigator Practice 8

Open the Examples Project named Spinner. Select the Compute Area page named Rotations of Angle Sensor and make

sure the page shows the Compute Tools 1 template. The data has been calibrated to find the number of rotations of the

angle sensor data in the orange bin by dividing it by 16 and multiplying by negative one (-1.0). The results are assigned

to the purple bin. Find the number of angle counts (16 per rotation) by dividing by 1 instead of 16.

Investigator Practice 9

After completing Investigator Practice 8, select the View and Compare Area. Choose the Compare template and select

the orange and purple bins for your comparison. The resulting plot shows the original data as orange and the calibrated

data as purple. Is the data the same? Return to the Compute Area. Calculate the number of rotations by dividing the

orange bin data by 16 and adding zero. Select the View and Compare Area again. Has the data changed?

I N V E S T I G A T O R  P R A C T I C E S
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The Compute Tools 2 template is used to plot one set of data against another. This is useful when looking for

relationships between light and temperature or other comparisons.

The data plots values can be assigned to the designated axis.

These values can be the bin's x-axis data, y-axis data, or the

point (N) values.

Example: Compute Tools 2 Plot

This example plots the y-axis information of the blue bin data

set on the x-axis and the y-axis information of the red bin data

set on the y-axis. The resulting data set is assigned to the brown

bin. The resulting plot shows a definite correlation between the

y-axis values of the two data sets.

C O M P U T E  T O O L S  2

Click here to select which

data plots will be on the 

y-axis.

Click here to select which

data plots will be on the 

x-axis.

Click here to select which

information from the bin

is plotted.

Click here to select the

bin color of the resulting

plot.
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The Compute Tools 3 template is used to calculate

statistics, slopes, derivatives and integrals of the data

plots. Up to two functions can be performed on any bin.

Calculation Options:

Data

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Mean Value

Standard Deviation Value

Slope Value

Area Value

Differentiate

Integrate

Average Lines

Fit Lines

Plots all the raw data in the selected bin.

Plots the minimum value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plots the maximum value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plots the mean value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plots the standard deviation of each data set in the selected bin.

Plots the value of the slope for each data set in the selected bin.

Plots the value of the area under the curve for each data set in the selected bin.

Plots a line that is the derivative for each set of data set in the selected bin.

Plots a line that is the integral for each set of data in the selected bin.

Plots one line that is the average of all data sets in the selected bin.

Plots a linear best fit curve for each data set in the selected bin. The linear

equations are also shown.

C O M P U T E  T O O L S  3

Click here to select

the calculation to be

done on data plots.
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The Tools 4 template is a modified LabVIEW™ programming

environment, similar to Inventor Level programming, that

provides a method to undertake multiple calculations on your

data. It has capabilities beyond the simple versions offered in

Tools 3.

You can open a new Tools 4 program or open an existing one in

the same manner as Program Level 4 and 5 for Inventor. When

you select your program, it opens in the Inventor Level

programming environment.

The Compute Tools 4 template offers the ability to do more than two computations or additional analysis of your data.

The projects in the Examples Theme show how the Compute Tools and View and Compare Areas can be used, along with

the Journal and Program Areas.

The default Compute Tools 4

program takes the red data bin,

averages the lines and then

integrates twice. The resulting

data is assigned to the brown

data bin and plotted on the

graph.

C O M P U T E  T O O L S  4

Click here to open a

Tools 4 program.

Graph results from the program

are shown here.

Diagram Window

Write the program in this space.

Functions Palette

for Tools 4.
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Note: After writing the program in the Diagram Window, click on the Run button to show the results on the Graph.

Most of the functions are displayed on the main Functions Palette for Compute Tools 4.  There are two sub-menus: Bin

Modifiers and Numeric.

Bin Modifiers

Selecting the Bin Modifier icon opens the sub-menu window.  These are command

modifiers, used to assign which bin the data will be taken from or put into.

Numeric Constant

Selecting the Numeric icon opens a sub-menu with mathematical functions.  These functions can be used to

operate on any of the data sets.
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A summary of the functions available on the Main Function Palette for Compute Tools 4 is given in the Icon Reference

List.  More information is available in the Help Function when the cursor is over the icon, or by double clicking on the

icon when it is in the diagram window.

Compute Tools 4 is best for situations such as: 

1. Performing more than two operations on a data set.

2. Separating the x- and y- axis variables so that they can be operated on independently before plotting the results. 

Example 1

This program takes the data from the red bin, separates the x- and y-axis information, multiplies the y-axis value to

convert from inches to meters and then puts the x- and y-axis information back together.  The result is stored in the

brown bin.

Example 2

This program separates out and plots all of the points that fall within the threshold.  The initial data was a sin function

that ranged between 1.0 and –1.0.

Initial Data Resulting Data

Initial Data Resulting Data
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Example 3

This program loads the data from a file on the computer.  The data is differentiated, resulting in a plot which shows the

slope of the line.  When the program is run, a window opens for you to specify the name of the data file that the

program should load.

Example 4

Open the Examples Project named Spinner. Add a new page and select it to be Compute Tools 4. Enter the program area

and modify it to be like the example. Click on the Run button to execute the program. This program takes the light data

from the blue bin, computes the time each half rotation takes, and puts the resulting data in the brown bin.

Example 5

This example program takes the spinner light data from the blue bin, separates the x- and y-axis information, multiplies

the y-axis value by 2 and then puts the x and y axis information back together. The result is stored in the brown bin.

Initial Data Resulting Data

Initial Data Resulting Data

Initial Data Resulting Data
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Compute Tools 5 provides a modified LabVIEW™ programming environment with unlimited capability to manipulate

your data.

For additional documentation, please refer to references on page 142 of this guide or the website

http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

Compute Tools 5 (also known as G Code) provides a full LabVIEW™ programming environment.  Included in the

Functions Palette are the Investigator data set icons from Compute Tools 4 and a series of LabVIEW™ sub-menus.  In

Compute Tools 5 there is no limit to the type of data manipulation that can be done.

Starting a Compute Tools 5 Program

Select the Compute Tools 5 template and

click on the small yellow program window.

This opens the program diagram window.

The default Compute Tools 5 program takes

the red data bin, separates the array into 

x-axis and y-axis values and multiplies the 

y-axis values by 2.  The resulting data is

combined and assigned to the brown 

data bin.

The Functions Palette for Compute Tools 5 has four menu options.  Each one will open a different Functions Palette or

Window.

Selecting this icon opens the Investigator 

Compute Tools 5 (or G Code Palette).

Selecting this icon opens the Investigator 

Program Palette.

Selecting this icon allows you to do additional

programming with video or sound.

Selecting this icon opens a dialog window that

allows you to browse for the VI you want to open

from anywhere on your computer.

C O M P U T E  T O O L S  5

Functions

Palette

Graph Results from

the program are

shown here.

Diagram Window

Write the program

in this space.
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G Code Palette for Compute Tools 5

Investigator Functions are used to manipulate data that has either been acquired

by the RCX or imported from spreadsheets.

The first 9 rows of the G Code Palette contain the 

icons from Compute Tools 3 and Compute Tools 4.

The last 3 rows of the G Code Palette contain LabVIEW™ sub-menus with

programming structures, variables, Boolean values, text strings, array operations,

and an assortment of other functions. 

If you want to learn how to use any of these LabVIEW™ functions, we recommend the following references: 

LabVIEW™ Student Edition

Lisa K. Wells

Prentice Hall College Division

LabVIEW™ for Everyone (2nd Edition)

Jeffrey Travis

Prentice Hall

On the following page is a brief summary of each LabVIEW™ sub-menu icon.  

{
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This table provides a summary of the sub-menu options in Compute Tools 5.

Structures 

Numeric

Boolean

String

Array

Cluster

Comparison

Time & Dialog

File I/O

Analysis

G Code

Structures include while and for loops, sequences, case statements, and formula nodes.

Numeric includes all numeric functions such as addition, multiplication, square root,

and constants.

Boolean includes logic such as: and, or, not, etc.

String includes ways to use text strings, break them up, combine them, and reset them.

Array includes all the functions for operating on arrays (Data Sets).

Cluster includes ways to bundle and unbundle clusters of information.

Comparison includes ways to compare numeric values or text strings.

Time & Dialog includes ways to use the timer and set up dialog boxes that will appear

while the program runs.

File I/O includes an assortment of ways to do input and output with files.

Analysis includes a basic set of signal generation functions.

G Code includes a folder that can contain your own subroutines.
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Use the Journal Area to describe your project. 

It is a good idea to include the following in your experiment journal: 

The templates in the Journal Area include Describe Project, Describe Page, Import JPEG, and Snap Image.

Describe Project is a text only page that is used for descriptions.

Describe Page has a space for text and an image of any of the other pages from the project.

■ Problem statement

■ Hypothesis

■ Predictions

■ Images of any experimental set-up

■ Discussion of results

■ Conclusions

Click here to select the

template for the Journal Area.

Click here to select the

project page to display.

Image of project page.
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Import JPEG is used to import JPEG images from the computer.

When the image is opened, it will be imported to the page and

you can add text to describe it.

Add Page

Remember to add additional pages by clicking on the Add Page button . If you just change the template type

without adding new pages, the existing information on your page will be overwritten and replaced.

Click here to open a dialog

box to select the image.
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Snap Image

The camera can be used in Investigator in the Journal Area. There is a new Journal template called Snap Image. Selecting

this template provides a way for you to take a picture with the camera and add the picture to your Journal Area.

When you click on the Snap Image button a Simple TV window opens. The camera image is displayed in the Simple TV

window. Click on the OK button to snap the image and place it on the Journal Page.

Snap Image Click

here to take a

picture.

After taking the

picture, the Journal

Page looks like this.
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Publish

Publish is used to create onscreen presentations or to generate files in a web or printer format. Clicking on the

Publish button opens a window that lists all the pages in your project.

When the Publish window opens, all the pages have a check or tick mark next to them, indicating they are selected to be

included. To unselect or reselect a page, double click on it. This toggles the check or tick mark next to it. Only pages with

check or tick marks next to them will appear in the published format. They will be reproduced in the order shown in the

list of Publish pages. To change the order, click and drag a page to its new location in the list.

Present

Click to start a slide

presentation of the

selected pages.

Double-click to

remove (or include)

the page to your

presentation.

Web

Click to produce

the selected pages

in an HTML format.

Print

Click to send the

selected pages to be

printed.

Click and drag to

change the order of

the pages.
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Present

After you select the pages to include, clicking on the Present button generates an on-screen presentation of your project.

The presentation shows your selected pages one at a time.

Web

After you select the pages to include, clicking on the Web button

generates your project in an HTML format.

When the file is complete, the Web window tells you the name of the

folder that contains the HTML files created with your project and

where it is located on the computer.

Page Name

Click to return to

Publish window.

Click to go back to

previous page.

Shows which page

number is currently

being displayed.

Click to go to next

page.

Project Page
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This section explains some of the additional programming features that are available in ROBOLAB due to the fact that it

is powered by LabVIEW™.  They are core LabVIEW™ functions that are independent from ROBOLAB and apply only to

Inventor level programming.  Some of these features can make complex programming faster and easier.  However, you

do not need to know these features to effectively program in ROBOLAB.  

The Inventor level programming has two windows that

are open.  One is the Panel window, and the other is the

Diagram window.

Panel Window

The Panel window is not used in the Inventor

programming, but must be open for Inventor to run.

Diagram Window

Programs are created in the Diagram window.

The Panel and Diagram windows have identical menu bars.  The functions associated with each item will be explained, as

well as some other features and capabilities available in the Inventor level programming.

Menu Bar

File Menu

The File Menu gives you options for accessing and saving files, printing options, and exiting from

the program.

New VI and New Selecting New VI or New opens two new windows for a new program on top

of existing Panel and Diagram Windows.  The new windows have exactly the same icon palettes

and information as the two windows that they are covering.
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Open Selecting Open brings up a dialog box that you can use to browse

through the computer to find the file you would like to open.

Close Selecting Close will close the Inventor program that is showing.  If

there is only one Inventor program open, Close returns you to the Main

Programming Menu Screen.

Save Selecting Save will save your file with its current name to its original

location.  If you have not previously saved it, the Save As option

automatically opens.

Save As Selecting Save As brings up a dialog box that you can use to select where you would like to save the file, and

what name you would like the file to have. Files saved outside the suggested location may not be visible from the Main

Menu.

Page Setup Selecting Page Setup brings up a window from which you can select the printer, how many copies you

would like, and how it is setup.

Print Window Selecting Print Window from the Diagram Window will print:

This is the typical method for documenting and printing your ROBOLAB programs.

Selecting Print Window from the Panel window will print the same information but instead of an image of the program,

an image of the Panel window will be printed.

VI Properties Selecting VI Properties opens a dialog box that provides information about the VI’s location on the hard

drive, window appearance and execution options.

Recently Opened Files Moving the cursor over Recently Opened Files displays a list of recently opened files and allows

you to quickly select and open them.

Exit Selecting Exit (Quit on a MAC) opens a dialog box with the option of Back or Quit.  Selecting Back takes you to the

Introductory Screen.  Selecting Quit will quit ROBOLAB.

■ The name of the file 

■ The location of the file on the computer 

■ The date the file was last modified

■ The time it was printed 

■ An image of the program
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Edit Menu

The Edit menu selection gives options for ways to edit the program or items in the Diagram

and Panel windows.

Undo Selecting Undo will undo the last thing that was done.  It recognizes if items were

moved, deleted, or inserted.

Redo Selecting Redo will redo the last thing that you undid with the Undo option.

Cut Selecting Cut will delete whatever item(s) are selected and keep a copy on the

clipboard.

Copy Selecting Copy will copy whatever item(s) are selected to the clipboard.

Paste Selecting Paste will insert the item(s) from the clipboard to the window.

Clear Selecting Clear will delete the item(s) that are selected.

Remove Bad Wires Selecting Remove Bad Wires will delete all the incorrectly attached wires in the program on the

Diagram window.  These wires are denoted on screen by dashed black and white lines.  They can also be removed by

using the keyboard shortcuts CTRL-B (PC) or CMD-B (Mac).

Operate Menu

The Operate option has to do with the downloading of the ROBOLAB Inventor Level program.

Run Selecting Run is one of the ways to download the program that is in the Diagram window to the RCX. Choosing the

Run option is equivalent to pressing the Run button on the left of the menu bar. If your program has errors or is

incomplete, selecting run will bring up the list of problems that your program has (see Broken Run under Menu Icons for

further detail).

Stop Selecting Stop will terminate the download of the program to the RCX.

Project Menu

The Project option provides shortcuts to the Vision Center, Piano Player and ROBOLAB

Internet Server. It also allows you to change the Inventor Level and make other settings.
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Window Menu

The Window Menu has all the options that control the various windows that can be

open.  The options on this menu depend on which window you are currently

working in (Panel or Diagram).

Show Panel Selecting Show Panel makes the Panel window visible and your active

working window. (Available only from Diagram window).

Show Diagram Selecting Show Diagram makes the Diagram window visible and

your active working window.  (Available only from Panel window).

Show Functions Palette Selecting Show Functions Palette opens the window with the Command Menu Icons in it.

Show Controls Palette Selecting Show Controls Palette opens the window with the controls palette.  This is only an

option if the Panel is active instead of the Diagram.

Show Tools Palette Selecting Tools Palette opens the window with the various tools that can be used in LabVIEW™ and

ROBOLAB programming.

Tools Palette

Operate Value Selecting this tool allows you to change values that can be displayed

on the Panel window.

Position/Size/Select Selecting this tool allows you to click on an icon and select it.

Once it has been selected, clicking and dragging it will move it to another location.  

Edit Text Selecting this tool allows you to insert or edit text boxes in the Panel or

Diagram Windows.  Click to place the start of the text location, and type the content.  If

you want to modify existing text, click and drag the tool across the text to highlight it

and then type in the new text.  Edit Text is useful to create labels for programs.

Connect Wire Selecting this tool allows you to wire the icons together.
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Object Popup Selecting this tool provides easy access to modifying settings for items in the Panel or Diagram

window.  The same option is achieve by right clicking on the item (PC) or Command clicking on the item (Mac).

The Object Popup setting options are:

Visible Items Selecting Visible Items allows you to show or hide the item label and wire

connection locations.

Help Selecting Help opens the Help window.

Description and Tips Selecting Description brings up a window with a description of the item

selected.

Set Breakpoint Selecting Set Breakpoint allows you to put a suspension in the execution of

your program.  This is not useful for RCX programming.

Create Constant* Selecting Create Constant generates a constant value at the specified location. This is used in

advanced level programming.

Create Control* Selecting Create Control generates a control item at the specified location in the program. This is used

in advanced level programming.

Create Indicator Selecting Create Indicator generates an indicator item at the specified location in the program. This is

used in advanced level programming.

Replace Selecting Replace is THE MOST USEFUL option.  It opens the Function window and allows you to select a new

icon to replace the current one without having to go through the process of deleting, placing a new one, and then wiring

it into the sequence.

Find All Instances Selecting Find All Instances shows you any other instances where the item is used.  This is used in

advanced level programming and is not useful for RCX programming.

Relink to SubVI Selecting Relink to SubVI makes the item link to any SubVIs that it uses.  This is used in advanced level

programming.

Open Front Panel Selecting Open Front Panel displays the Panel window and makes it the active window.

Scroll Window Selecting this tool allows you to click on the Panel or Diagram window and move it within the

open window space.

Set/Clear Breakpoint* Selecting this tool allows you to put a suspension in the execution of your program.

This is used in advanced level programming.

Probe Data* Selecting this tool allows you to probe the program for values along the string.  This is used in

advanced level programming.

* The LabVIEW™ Guide provides information on these advanced level programming tools.
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Get Color Selecting this tool allows you to copy a color from an image in order to use it as part of the color

palette.  This is used in advanced level programming.

Set Color Selecting this tool allows you to set colors of objects in the Panel and Diagram windows.

This is used in advanced level programming.

Show Clipboard Selecting Show Clipboard opens a window that shows the current contents of the image or text in

memory.

Show Error List Selecting Show Error List brings up the LabVIEW™ error window with the programming errors for the

program in the Diagram window.

Full Size Selecting Full Size from the Diagram window menu will make the Diagram window fill the screen.  Selecting

Full Size from the Panel window will make the  Panel window fill the computer screen.

ROBOLAB filename.vi Selecting ROBOLAB filename.vi brings the Panel window of the program filename to the front as

the active ROBOLAB program and window.

ROBOLAB filename.vi Diagram Selecting ROBOLAB filename.vi Diagram brings the Diagram window of the program

filename to the front as the active ROBOLAB program and window.

Help

The Show Context Help option is used to view on screen help for the Inventor Level

programming.

Show Context Help Selecting Show Context Help opens the help window.  If the help window is open, selecting Show

Help will close the Help window.

Lock Context Help Selecting Lock Context Help keeps the information displayed in the help window from changing as

you move the cursor around the screen.

About ROBOLAB Selecting About ROBOLAB opens a window that gives you information about the development of

ROBOLAB.
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Menu Icons

Run

The Run button can be used to begin the download of the Inventor program to the RCX via the IR Transmitter.

Clicking on this button is equivalent to opening the Operate Menu and selecting Run.  

Broken Run 

When the run button appears as a broken arrow that

means that your program is incomplete or has an error.

Clicking on the broken run button will bring up a list of

problems with your program.  Clicking once on the error and

then on the Find button will highlight the problem area or icon

in your program.

Run Continuously

Continuously downloads (or attempts to download) the

program to the RCX until you press the stop button.

Abort Run

The Abort Run button can be used to end the download of the Inventor program from the computer to the

RCX. Clicking on this button is equivalent to opening the Operate Menu and selecting Stop.

Pause

Momentarily stops downloading the program and enters debugging mode. Clicking on Pause again resumes the

download.

Highlight Execution

Illuminates each command as that command is executed in the download sequence.

Start Single Stepping

Activates debugging mode which allows you to step through the commands, stopping after each is executed.

Note: Single Stepping and Highlight Execution are not useful for RCX programs which are run on the RCX (not the

computer). They are meant to view a running program. However, it is not possible to view a running program on the

RCX.
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Text Settings

The Text Settings is a drop down menu that allows you to modify the size, style, color, and

font of text in text boxes.

The text can be changed by highlighting it with the text tool and the selecting settings from the Text Setting drop down

menu.

Align

The Align icon allows you to easily align selected icons in one of six pre-set formats.

After Top Edge AlignmentBefore Top Edge Alignment
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Distribute

The Distribute icon allows you to easily distribute icons in one of ten pre-set formats.

After Horizontal Gap Distribute 

Before Horizontal Gap Distribute
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Reorder

The Reorder icon allows you to change the order that items are ‘layered’ in your Panel or Diagram windows.

Layering only occurs in some very advanced programming situations.

Icon image editing

The icon associated with your program can be modified with an image of your choosing.  To do this, right click

on the icon image on the right end of the menu bar (PC) or command clock on the right end of the menu bar

(Mac).  Selecting the Edit Icon option will open a window that allows you to create your own icon image that will be

saved with your program. You have the option of a Black and White icon, or an icon based on 16 or 256 colors.  Selecting

which type you would like, and then working with the drawing and text options shown on the left side of the window

will allow you to create the new icon image.

Exiting Inventor

Upon exiting inventor the Save Changes dialog box appears.  If you have

made changes to a program that you would like to keep choose Yes.  To

exit Inventor without saving the changes select No.  If you wish to see

what changes were made select Explain. If you do not wish to exit

Inventor select Cancel and you will be returned to programming.
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Creating SubVIs

You have the option of selecting a group of command icons on the program window and creating a single VI, a SubVI

that represents the selected group.  This single icon contains all the information from the specified icons.

To create SubVIs, first select the portion of your program that will become the SubVI.  The selection is done by clicking

and dragging to highlight all the selected icons.  Then select Edit and Create SubVI.

When the creation is complete, the program will have replaced the selected icons with a single icon.

To see what the program in this icon looks like, double click it.  This brings up a new front panel Untitled SubVI.   Choose

Window, Show Diagram to see the diagram for the SubVI.

The SubVI is created in such a way that it can be strung into any program, as many times as needed.  Writing SubVIs is an

effective way to save programming space for repeated actions or operations.

When you save a program containing SubVIs you will be asked to save the SubVIs separately. This is a necessary step to

preserve all the information in your program.
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Description

The RCX (Robotic Systems) is a programmable LEGO brick for LEGO MINDSTORMS models.  By controlling motors and

lights and processing input from sensors placed on the model, it enables the LEGO model to perform tasks autonomously.

Power Sources

The RCX operates using 6 AA batteries housed in the base of the RCX or an optional AC adapter.  

When plugged in, the RCX will bypass the batteries to access AC power, conserving the batteries.

If left on with the batteries installed or connected to a wall outlet, the RCX automatically powers down to conserve

power.  The default Powerdown Time is set at 15 minutes; however, by using the RCX Settings in the Administrator Menu

in ROBOLAB, the setting can be changed to any time between 1 and 255 minutes.  Additionally, setting this time to 0

allows the RCX to never "power down.”

T H E  R C X
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IR Transmitter

ROBOLAB software can use either a serial port IR Transmitter or a USB port IR Transmitter. 

The serial port IR Transmitter requires a 9V battery.

One advantage of the USB port IR Transmitter is that it is powered through the USB

port and does not require a battery.

USB camera

ROBOLAB software recognizes USB digital web camera images.

The images can simply be viewed on screen to see an updated

image in Pilot level programs.  In Inventor programming levels

the image can be used as a sensor input to the program.

Serial port IR Transmitter

USB port IR Transmitter
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Label

1,2,3

A, B, C

On-Off

View

Prgm

Run

Ports

Buttons

Color

Coke Gray

Black

Red

Black

Gray

Green

Name

Inputs

Outputs

On-Off 

(toggle)

View 

Program 

Run-Stop

(toggle)

Function

Connection point for sensors such as

light, touch, temperature, and

rotation.

Connection point for LEGO motors

and other output devices such as

lamps.

Turns the RCX on and off.

Allows the user to select a Port to

monitor in the display window.

Selects a particular program (1-5) for

the RCX to run.

Starts and stops the running of an

RCX program.

Description

Standard size LEGO plates

Programmable active/passive

A/D range = 0-5volts

Standard size LEGO plates

Programmable active/passive

A/D range = 0-5volts

The programs in the RCX stay stored

as long as the batteries are in the

unit.

An arrow appears next to the Port

that is being monitored.

Pressing Prgm increments the

number each time.

In the run mode, the 

“little person” will appear to be

running.

R C X C O N T R O L S
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Battery Low Indicator

This indicator is displayed when the battery

charge is low.  It flashes when the battery

charge is below 6.7 volts.

Input Active

An arrow displayed below an input Port

indicates that the input Port is active 

(i.e., a touch sensor that has been pressed).

Output Active

An arrow appears above an output Port when

the output Port is active (on). The arrow

direction shows the direction of the motor

connected to the Port.

Communication Cones

These 'cones' light up to indicate 2-way

communication between RCX and Infrared

Transmitter is taking place. There is a long

range and short range indicator.

Little Person

Shows when the RCX is on.  

If the Run button is pressed, the little person

will start “running”, indicating that the RCX

is executing a program.

Transmission Indicators

The dots light in sequence to indicate

downloading of a program from the

computer to the RCX.  They disappear in

sequence to indicate the transfer of data

from the RCX back to the computer.

Program Number

The number in front of the "little person"

indicates which of five downloaded programs

will be activated when the Run button is

pressed.

Datalogging Indicator

When the RCX is in data logging mode, the

circle indicates how much available memory 

is being used.

Software Watch/Clock

The Software Watch/Clock indicates how long

the RCX has been on or the time since it has

been set.

R E A D I N G  T H E  D I S P L A Y  W I N D O W
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Boot Mode

The first time the RCX is powered (either with new batteries or with an AC adapter) it starts up in a special Boot Mode.

In this mode it is running the internal code stored in ROM.  During programming with a computer, new code will be

downloaded to add features and functionality to the RCX.  This new software is called “firmware.”  

The Boot Mode offers a simplified display and functionality (see RCX Controls)

1.  The display shows only the “little person” and the program number.

2.  There are five built-in programs which can be run.

3.  The View button on the RCX does not function.

4.  The Software Watch Time in the RCX display does not function.

Once firmware is downloaded to the RCX, all functions of the display are activated.

If the RCX is in Boot Mode, the first time a program is sent from the computer to the RCX, new firmware will be

downloaded first, before the computer program is downloaded.  The RCX will retain this firmware until the batteries

have been removed or the AC power adapter is disconnected.

If the display shows only the “little person” and the program number to the right, then the RCX is in Boot Mode.  If the

display shows digital clock numbers in addition to the “little person” and the program number, then the RCX has

firmware installed.

RCX Without Firmware (Boot Mode)

RCX With Firmware

A  W O R D  O N  F I R M W A R E
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These are some of the devices that can be used with the RCX system.

Note: Not all devices are included with all sets.

Pictorial Device
Motor with Gear Reduction
(without load)
(with normal load)

Micro Motor 
(without load)
(with normal load)

Motor Older Style
(without load)
(with normal load)

Lamp

Voltage
9V

9V

9V

9V

Approx. Power consumption
10mA

100mA

10mA

20mA

40mA

160mA

30mA

Operating Limit
350 RPM

250 RPM

30 RPM

20 RPM

4200 RPM

2600 RPM

n/a

Compatible Output Devices

Pictorial Sensor

Touch

Temperature

Rotation

Light

Touch
(older style)

Power

Non-powered

Non-powered

Powered

Powered

Non-powered

Sensor Type

Digital

Analog

Digital

Analog

Digital

Measures

n/a

Celsius

16 positions per revolution

Lux

n/a

Range Limit

n/a

-20C-50C

5000 RPM max

0.6 – 760 Lux

n/a

Compatible Input Devices

C O M P A T I B L E  C O N T R O L  D E V I C E S
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The RCX comes with five built-in programs.  Selecting and running these programs without a computer is possible using

the Program and Run buttons on the control panel.

If the RCX has been programmed by the computer previously, you will need to download these programs via the Built-In

Programs option in the software.  If the RCX has not been previously used with a computer the built-in programs are

immediately available.

Program #

1 

CONSTANT

POWER

2 

TWO TOUCH

SENSORS

3 

LIGHT

SENSOR

MONITOR

4

WANDERING

MODEL

5 

BUMPER

CAR MODEL

Purpose of the Program

To provide constant power to

two motors.

Uses Ports A and C.

To move a two-motor model

forward and enable it to turn by

using touch sensors.

Uses Ports A, C, 1 and 3.

To move a model forward and

stop if the light sensor registers a

change in intensity (i.e. when the

model reaches a dark colored

border.)

Uses Ports A, C and 2.

To move a model by cycling the

motors in a loop five times.

Uses Ports A and C.

To enable a vehicle to move

forward and change direction if

it encounters an obstacle in its

path.

Uses Ports A, C and 1.

Behavior of the Program

Output Ports A and C operate at full power.

Output Port A stays powered until the touch sensor on input Port 1

is pressed.  Output Port C is likewise controlled by input Port 3.

Output Port A and C stay powered until “darkness” is detected by

the light sensor on input Port 2.  Darkness is defined by

approximately half of the sensor’s full reflective detection range.

The following sequence is run five times:

Reverse direction on output Ports A and C;  Pause for a random

time between 0 and 1 second;  Reverse direction on output Port A

Pause for a random time between 0 and 1 second. Once this occurs

fives times it stops.

This model runs motors on A and C.  If a touch sensor on 1 is

touched then motors A and C will reverse direction for 1 second.

The model will then reverse the direction of A causing the model to

spin for 1/2 second. Motor C will then reverse direction allowing the

model to move forward again.

Built-In Programs

O P E R A T I N G  T H E  R C X  W I T H O U T  A  C O M P U T E R
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Infrared Transmitter

The Infrared (IR) Transmitter establishes a wireless link between a computer and the RCX.  The IR Transmitter is

connected to the computer's serial port by a cable.  Control programs are downloaded from the computer to the RCX

unit using the Infrared Transmitter. In order to transmit information, the Infrared Transmitter must have an

uninterrupted field of vision to the "eye" located on the front of the RCX unit.  A green LED lights up on the IR

Transmitter when the computer is communicating with the IR Transmitter. Two ranges of transmission are available and

can be selected with the Short/Long Infrared setting. 

Short Range

approximately  0.5 meters (ideal for general purpose work)

Long Range

approximately 2.5 meters (used in “direct control” or long range

testing). Battery life is lower at the Long Range setting.

Serial port IR Transmitter

The serial IR Transmitter has a switch located on the unit.  

USB port IR Transmitter

The USB transmitter is set via software, in the control panel under

“LEGO USB” (PC) or “LEGO Tower” (Mac).

O P E R A T I N G  T H E  R C X  W I T H  A  C O M P U T E R

Long
Range

Short
Range
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The Infrared Transmitter plugs into a serial port or USB connection.

Program Storage Features

A maximum of five programs can be stored in the RCX unit. Each program uses a Program slot in the RCX. A total of

1500 commands can be stored in the RCX.

Program Capacity

Each of five programs can consist of up to ten different tasks, which can be executed in parallel (multi-tasking).

Note:

1. Only one program slot can be active at a time.

2. Tasks cannot be shared between programs.

3. Programs in different slots cannot control each other, nor can they be linked.

Power Level Modifiers

The power level modifiers in the ROBOLAB software are not exact matches to hardware values displayed on the RCX

screen. The relation between the power settings is as shown:

PC Compatible:

9-pin Serial (or 25 pin with

adapter)

Mac Compatible: 

8-pin DIN Serial 

USB Connection

Power Levels

ROBOLAB RCX

1 1

2 2

3 4

4 6

5 8

C O N N E C T I N G  T O  T H E  C O M P U T E R

R C X  P R O G R A M  D E T A I L S
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Changing the Batteries / Disconnecting the Power Source

To change the batteries in the RCX without losing the firmware and the programs, first ensure that the RCX has been

turned off and then replace the batteries within 2 minutes.  You can also keep the AC transformer adapter connected to

the RCX while changing batteries to ensure that the firmware will not be lost.

If the AC transformer adapter is unplugged and the batteries are removed for longer than these 2 minutes, the firmware

and your user created programs will be lost and only the “built-in” programs will be available.  You’ll need to use the

computer to re-download firmware and your programs.

Alkaline batteries are recommended.  It is highly recommended not to mix new and old batteries or different types of

batteries.  As with all delicate electronic devices, remove the batteries if you will not be using the RCX and Infrared

Transmitter for a long period of time.  Rechargeable batteries can be used with the RCX.  However, always remove the

batteries to charge them.  Please dispose of old batteries in a proper manner.

Battery Life

The life of batteries in the RCX and the Infrared Transmitter will vary depending on use.  Large mobile models will drain

the batteries more quickly than small stationary models.  Setting the Infrared Transmitter to long range and the RCX IR

power to high will also decrease the life of their respective batteries.  Note: The serial Infrared Transmitter uses battery

power only when communicating with the RCX.

A general estimate on battery life is approximately 6 hours run time for an RCX mobile model and 30 hours of use for

the serial Infrared Transmitter during typical short range usage.

Other Features

Sound The RCX contains a built-in speaker which can produce six different "beeps” or a variable tone.

Timers The RCX has some general timers with resolutions of 0.1 seconds.  Each timer counts to 32767 and then "rolls"

over to 0.  The timers can be reset with commands in the program. In ROBOLAB there are three timers available for

programming.

RCX Communication Two (or more) RCX units can communicate with each other via their IR Transmitters.  If unit #2 is

within range, it can receive messages sent from unit #1.  The program on unit #2 can then check this message and react

to it in its program.

Processor The micro-controller inside the RCX is a Hitachi™ micro-controller.  This controller has 16K of internal ROM and

512 bytes of internal static RAM (SRAM).  There is an additional 32K of SRAM in the RCX.

Some of the RCX’s internal code is downloaded from the computer into one portion of RAM.  This part of the internal

code can be changed should a new RCX unit feature be developed.  The remainder is used for downloading application

programs, such as those written in ROBOLAB and for data logging.

Software Watch/Clock The Watch/Clock operates all the time whether or not the RCX unit is on. It always starts from

00.00 when powered up.

R C X  H A R D W A R E  D E T A I L S
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Problem

Communication

Error message on the

computer when trying to

download

No communication

between the computer and

Infrared Transmitter

No green light on the

Infrared Transmitter

Error message on the

computer when trying to

download

No communication

between the Infrared

Transmitter and the RCX

The green light on Infrared

Transmitter is on, but dots

do NOT light on the RCX

indicating downloading of

a program

Suggestion 

Serial Transmitter: Make sure there is a 9-volt battery in the Serial Infrared Transmitter and

the battery is seated properly. To seat properly, insert the battery and press firmly to the

left so that the battery terminals fit into the unit's slots. Reference: Training Missions.

Make sure the cable is securely connected to the assigned COM port on the computer as

well as the IR Transmitter. Reference: Administrator Screen.

If the computer is "X"ed out in the error message on the screen, the most likely reason is

that something else is using the COM Port selected. Try changing the COM setting in the

software and the cable to another communication port. Reference: Administrator Screen

and Instructional Video.

Make sure the RCX is turned on.

Make sure the RCX and the Infrared Transmitter are facing each other. The two

"windows" should be directed at each other. Reference: Infrared Transmitter

Make sure there are good batteries in both the RCX and the Infrared Transmitter.

Move the RCX unit to a distance of 4 – 6 inches from the Infrared Transmitter.  Set the

Infrared Transmitter to “short range.”

Move the RCX and transmitter away from direct sunlight.

Try reducing the ambient light in the room thus making it darker around the system (the

RCX and the Infrared Transmitter). You can cover them with any material to block the

external light.

Do not move the RCX while downloading

If there are fluorescent lights in the area, try shutting these off. These lamps may prevent

consistently good IR communication.

See RCX Control - Reading the Display window.
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Problem

Error message on the

computer when trying to

download

Communication for a short

period of time

Introductory Screen

The Administrator button

is not shown onscreen

Inventor Level

The Functions Palette in

Inventor level is not shown

on screen

The Run arrow button is

displayed as broken

An error dialog shows up

when you attempt to

download the program

Program or firmware is not

downloading to RCX

Main Menu

How do I delete programs?

Instructional Video

How do I stop the video?

Suggestion 

Select Try Again. Something may have interfered with the transmission.

If there are fluorescent lights in the area, try shutting these off. These lamps may prevent

consistently good IR communication.

Make sure that the RCX is in RCX IR Power Low Mode and the Infrared Transmitter is set

for "short range." Reference: Administrator Screen and IR Transmitter.

Turn the RCX off and on again. Re-try downloading.

Try restarting computer before downloading again.

Press the F5 function key to show the Administrator button. You can allow this button to

be Hidden or Shown in the Administrator Settings.

Make sure you click on the Diagram window, so that it is the currently active window.

On the Diagram window; select Windows, Show Controls & Functions.

Make sure that all the command icons and modifiers are wired together.

Remove all the bad wires.  In the Diagram window select Edit, Remove Bad Wires.

After the error dialog appears, select one of the error lines in the window and press the

Find button.  This will highlight the command in the Diagram window where it thinks the

error is.

See options listed under Communication.

Select a program on the Main Menu screen and use the F10 function key.

Press the STOP button on the video.  PC: Press the ESC key.  Mac: Press the CMD-[.] keys.
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Problem

Graphs

Unexpected data line

showing in graph

Data doesn’t look the way

you expected it to look

Data took longer than

expected to be taken

Window with Functions

Palette disappears

Program Level 4 and 5

Strange things appear on

screen

Repeatedly losing the

firmware

Additional Help

Where can I get additional

help?

Suggestion

Click on the yellow zoom button in the Graph Tools. The lines on the enlarged graph are

labeled to the right. Clicking on a label highlights the corresponding line. Next to the

labels are diamonds. Open diamonds indicate lines from the Upload Area, solid diamonds

indicate lines from the Compute Area.

If you have gone to the Compute Area, a line is generated from the tools.

Check to see if the sensor type in your program matches the sensor type on the RCX input

Port.

Check scale on the y-axis. You may be seeing an exaggerated noise level in the data due to

autoscaling.

Your sampling rate (time between points) is too fast. Increase the time between data

samples.

Click in the Diagram window area.

Avoid using a right mouse click. Ctrl-Z will undo mistakes.

Check batteries. The less expensive or discount batteries are often slightly smaller and do

not maintain proper contact.

http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms
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ROBOLAB style programming can be used with the Control Lab (Interface B) interface as well as the RCX. When using the

Control Lab Interface, instead of the RCX, there are two main differences:

(1) You must use the Control Lab Start Icon in your ROBOLAB program.

(2) On the Control Lab Interface itself, you must make sure to attach the sensors to the appropriate Ports.  The

temperature and touch sensors must be attached to the yellow input Ports (1-4). The light and angle sensors must be

attached to the blue input Ports (5-8).

For more information reference the RCX-Control Lab folder on your ROBOLAB CD.

The following summary of Control Lab Icons lists a few of the programming options available in the sub-menu.

Example Program

This program turns on motors connected to the A,B,C, 

and D outputs, lets them run for 2 seconds and then 

turns them all off.

Program Start and End

Every Control Lab program must start with the

Control Lab Start Icon.  Notice that this Icon

contains the letters CLI.

The program End Icon is the same for both 

an RCX and a Control Lab program.

Input and Output Specifications

These modifiers are used to set which output

Port a lamp, motor, or sound element is

connected to.  It is possible to attach more than

one output device to an output Port.

The blue Port inputs can only have light sensors

or angle sensors connected to them.

The yellow Port inputs can only have touch

sensors or temperature sensors connected to

them.

ROBOLAB can be set up so that all sections Pilot, Inventor,

and Investigator can communicate with the Control Lab

Interface. More information located on the ROBOLAB CD.

HOW TO  USE  THE  CONTROL  LAB  I NTERFACE  W I TH  ROBOLAB

The sub-menu icons above are used exclusively with the Control Lab Interface.  These are required to handle the

additional input and output Ports that Control Lab offers.  You can also use other ROBOLAB command icons, excluding

those directly related to the RCX that are contained in the following sub-menus.

Advanced

Icons

RCX

Communication

Internet Scout
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Begin

End

Stop A

Stop All Outputs

Stop Outputs

Beginning of program, required as the first command in every Inventor program.

End of program, required as the last command in every Inventor program.

Stop Power to RCX Port A.

Stop Power to RCX Ports A, B, C.

Stop Power to specified RCX Ports, default - Ports A, B, C.

Program Begin and End

Lamp

Motor Forward

Motor Reverse

Flip Direction

Play Sound

Float Outputs

Turn lamp on, default – all Ports, power level 5.

Turn motor on, default – all Ports, power level 5.

Turn motor on in reverse direction, default – all Ports, power level 5.

Flip direction of power to specified RCX Ports, default - all Ports.

Play a sound on the RCX. The sounds available are:
1-Key Click 4-Rising Sweep (default setting)
2-BeepBeep 5-Buzz
3-Descending Sweep 6-Fast Rising Sweep

Stops power to output Ports and allows devices to spin to a stop.

General Outputs

Motor A, Forward

Motor A, Reverse

Lamp A

Play Sound #4

Turn RCX Port A on in forward direction at full power.

Turn RCX Port A on in reverse direction at full power.

Turn RCX Port A on full power. 

Play a rising sweep on the RCX.

Specific Outputs
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Wait For? 
Sub-menu

Wait for 1 Second

Wait for Time

Wait Random Time

Wait for Push

Wait for Let Go

Wait for Light

Wait for Dark

Wait for Brighter

Wait for Darker

Wait for Rotation 
Without Reset

Wait for Increase 
in Camera Sensor

Wait for Decrease
in Camera Sensor

Wait for Increasing
Temp (C)

RCX Wait for
Rotation

Wait for Angle

Wait for Container

Wait for Timer

Wait for Mail

Icons in this sub-menu specify when the command icons should stop executing.

Wait 1 second before continuing.

Wait for specified amount of time, default - 1 second.

Wait for a random amount of time, default - between 0 and 5 seconds.

Wait until touch sensor is pushed in, default - input Port 1.

Wait until touch sensor is released, default - input Port 1.

Wait until light sensor reads a value that is brighter than the number specified, default =
55, input Port 1.

Wait until light sensor reads a value that is darker than the number specified, default = 55,
input Port 1.

Wait for light sensor to read a value that is greater than current value. Default  - input
Port 1, light value increase of 5.

Wait for light sensor to read a value that is less than current value. Default  - input Port 1,
light value decrease of 5.

Wait until the Angle Sensor value is greater than the number of rotations specified (in
16ths of a rotation) in either direction. This program will not zero the sensor each time.

Wait until the Camera Sensor reads a value that is greater than the number specified.

Wait until the Camera Sensor reads a value that is less than the number specified.

Wait until the temperature is greater than the number specified. Default - 30 Celsius on
input Port 1.

Wait until the angle sensor value is greater than the number of rotations specified.
Default - 16 (one rotation) on input Port 1.

Wait until the angle sensor value is greater than the angle specified (in either direction).
Default - 180 degrees on input Motor 1.

Wait until the container is equal to the number specified. Default - red container equal to 1.

Wait until the timer reaches a specified value. Default - red timer equal to 1 second. YOU
MUST ZERO TIMER FIRST!

Wait until mail received from another RCX is equal to the specified number. Default - any
whole number.

Wait For?
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Modifiers 
Sub-menu

Input 1

Output A

Power Level 4

Numeric Constant

Value of Red
Container

Red Container

Random Number

Value of Port 1

Red Timer

Value of Red Timer

Value of Mail

Value of Firmware

Value of Battery

Icons in this sub-menu specify port locations, power levels, and values used with the
command icons.

Wire this modifier to a command to select input Port 1.

Wire this modifier to a command to select output Port A.

Wire this modifier into a motor or lamp to set the power level to 4.

Wire this modifier into a sensor or time to set a constant value.

The value of red container.

Wire this to a container command to select red container.

A random number between 0 and 8.

The value of Port 1.

Wire this to a timer command to select red timer.

The value of red timer.

The value of the mail.

The value is the firmware version number multiplied by 100.

The value is the battery voltage number multiplied by 1000.

Icons in this sub-menu specify how musical notes should be played.

Modifiers

Music Sub-menu

Music Note C

Rest

Musical Duration

Up an Octave

Play musical note on the RCX. Default - quarter note in the standard scale.

Insert a pause in the music.

Specify the length of time for a note to play.

Wire to a music command to raise the pitch by one octave or more octaves, if more
than one is wired together.

Music
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Jumps 
Sub-menu

Jump

Land

Icons in this sub-menu specify where the program will jump and land in the program.

Make the program jump to a specific place in the string.

This command is where the program will jump to when you use red jump command.

Structures – Jump and Land

Loops Sub-menu

Start of Loop

End of Loop

Touch Loop

Loop While
Camera Sensor is
Greater Than

Loop While
Camera Sensor is
Less Than

Icons in this sub-menu specify where the program loops will begin and end.

Start a loop structure. Default - loop twice.

Jump back to start of loop a specified number of times.

Start a loop that repeats while the Touch Sensor is pushed.

Starts a loop that repeats while the value of the camera sensor is greater than 
a specified number. 

Starts a loop that repeats while the value of the camera sensor is less than a specified
number.

Structures – Loops

Task Split

Forks Sub-menu

Touch Sensor Fork

Fork Merge

Camera Sensor
Fork

Random Fork

Start a new task with this command to run multiple tasks simultaneously.

Icons in this sub-menu specify where the program will choose between two paths 
and where it will merge again.

Have the program choose between one of the two paths depending on the state 
of touch sensor. Default input Port 1.

Merge the two strings of a fork back together. It must be used with a fork.

Choose a path depending on whether the value of the Camera Sensor is greater-than
or less-than a specified number. If the camera sensor is greater than the specified value,
the program will follow the top string. If the camera sensor is less than the specified
value, the program will follow the bottom string.

Have the program choose between one of two paths randomly.

Structures – Forks and Tasks

Load Scroll 
from File

This routine will add the musical notes currently in a file into your inventor program.
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Container Sub-menu

Add to Container

Remove from Container

Fill Container

Touch Container

Timer Value Container

Formula Container

Event State Container

Event Register Container

Camera Sensor Container

Icons in this sub-menu manipulate containers (variables) 
and the values within them.

Add a number to container. Default - add 1 to red container.

Subtract a number from container. Default - subtract 1 from red container.

Set container to a certain value. Default - set red container to 1.

Set container to the value of touch sensor.

Set container to the value of the timer. Default - set red container to value of
red timer.

Set the container to a formula.

Set the container to a certain event state. Tells whether the event is in the low,
normal or high state depending on the set thresholds.

Set the container to a copy of the bit register of the successful event(s) for the
current task.

Set the container to a certain value.

Container

Create Subroutine

Run Subroutine

Delete Subroutine

Create a new subroutine. The subroutine will not run at this point in the
program. It will run when the program reaches the Run Subroutine icon.

Specify where to run the subroutine in the program.

Delete the specified subroutines in the RCX. Default is to delete subroutine 0.

Structures - Subroutines

Reset Sub-menu

Empty Container

Zero Timer

Zero Angle Sensor

Icons in this sub-menu reset containers, timers, and sensors to zero.

Reset container value to zero. Default - set red container to zero.

Reset the timer value to zero. Default - set red timer to zero.

Reset the angle sensor to zero. Default - input Port 1.

Reset
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Empty Mailbox

Zero Touch Sensor

Zero Light Sensor

Zero Temperature Sensor
(Celsius)

Zero Temperature Sensor
(Fahrenheit)

Reset RCX mailbox value to zero. This empties the mailbox so the mail can be
received from another RCX.

Reset the touch sensor.

Reset the light sensor.

Reset the temperature sensor to Celsius.

Reset the temperature sensor to Fahrenheit.

Light Sensor

Touch Sensor

Temperature Sensor

Rotation Sensor

Sensor Adapter

1 sec

Data Logging Interval

Touch sensor-based interval

10 Points

Set Points

Data Logging On

Data Logging Off

Collect light sensor data.

Collect a count of touch sensor presses.

Collect temperature sensor data.

Collect angle sensor data.

Collect adapter sensor data.

Set the sampling rate to 1 second between each data point.

Set the sampling rate to the user-specified time interval between each data
point.

Collect data every time the touch sensor is released.

Collect 10 data points.

Collect as many data points as specified.

Collect data during the step.

Do not collect data during the step.

Data Logging – Investigator Levels 1-3
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Investigator Sub-menu

Initialize Light Sensor
Logging

Initialize Touch Sensor
Logging

Initialize Temperature
Sensor Logging

Initialize Rotation Sensor
Logging

Initialize Clicks Sensor
Logging

Initialize Container Logging

Initialize Timer Logging

Start Data Logging

Stop Logging

Resume Logging

Start Data Logging With
Clicks

Icons in this sub-menu control the operation of the data logging functions of the RCX.

Initialize light sensor to take data and configures data logging settings.  Default
settings: sensor on input Port 1, data set to the red set.

Initialize touch sensor to take data and configures data logging settings.
Default settings: sensor on input Port 1, data set to the red set.

Initialize temperature sensor to take data and configures data logging settings.
Default settings: sensor on input Port 1, data set to the red set.

Initialize rotation sensor to take data and configures data logging settings.
Default settings: sensor on input Port 1, data set to the red set.

Initialize touch sensor to take number of clicks as data and configures data
logging settings.  Default settings: sensor on input Port 1, data set to the red set.

Initialize a Container to take data and configures data logging settings.

Initialize a Timer to take data and configures data logging settings.

Start capturing or logging data.

Stop capturing or logging data.

Resume capturing or logging data.

Start capturing or logging data and clicks each time a data point is taken.

Data Logging – Investigator Level 4

Sample One Tenth Sec

Sample One Minute

Sample One Hour

Touch Sampling

Red Data Set

Free Sample With 
Time Stamp

Capture data every one tenth of a second.

Capture data every minute.

Capture data every hour.

Capture data every time the touch sensor is pressed.

Identify the location where data is stored.

Capture data every time you write on the data set and mark the data with the time.

Data Logging Modifiers
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Add two values.

Subtract one value from another.

Multiply two values together.

Divide one value by another.

Add

Subtract

Multiply

Divide

Compute Tools 1

Plot the maximum value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plot the minimum value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plot the mean value of each data set in the selected bin.

Plot the standard deviation of each data set in the selected bin.

Plot all the data sets in the selected bin.

Plot the value of the slope for each data set in the selected bin.

Plot a line that is the integral for each set of data in the selected bin.

Plot a line that is the derivative for each data set in the selected bin.

Plot one line that is the average of all data sets in the selected bin.

Plot a linear best fit curve for each data set in the selected bin.
The linear equations are also shown.

Maxima

Minima

Mean

Standard Deviation

No Change

Slope

Integrate

Differentiate

Average Line

Fit Line

Compute Tools 3
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Event Sub-menu

Start Monitoring for an
Event

Stop Event Monitoring

Event Landing

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to set up programming based on events.  More
information is available at http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

Start monitoring for the corresponding event(s).

Stop all event monitoring.

This command is where the program will jump to when any event is triggered.

Events

View All

Extract

Combine

Combine Bins

XY Plot

Bin Plots

Well Time

Peak Time

Threshold

Fit Curve

Fit Exponential

Histogram

Bin Modifiers

Show the data set in any bin. Default: red bin.

Separate the X and Y coordinates of a data set in two arrays.

Combine the X and Y values into a plot.

Combines two plots together.

Add the data set defined by the X and Y numbers to an existing bin.

Put the contents of a plot into a bin.

Find the time the measured value in a data set is below a given threshold.

Find the time the measured value in a data set exceeds a given threshold.

Extract the measured values in a data set when they are between two
thresholds.

Fit a curve to the specified data set.

Fit an exponential to the specified data set.

Give a histogram for each data set.

Select the bin for the data set.

Compute Tools 4
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Event Modifiers 
Sub-menu

Red Event

Value of Red Event

Value of Red Upper
Threshold

Value of Red Lower
Threshold

Value of Red Hysteresis

Value of Red Duration

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to modify the Event based program icons.
More information is available at http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

Wire this to an Event Definition or Monitor command to select the Red Event.

Wire this to an Event Definition or Monitor to select the Red Timer.

The value of the upper threshold for the red event.

The value of the lower threshold for the red event.

The value of the hysteresis for the red event.

The value of the duration for the red event.

Events Modifiers

Task Priority Sub-menu

Task Priority

Start Monitoring for
Output Access Control

Monitors access control – if any task of higher priority wants control of the
outputs, jump to the red access landing.

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to set priorities of different tasks in your
program.  

This sets the priority of any task.  Note: 0 is the highest priority.

Task Priority
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Set Up Pressed Event

Set Up Enter High Event

Define Event

Reset Event

Force an Event

Clear All Events

Set up an event to occur when the touch sensor is pressed.

Set up an event to be triggered when the value of the event source goes
above the upper threshold.

Define the settings for Enter (low, normal, and high) events.

Reset monitoring for an event.

Force the firmware to behave as if the events, whose bits are set in the
calculated 16 bit value, had actually happened.

Clear all 16 events.
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Start Monitoring for 
Sound Access Control

Access Control Landing

Stop Access Control
Monitoring

Monitor access control of sound – if any task of higher priority wants control
of the sound, jump to the red access landing.

This command is where the program will jump to when another task of higher
priority wants control of the outputs.

Stop access control monitoring.

RCX Communication 
Sub-menu

Send Mail

Snap Image

Set Display

Fill Mailbox

Fill Remote Container

Start Direct RCX
Communication

End Direct RCX
Communication

Start Remote Program

Download Remote Program

Clear Sound Buffer

Mute Sound

Unmute Sound

Icons in this sub-menu specify commands used in RCX communication.

Send mail to another RCX. Default - send the number 1.

This will tell Vision Control to snap an image and save it in the Image Folder.
(This will only work with Vision Control open.)

Set the RCX LCD display to show a certain value.

Reset the RCX mailbox to a value.

Set the container to a certain value on a remote RCX.

Start Direct Commands sent to other RCXs.

End direct communication sequence with remote RCX(s).

Start remote programming to other RCXs.

Download a sequence of commands as a program to remote RCX(s).

This command immediately empties the sound buffer in the RCX from any and
all queued tones or system sounds.

This command empties the sound buffer and ignores future sounds. 

This command restarts the sound buffer to play sounds.

RCX Communication
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Direct Functions Sub-menu

Memory Map

Read Run Status

Read Tower Power

RCX Tower Power

RCX Battery Power

Icons in this sub-menu specify direct functions that return information 
to the computer.

This command gives back the memory allotment within the RCX.

Read the Run Status of the RCX.

Read the transmitter power on the RCX.

Set the transmitter power of the RCX.

Check the battery level of the RCX. Outputs a value between 0 and 9.

Direct Functions

Advanced Sub-menu

Begin RCX

Begin LASM

Begin Direct Mode

Generate LASM cmd

Set Modifier Value

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to program specific types of coding. More
information is available at http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

Begins an Inventor program for the RCX.

Begins an Inventor program and shows the LASM interface.

String a command in after this one to run the following commands
immediately in direct mode (no download).

This powerful icon allows you to enter LASM text directly. Simply wire in the
line(s) of text into LASM Cmd and have the begin and end wire on either side.

Set any writeable source and value.

Advanced

Control Lab Interface 
Sub-menu

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to write programs for the LEGO Interface B.

Control Lab

Scout Commands 
Sub-menu

Icons in this sub-menu allow you to write programs for the LEGO Scout.

Scout
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Multimedia Sub-menu

Init Small Image

Init Internet Image

Close Camera

Grab RGB

Convert to Picture

Convert to Array

Get Pixel Value

Advanced Video 
Sub-menu

Init Mic

Grab Sound

Play Sound

Close Mic

Save Sound

Frequency Analysis

Icons in this sub-menu allow you do additional programming with video or
sound.  More information is available at www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

This VI initializes the camera at its small setting (160x120).

This VI initializes the camera at Internet Setting (320x240).

This VI closes the camera.

This VI grabs a single image from an initialized camera. The color of the image
is specified by Image Type.

This VI converts an image to a LabVIEW™ picture.

This VI converts an image into a 2-dimensional array of rows and columns (e.g.,
320 columns and 240 rows).

This VI gets the value of the pixel located at the specified position and returns
its value (either as an 8-bit number or an RGB cluster).

The icons in this sub-menu allow you to do very advanced video processing.

This initializes the microphone.

This VI collects one second of sound data.

This VI plays sound data.

This VI closes the microphone.

This VI saves sound data to a .wav file.

This VI does a Fourier Transform on the one second of sound grabbed.

Multimedia
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Music 
Piano Player

Play Current Song

Single Play

Continuous Play

Camera Setup

Camera Pause

Save Image

Opens the Piano Player Window.

Plays the selected song on the computer.

Plays the selected song one time.

Plays the selected song in a continuous loop.

Opens the Camera Setup window.

Freezes image in Camera window.  Selecting Camera Pause again starts
continual image updates.

Opens a save file window that allows you to name and save the current image
in the Camera window to a file.

Media Window
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Delete Note

Record

Play Current Song

Select Computer

Select RCX

Tempo

Deletes the selected note.

Toggles whether or not the notes being played are kept on the scroll.

Plays the current song through the computer.

Selects the computer as the device which plays the notes.

Selects the RCX as the device which plays the notes.

Controls the tempo at which the song is played. This is displayed in beats/min.

Piano Player

Line points graph

Line graph 

Points graph

Bar graph

Numeric Table

Plots data points with a line for each data set.

Plots each data set as a line.

Plots the points of each data set.

Plots each data set as a bar graph.

Lists the numeric values of each data set.

Investigator Template Icons

Staccato

Normal

Slurred

Play note for 50% of the specified duration.

Play note for 80% of the specified duration.

Play note for 100% of the specified duration.

Note Articulation
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Autoscale X Data

Autoscale Y Data

Lock Autoscaling

Format and Precision
Control

Standard Operate Mode

Zoom Button

Pan Button

Enlarge Button

Set the scale of the x-axis of the graph to match the range of the data set.

Set the scale of the y-axis of the graph to match the range of the data set.

Turns on or off the x or y autoscale feature. Right is autoscaling on. Left is
autoscaling off.

Allows you to set the format (linear or logarithmic scales) and the decimal
place precision of the x and y scales.

Graph Tools open in the standard operate mode.

Opens a window with multiple options for zooming in or out on the graph.

Allows you to "grab" the plot and move it within the graph area.

Opens a screen-sized graph window with two cursors. Clicking and dragging
the cursors over points from the data set shows the actual values. It also lets
you identify which lines go with each data set.

Investigator Graph Tools

The Graph Tools allow you to change the way your plot looks on the screen without changing

the data itself.  The data sets will automatically plot with all points visible.  The Graph Tools only

need to be used if you want to change the scale of your axes, zoom in or out on the graph, or

manipulate cursors to determine the value of specific points in the data set.

Select Camera

Define Sensor

Save Picture

Connection Speed

Plane

Selects which camera to use.

Defines a sensor for the camera to use.

Saves the current image to a bitmap file.

Toggles between No Connection with the RCX, Slow Connection, and Fast
Connection.

Selects which color plane to view the image in. Selecting a container will allow
you to view the manipulated image for that sensor.

Vision Center
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Areas

Ask RCX

Autowiring

Bin

Boot Mode

Camera Sensor

Command

Data Logging

Data Set

Direct Mode

Downloading

Duration

Expanded Help

Fast Connection
Mode

Firmware

Grow Button

Sections within the Investigator project that have similar functions: Program, Upload, View and
Compare, and Journal.

A feature in the Pilot menu that tells the computer to read the program on the RCX and display it. 

An Inventor feature that automatically connects one icon to another in the Diagram Window.

Location where uploaded data sets are stored.

Start up condition for the RCX if it has lost power.  Loss of power may occur due to battery life
ending or accidental removal of batteries.

Using the camera as a sensor means using the camera image as a value that affects the way an
RCX robot running the relevant program responds. See also Image Processing.

A programming instruction to do something (e.g., turn lamp on, turn motor on, wait for touch
sensor, wait for time).

Process of acquiring and recording data at specific points in time.

A collection of individual data points.

After the program is downloaded to the RCX, the RCX continuously transmits data back to the
computer.  The data is displayed on a graph.  The RCX must be on and near the IR Transmitter
to run in Direct Mode.

Transferring a program from the computer to the RCX.  The IR Transmitter must be connected
to the computer and aimed at the RCX infrared eye.

The amount of time that something continues or lasts.

More information and examples are available online by clicking the links in the Help screens
within ROBOLAB.

A mode of operating to maximize the frequency at which the computer updates the camera
value.

Programming language that must be in the RCX’s memory before additional programs can be
downloaded to the RCX.

Resizes the ROBOLAB Investigator window to fill the screen or returns the screen to the original
size.  It is the gray triangular button in the upper right-hand corner of the working area.
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Icons

Image Processing

Infrared

Infrared Eye

Input Ports

Invent and
Investigate

Inventor

IR Transmitter

Labview™

Short Range

Long Range

Loop

Mask

Pictorial representations of programming commands.

Defining the specifications for how the camera image is used as input to a program. The
processing of an image can involve one or more steps. Several predefined options are part
of the software. You can also define your own.

Range of wavelengths used for communication between remote devices.

The communication connection between the RCX and the computer.  It is located on the top
end of the RCX.

The three Ports (1, 2, 3) on the RCX to which LEGO sensors can be connected.  These Ports
are used to receive information from the sensors.

Invent and Investigate is the exciting process used with ROBOLAB Investigator programming.
The RCX and other LEGO elements are used to create inventions and review the data
collected by the inventions.

The advanced programming phase.  It is done by Picking and Placing the picture icons from
a palette onto the Diagram window.  The icons are then arranged in sequence and wired
together.  Inventor has four levels with Level 1 being the most simple and Level 4 having full
capability with no ceiling to its capabilities.

The communication device connected to the serial port of the computer. Programs written
on the computer are downloaded to the RCX via the IR Transmitter.

LabVIEW™ or Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench, is a powerful,
graphical programming environment developed by National Instruments.  It runs on many
computer platforms, including Power Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, HP-UX, Sun, and Linux.
In LabVIEW™, each picture icon executes a specified set of instructions or calculations.  In
this manual, these icons are referred to as ‘commands’

A distance of approximately 0.5 meters between the RCX and the IR Transmitter.

A distance of approximately 2.5 meters between the RCX and the IR Transmitter.

A section of a program that repeats itself for the designated number of times.

A mask identifies specific areas of the camera image and defines what you are looking for in
that area.
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Modifiers

Multitasking

Musical Sheet

Navigator

Output Ports

Pages

Percent Light Value

Phases

Pilot

Port

Power Down

Program Button

Project

Publish

RCX

Programming details used to specify information to the commands, (e.g., port location, power
level, amount of time).

A programming condition that runs multiple tasks at the same time.

The white area above the keyboard in the Piano Player on which the notes are displayed like
the composer’s score.

Located to the left of the Investigator working area.  It is used to switch among working areas.  
Navigator also lists all pages for the currently displayed area.

The three Ports (A, B, C) on the RCX to which LEGO motors or lights can be connected. These
Ports are used to send information to the motors and lights.

Individual templates that have been modified for your Investigator project.  An unlimited
number of pages can be added to a working area.  Each working area must have a minimum of
one page.

The amount of light "seen" by the light sensor in comparison to its maximum (white light)
value.

Levels of RCX programming. The introductory phase is called Pilot and is based on a Click and
Choose interface in an existing template. The follow-on phase is called Inventor and is done by
Picking and Placing picture icons into the desired sequence. 

The introductory programming phase. It uses an easy Click and Choose interface in an existing
template. Pilot has four levels with Level 1 being the most simple. There are some limitations to
the programming in Pilot.

An input or output location on the RCX.

When the RCX turns itself off.

Selects the RCX program. The RCX can have five different programs stored in its memory. The
programs are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

All the components of your Invent and Investigate activity.  Each project is stored as its own file
on the computer.

Used to create on-screen presentations or to generate files in web or printer format.

The programmable LEGO brick that can be built upon. It has an internal clock and can power
motors and lights connected to the output Ports and receive information from sensors
connected to the input Ports.



Glossary

Retrieving

Sample

Saving

Sensor

Sensor Adapter

Sequence String

Slow Connection
Mode

Snap Image

Task

Template

Touch Sensor

Upload

USB

View Button

Vision Center

Wiring

Recalls a program that is stored on the hard drive of the computer and makes it the current
one.

Acquiring a single data point.

Stores the program that is currently being created on the hard drive of the computer.

Device used to obtain data.

A special connector used to attach a non-LEGO sensor to the RCX.

A set of LabVIEW™ command icons that have been arranged in order and connected with
the Wire tool.

A mode of operating to slow down the frequency at which the computer updates the
camera value so that the RCX can specify that a camera image be snapped.

Grabs the current camera image as a still photograph and saves it as a bitmap file.

Collection of programming commands. A task performs the specified outputs (turns motors
on) until the specified condition is met.

Templates are the basic format used in each of the five Investigator working areas.  After
opening a template it becomes a page in the working area that you can modify and save.
Additional templates are available at the website: www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms.

A sensor with three different types of use:
1. Touch sensor: takes data every time the sensor is pressed.
2. Touch and release sensor: takes data every time the sensor has been pressed and then

released.
3. Click sensor: counts how many times the sensor is pressed.

Note: In a program a sensor can only be used in one way.  The uses cannot be combined.

Transferring data from the RCX to the computer.  The IR Transmitter must be connected to
the computer and aimed at the RCX infrared eye.

The Universal Serial Bus or USB is a hardware option on many computers that provides a
way to connect devices. The LEGO USB IR Transmitter and LEGO Cam use the USB port.

Shows the current digital value of the input and output Ports.

The area of ROBOLAB Inventor and Investigator that allows you to view the camera image
and to set up the camera as a sensor.

Connecting icons to each other in sequence with the LabVIEW™ Wire tool.
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You will need an RCX car with two motors.  Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the next

step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Change the amount of time that your car travels.

3. Change the direction Motor A moves.

Extra Challenge

Draw an RCX and label the following parts:

■ Input Ports

■ Output Ports

■ Power button

■ Run button

■ Change Program button

■ Infrared window

P I L O T 1
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195

You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to 

the next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Program Motor A to its highest power and make your car drive for 4.5 seconds.

3. Change one motor to Port C and program the car to drive forward for 4 seconds.

Extra Challenge

Program motors to drive in opposite directions.  Draw your program below.  What happened when you tested it?   

P I L O T  2
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You will need an RCX car with two motors.  

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. What Ports should your motors be attached to for the program above?

2. Write a program like the one above.

3. Program your car to drive forward and backward for the same amount of time.  Your car should drive straight

each time.

4. Make the program in step 3 repeat.  

Extra Challenge

Program your car to make an S when it drives.  You’ll need to pay attention to direction, speed and time.

P I L O T 3
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You will need an RCX car with two motors and a touch sensor. Attach one motor to Port A and one motor to Port C.

Attach the touch sensor to Port 1.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1.  Write a program exactly like the one above.

2.  Add a third step that turns off Motor A for 4 seconds.

3.  Remove the third step. You should have two steps again.

Extra Challenge

Program your car to act like something else. It can be an animal or a robot or anything else. Your program must

have at least three steps.

P I L O T  4
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Make Motor A run until the touch sensor is pressed instead of waiting for time.

3. Program the RCX to play a sound after the motor stops.

Extra Challenge

Connect one of the motors to Port C and program your car to drive forward.

I N V E N T O R  1
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Change the program to make your car go as slowly as possible.

3. Add two different types of beeps to the program. You will need to use modifiers.

Extra Challenge

1. Put one of your motors on Port C and leave the other on Port A. 

Make both motors start at the same time and then stop at the same time. You can only use one stop sign.

2. Attach a touch sensor to Port 2.

Make your motors stop when you press the touch sensor.

I N V E N T O R  2
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You will need an RCX car with two motors, a light sensor, black electrical tape, and a black piece of construction paper.

Attach both motors to Port A. Attach the light sensor to Port 1. Use electrical tape or other dark tape to make a line on

the floor.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. a) Place another line of tape on the floor at least 30 cm (12 inches) from the first line.

b) Program your car to drive to the first line, reverse, and then stop when it hits the second line. Make sure you

start your car in the middle of the two lines.

3. a) Place a piece of dark construction paper on the floor.  It should be darker than the floor.

b) Program your car to drive and play a beep when it hits a surface lighter than the paper.  You will need to

take a light reading and add it as a modifier.

c) Position your programmed car in the middle of the paper and run the program.

Extra Challenge

Program your car to drive when the lights in the room are tuned off and stop when the lights are turned back

on. Your car should be able to do this repeatedly. 

L I G H T  S E N S O R
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach one motor to Port A and one motor to Port C.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Make your motors stop when you press in the touch sensor. 

3. Write a program that will wait for the touch sensor to be released. Use the ‘Wait for Let Go’ icon.

Extra Challenge

Use the touch sensor to control the direction of the motors. Use loops so that you can make your motors switch

directions every time you press in the touch sensor.

T O U C H  S E N S O R
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. What do the Jump icons tell the car to do?

3. Write a program that uses music and the Jump icon.

Extra Challenge

Write a program that uses the touch sensor and the Jump icons.

J U M P
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

2. Program an action before the loop.

3. Write a program using the ‘Loop While Touch Sensor is In’ icon.

Extra Challenge

Make your car drive forward until the touch sensor has been pressed in four times. You will need to use the ‘Loop

While Number of Touches and Releases is Less Than’ icon.

L O O P
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You will need an RCX car with two motors and a touch sensor. Attach motors to Ports A and C. 

Attach the touch sensor to Port 1.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program like the one above.

2. Add a jump or a loop to the program so that it repeats.  

Hint: Put them where the program will let you keep using the touch sensor to control the motor.  

Add a beep so you will know that the cycle begins again.  Use Jumps and Lands or Loops.

3. Write a program using the Timer Fork icon. You will need to use the Zero Timer icon.    

Place the Zero Timer icon after the green light.

Extra Challenge

Pretend your motor is a generator. Program your generator to turn on when the light in the room goes off and

turn off when the light comes back on. Draw your program on the back. 

F O R K S
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach both motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program like the one above.

2. Program your car to drive backward before the Split Task icon.

3. a) Move one of your motors to Port C. 

b) Program the motors to do two different things at the same time.

Extra Challenge

Think about something you could build beside a car that would do two things at the same time and would need

a split task.

What would you build and what two things would it do?

S P L I T  T A S K
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You will need an RCX car with two motors. Attach motors to Port A.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above. The Create Subroutine icon              is used to create the

subroutine.  

The subroutine will not run until the Run Subroutine Icon            appears.

2. Program the RCX to run this subroutine two times. You need to place the Run Subroutine icon at two

different places in the program. You can add to or change the program.

3. Make a subroutine that does not use music.

Extra Challenge

You will need an RCX car with two motors, a light sensor, and a touch sensor.  Write a program with two

subroutines. Program your car to do one subroutine based on light sensor input and another subroutine based

on the touch sensor input.  You will need to use a different modifier for each Run Subroutine command.

S U B R O U T I N E
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You will need an RCX with two motors and a light sensor. Attach the light sensor to Port 1.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on 

to the next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above.

What do you think the program is telling the RCX to do?

2. a) Download the program to the RCX.

b) Run the program and collect data by walking around the room. Point the light sensor at areas with

different light levels as you take data.

c) Go to the Upload Area and send the collected data from the RCX to the computer.  Once you have sent 

the data to your computer, you can view it. These data points should be in red.

3. a) Run the program again and collect more data.

b) Got to the Upload Area and press the            button to add another set of data. 

c) Upload the data and then click on the bucket and make this set of data a color 

other than red.

d) Go to the View and Compare Area located in the Tool Box to see a plot of the two sets of data.

Extra Challenge

Go to the Journal Area and write about your results and what you could change in the next program.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  1
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You will need an RCX car with two motors and a light sensor. Attach both motors to Port A.  Attach the light sensor 

to Port 1. Use black electrical or other dark tape to make a line on the floor.  The line should be darker than the floor.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program exactly like the one above. 

2. a) Download the program to the RCX.

b) Run the program and collect data while your car drives on the floor and over the tape. 

c) Go to the Upload Area and upload your data.  Name this set of data ‘tape.’

3. a) Run the same program on the floor without the tape.

b) Go to the Upload Area and upload the data into a second data set. Name this set of data ‘floor.’  

Click on the bucket and make this set of data a color other than red.

c) Go to the View and Compare Area located in the Tool Box to see a plot of the two sets of data. 

Each set of data should be a different color.

Extra Challenge

Write a program that uses two sensors, such as the light and temperature sensors. Take data, upload it, 

and then view it.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  2
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You will need an RCX car with two motors, a light sensor, and a touch sensor.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. Write a program with the following steps that occur in the order listed below.

a) Program the car to drive while obtaining light data. Capture at least ten data points. 

(You can capture temperature data too if you have a temperature sensor.)

b) Program the car to turn for a set amount of time without collecting data.

c) Program the car to drive and capture data until the touch sensor is pressed.

You can connect the touch sensor directly to the car or hold it in your hand.

2. Upload the data into the red bin.

3. Go to the Compute Area. Adjust the data as shown in the following example and make this data the 

purple bin.

Extra Challenge

Upload a second set of data. Save it to the blue bin. Then go to Compute Tools 2 in the Compute Area and

compare the blue bin and the red bin. 

I N V E S T I G A T O R  3
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You will need an RCX car, a light sensor, and a touch sensor.  Attach the light sensor to Port 1. Attach the touch sensor to

Port 2.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the 

next step.

1. a) Write a program exactly like the one above.

b) Walk around the room as you collect data.

c) View your data after you upload it.

2. a) Write a program that drives the car while collecting light data. You should collect at least ten data points.

b) View your data after you upload it. Make this the red data set.

3. a) Run the same program used in Step 2 in another area of the room. 

b) Make this the blue data set when you upload it. 

c) Compare the red and blue data sets in the View and Compare Area.

4. Write a program with the following five steps that occur in the order listed below.

a) Program the car to take 5 seconds of data then stop data collection.

b) Program the car to drive for 5 seconds then stop.

c) Program the car to take another 5 seconds of data. Data collection should stop at this point.  Use the

Resume Logging icon.

Extra Challenge

Write a program that uses the light and touch sensors to collect data as your car drives.
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You will need an RCX car with a light sensor.  Attach the light sensor to Port 1.  Use black electrical tape or other dark

tape to make lines on the floor.  The lines should be darker than the floor.

Complete each step, test it using the RCX, and then have your teacher or partner check it before moving on to the next

step.

1. a) Write a program exactly like the one above.

b) Walk around the room as you collect data.

c) View your updated data.

2. a) Rewrite the program so that your car drives while collecting data.

b) Make two parallel lines the floor with the tape.  Measure how far apart they are. Try to figure out how fast

your car is driving based on light data collected by the car as it drives. 

c) Move one of the strips of tape. Try to figure out how far apart the strips of tape are based on light and

speed data collected by the car. 

3.  Write a program that takes data, stops data collection when the touch sensor is pressed in, and then resumes

data collection when the touch sensor is released. Use the resume logging icon.

Extra Challenge

You will need an RCX car and two touch sensors for this exercise. Make a bumper car by attaching a touch sensor

to each end of the car. Each time the car drives forward and hits a wall or other surface, the touch sensor should

become depressed and the car should reverse directions.  Your program should also collect light data for two

minutes and then play a sound to signify the end of data collection. 
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Programming Solutions

A suggested model for use in Programming Exercises.

Note: The direction the motor turns depends on the

orientation of the electrical connection to both the RCX

and the motor itself. Rotating the orientation 180 degrees

will result in the motor turning in the opposite direction.

2. This program is one possible solution. The amount of

time the car drives may vary.

3. This program is one possible solution. The amount of

time the car drives may vary.

P I L O T 1
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2. 

3. This program is one possible solution. The speed of the motors may vary.

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. The motors should be turning in different directions. The car should spin around as

it drives. 

P I L O T  2
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1. The motors should be attached to Ports A and C.

3. This program is one possible solution. The amount of time and power at which the car drives may vary.

4.       

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. The direction, speed, and time of each motor may vary.

P I L O T  3
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2. Add an additional step by pressing the                   button.

3. Delete the step by pressing the                   button.

Extra Challenge 

Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

P I L O T  4
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2.      

3.   

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. The direction and time each motor is driven may vary.

I N V E N T O R  1
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2. 

3. This program is one possible solution. The placement of beep icons and beep modifiers may vary.

Extra Challenge

1. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

2. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

I N V E N T O R  2
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2. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

3.       

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

L I G H T  S E N S O R
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2.

3. This program is one possible solution. The “Wait for Touch Sensor to be Released” icon may be placed in a different

location.

Extra Challenge

T O U C H  S E N S O R
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2. The second arrow tells the program to go back to the first arrow, creating an infinite loop.

3.    

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

J U M P
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2. This program is one possible solution. The action before the first loop icon may vary. 

3. This program is one possible solution. The “Loop While Touch Sensor is In” icon should be used.

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Eight is used as a modifier for the “Loop While Number of Touches and Releases is

Less Than” icon because four depressions of the touch sensor also includes four releases, for a total of eight.

L O O P
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2. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

3. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

F O R K S
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2. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

3. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

Extra Challenge

Solutions will vary greatly between programmers.

S P L I T  T A S K
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2. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

3. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

S U B R O U T I N E
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1.The program tells the RCX to take light data every 2 seconds for 60 seconds. Thus, 30 points of data will be collected.

2c. Although collected light data will differ from this example,

the solution should have a red line plotting data.

3c. Although collected light data will differ from this example,

the solution should have a line in a color other than red.

3d. Although collected light data will differ from this example,

the solution should have two lines of different colors

plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  1
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2c. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a red line plotting

data.

3b. Although collected light data will differ from this

example, the solution should have a line in a color other

than red plotting data.

3c. Although collected light data will differ from this

example, the solution should have two lines of different

colors plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  2
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Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers. 

Although collected data will differ from the example, the solution should two lines plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  2
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\

1.This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

1a.

1b. 

1c.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  3
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2. Although collected data will differ from the example, the solution should have a red line plotting data. It will look like

there are two sets of data on the plot because the RCX stopped logging data during the middle step.

3. Although collected data will differ from the example, the solution should a purple line plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  3
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Extra Challenge

Although collected light data will differ from this example, the solution should have a blue line plotting data.

Although collected light data will differ from this example, the solution should have a red line and a blue line plotted on

the same chart.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  3
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1c. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a red line 

plotting data. 

2a. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

In this example, the “Wait for Push” icon starts data collection and “Play Sound” signifies the end of data collection.

2b. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a red line 

plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( A )
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3b. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a blue line 

plotting data.

3c. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have two lines plotting data.

4. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( A )
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Although collected light data will differ from the example,

the solution should have a red line plotting data.

Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

Although collected light data will differ from the example,

the solution should have a red line plotting data. 

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( A )
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1c. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a red line 

plotting data.

2a. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

2b. The lines of tape are 2 feet apart from each other. 

The car drove the distance between the lines in 6 seconds.

Therefore, the car traveled approximately 2 feet per

second. Although collected light data will differ from 

the example, the solution should have a red line 

plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( B )
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2c. The car drove the distance between the lines in 7 seconds.

Since the car travels 7 feet per second, the distance

between the lines is approximately 14 feet. Although

collected light data will differ from the example, the

solution should have a red line plotting data.

3a. This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

3b. Although collected light data will differ from the

example, the solution should have a red line 

plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( B )
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Extra Challenge

This program is one possible solution. Solutions will differ greatly between programmers.

Although collected light data will differ from the example, the solution should have a red line plotting data.

I N V E S T I G A T O R  4 ( B )
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National Instruments

Tufts University
Center for Engineering Educational Outreach

LEGO MINDSTORMS

On-line support

http://www.LEGO.com/education 
or
http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms

http://www.natinst.com/robolab

http://www.ceeo.tufts.edu

http://www.legomindstorms.com 

http://www.LEGO.com/education/mindstorms/techsupport.htm 

More Information
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